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Abstract 

Traditionally, railway tracks are ballasted. However, efficient and safe solutions that 
do not use ballasts have been developed in the past 40 years, called ballastless tracks, 
fixed tracks, slab tracks or simply non-ballasted tracks. The application of ballastless 
tracks on high-speed railway lines is even more recent and is increasing. By 1993, 
Japan had built 1000 km of ballastless track (double track) for the Shinkansen. In 
Germany, Deutsche Bahn started to use ballastless tracks for high speed lines in 1995. 
Building steel-concrete composite bridges is a recent concept as well. The introduction 
of high-speed trains, which is recent as well, has increased the interest in dynamic 
behavior of railway bridges. Bridges are subjected to large dynamic effects due to high-
speed trains.  

The purpose of this thesis is to compare the effect of ballasted and ballastless track 
alternatives on a simply supported steel-concrete composite railway bridge, with the 
application on high-speed railway lines. The case study is the Banafjäl Bridge, a single 
span and single track bridge situated on the Bothnia Line, in Sweden. Designs for both 
ballasted and ballastless track alternatives are performed and compared according to a 
static analysis. A dynamic analysis is performed for both cases. Dynamic responses are 
compared and evaluated according to standards. Designs that fulfill dynamic standards 
are presented and compared. 

Keywords: High-speed railway line, composite bridge, dynamic, ballastless track, 
modal analysis 
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Nomenclature 

ac Distance from the centre of gravity of the composite section to the one of 
the concrete slab 

amax Maximum vertical acceleration 

as Distance from the centre of gravity of the composite section to the one of 
the steel beam  

Ac Concrete slab cross-section area  

As Steel beam cross-section area 

Acomp Composite cross-section area 

bballast Width of the ballast 

bc Width of the concrete slab 

bl Width of the lower flange of the steel beam 

bu Width of the upper flange of the steel beam 

bv Vertical acceleration in vehicle 

d Bogie axle spacing 

D Dynamic train load factor 

DAF Dynamic amplification factor 

di regular axle distance 

dL Element length 

dmax Maximum vertical displacement 

E Modulus of elasticity 

EC Eurocode 

Ec Concrete Young’s Modulus 

Ec,eff Effective concrete Young’s Modulus 

Es Steel Young’s Modulus 

e Distance from the centre of gravity of the composite section to the centre 
of gravity of the concrete slab 

e1 Distance from the centre of gravity of the composite section to the upper 
edge of the concrete slab 



 vi 

e2 Distance from the centre of gravity of the composite section to the lower 
edge of the concrete slab 

e3 Distance from the centre of gravity of the composite section to the lower 
edge of the steel beam 

ERRI European Rail Research Institute 

fcc Concrete compressive strength 

fj Natural frequency of mode j 

frd Design fatigue strength 

frk Characteristic fatigue strength 

fyd Steel yield strength 

fs Sampling frequency 

hballast Ballast height 

hc Concrete slab height 

HSLM High-Speed Load Model 

hw Steel web panel height 

I Moment of inertia 

Ibridge Moment of inertia of the bridge composite section 

Ic Moment of inertia of the concrete slab section 

Icomp Moment of inertia of the composite section 

Is Moment of inertia of the steel beam section 

L Span length 

m mass of the bridge, per unit length 

mb mass of the beam, per unit length 

Mcrd Bending resistance 

Md,II Design bending moment in construction stage 

N Number of intermediate coaches 

Nsh Shrinkage fictitious tensile force 

P Point force 

rmax Maximum rotation 

tl Thickness of the lower flange of the steel beam 

tu Thickness of the upper flange of the steel beam 

tw Thickness of the lower flange of the steel beam 

UIC Union Internationale des Chemins de fer 

ULS Ultimate Limit State 

U.R. Utility Ratio 

v Speed 



 

 vii 

vres Resonance speed 

vR lowest resonance speed  

Vcrd Shear resistance 

Vd,II Design shear force in construction stage 

Vd,IV:A Design shear force in ULS stage 

W1 Section modulus at the upper edge of the concrete slab 

W2 Section modulus at the lower edge of the concrete slab 

W3 Section modulus at the upper edge of the steel beam 

W4 Section modulus at the lower edge of the steel beam 

ycomp Distance from the bottom of the steel beam to the centre of gravity of the 
composite section 

α Ratio of the steel Young’s Modulus to the effective concrete Young’s 
Modulus 

n Vertical deflection 

δ Vertical deflection 

εcs Shrinkage strain 

λj dimensionless frequency parameter 

φeff Creep factor 

σf Fatigue stress 

σfatigue Fatigue stress 

σfreal Fatigue stress calculated in the existing design 

σ1 Stress at the upper edge of the concrete slab 

σ2 Stress at the lower edge of the concrete slab 

σ3 Stress at the upper edge of the steel beam 

σ4 Stress at the lower edge of the steel beam 

σ3real Stress at the upper edge of the steel beam calculated in the existing design 

σ4real Stress at the lower edge of the steel beam calculated in the existing design 
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1  
 
Introduction 

1.1 General background 

The need to travel faster, to transport people and goods in a reduced time has 
allowed the development of high-speed railway. There is no such thing as a standard 
definition of high-speed rail. Several definitions of the concept exist. A part of the 
European Union definition of high-speed is that high-speed lines comprise specially 
built lines equipped for speeds generally equal to or greater than 250 km/h, specially 
upgraded lines equipped for speeds of the order of 200 km/h and specially upgraded 
high speed lines which have special features as a result of topographical, relief or town-
planning constraints, on which the speed must be adapted to each case. [9] As a 
consequence, high-speed lines which have areas where e.g. the speed is reduced to 
110 km/h for noise reasons, or to 160 km/h when crossing a tunnel or a bridge, are 
considered as high speed lines. In some countries where the performance of the 
conventional railway is not high, trains operating at 160 km/h can be considered as 
high-speed trains. [35]  

In May 2010, according to [32], there are 13414 km of high-speed lines in operation 
in the world, 10781 under construction and 17579 planned. This gives a total of 41774, 
expected by the UIC by 2025. [34] High-speed railway lines are planned to be the 
standard of the railway in the years to come. Maps of existing railway infrastructures 
and planned projects, as well as the evolution of the high-speed rail network in the 
world below in. 
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Figure 1.1 High Speed Rail systems around the world in 2009 [33] 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Operational railway network in Europe in 2010 [33] 
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Figure 1.3 High-speed rail systems forecast in 2025 in the world [33] 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Expected evolution of the world high-speed railway network [34] 
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Figure 1.5 Expected railways lines in Europe by 2025 [33] 

Bridges are usually needed when a new road or railway line crosses a river or an 
existing road. Bridges need special attention when it comes to designing since loads are 
no longer carried by earth works. Specific studies have been carried out and specific 
design codes have been created for bridges and especially railway bridges at high 
speeds.  

In a world where the need and demand of raw material get higher and higher, 
solutions to design bridges that are less expensive are sought. Ballasted tracks have the 
disadvantage that they need a regular maintenance, which can be costly on the long 
view. Ballastless track systems have been developed among other things in order to 
avoid this disadvantage. Their application on high-speed lines is recent (early 1990ies). 
These systems imply lighter tracks, which can have an influence on the design of 
bridges. 

1.2 Aims and Scope 

The general aim of the thesis is to compare the effect of ballast on a simply 
supported steel-concrete composite railway bridge, with the application on high-speed 
railway lines. The study provides designs according to static criteria for both a 
ballasted track solution and a slab track solution. The aim is to compare the amount of 
material used in both cases. A dynamic analysis is performed with the same purpose 
and dynamic responses of the two solutions are compared. 
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1.3 Limitations 

Both the steel beams and the concrete slab of the bridge are assumed constant along 
the bridge. The bridge is assumed to have a linear behaviour. The concrete is assumed 
to have an elastic behaviour and to be un-cracked. Static design is performed during 
the construction stage, in Ultimate Limit State for the final bridge and for fatigue. The 
dynamic analysis is performed on a 2D-beam model. Therefore, lateral forces, lateral 
accelerations or displacements are not considered. The dynamic responses considered 
focus on vertical accelerations, vertical displacements and end rotations. Bending 
moments and shear forces are also studied. The trains are supposed to cross the bridge 
at constant speed. These trains are modelled with moving axle loads. No track 
irregularities are considered. Some load effects, such as snow, water pressure, wind and 
maintenance vehicle are neglected. The designs are made using a numerical code, but 
by manual iteration. The dynamic analysis performed on the existing studied bridge is 
not compared with measured data.  

1.4 Structure of the thesis 

The first chapter introduces the general background behind this thesis. The aims 
and scope of the study are described, as well as the limitations that have been 
considered. 

The second chapter gives basic knowledge about steel-concrete composite bridges, 
dynamic analysis and ballastless tracks. Concepts for the designing of steel-concrete 
composite bridges are described. Basic theory of dynamic analysis and dynamic 
controls is provided. Decisive parameters for static and dynamic design are mentioned. 

The third chapter describes the study case of the thesis: the Banafjäl Bridge, a 42 m 
long composite railway bridge, with a single span and a single track, on the Bothnia 
Line, in Sweden. 

The fourth chapter deals with static design. Dynamic effects are accounted for by 
means of a dynamic amplification factor. Two designs are performed; a ballasted track 
and a ballastless track. A comparison of the two designs is done. 

The fifth chapter deals with dynamic controls. The two designs performed in 
chapter 4 are analysed using the commercial FE-software SOLVIA03 and dynamic 
responses are presented. According to these results, design solutions to fulfil the 
dynamic criteria are sought.  

The sixth chapter summarizes the results and evokes possible further research. 

Additional results and input data for the analysis are provided in Appendix. 
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Design of steel-concrete composite 
railway bridges 

2.1 Literature review 

There exist an important number of studies dealing with steel-concrete composite 
bridges, high-speed railway bridges or ballastless tracks. A short introduction of the 
literature that has been used in this project is presented below. 

2.1.1 Steel-concrete composite bridges 

BV BRO summarizes design rules for bridges. Especially, load combinations and 
static traffic loads (traffic train load BV 2000, acceleration and braking forces), are 
described. [1] 

BSK [4] and EC3 [13], [14], [15] present respectively the Swedish and European 
standards in design of steel structures. Resistance criteria in bending and shear of steel 
structures are especially presented. Handling of fatigue is also explained. 

EC4 presents design rules related to steel-concrete composite structures. It goes 
through design basics, material properties, structural analysis, ultimate and 
serviceability limit states. [10] 

Collin, Johansson and Sundquist (2008) summarized knowledge on steel-concrete 
composite bridges. The aim is to give basic knowledge to future engineers and 
researchers on steel-concrete composite bridges. The textbook presents construction 
and erection methods for these bridges, basic structural analysis, different design 
solutions and a description of how to carry out practical design of steel-concrete 
composite bridges. [6] 

 Nakamura, Momiyama, Hosaka and Homma (2002) presented the technologies for 
steel-concrete composite bridges experienced in Japan. The study focuses on the 
advantages of steel-concrete composite bridges over concrete bridges and presents 
technologies and projects carried out in Japan. It concludes that steels girders are 
relatively vulnerable against compressive forces, while concrete filled pipe girders and 
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the encased I-girders improve greatly the bending strength. A concrete filled steel 
girder can also reduce noise and vibrations due to traffic. Steel mill products can lower 
the fabrication cost. The resistance of steel girders to seismic forces can be improved by 
connecting them with piers or abutments. [26] 

Hoorpah, Montens and Ramondec (2009) summarized the French experience and 
expertise on steel-concrete composite railway bridges. The paper explains the evolution 
of the use of steel-concrete composite bridges for high-speed trains in France. It 
discusses steel grades used in these bridges, describes construction methods, and 
illustrates some cases of this experience around the world. [21] 

ScandiaConsult AB made the original design of the Banafjäl Bridge and the 
calculations of the structure of the bridge are presented. Checks on the static 
behaviour of the bridge are performed and highlighted. [23], [24] 

2.1.2 Dynamic for railway bridges 

ERRI gives advices for the design of railway bridges for speeds over 200 km/h. 
Requirements, dynamic behaviour of bridges, loads to consider, influence of some 
parameters, their definition and properties, advices for modelling are especially 
presented. [8] 

UIC presents requirements for railway bridges. The reasons for these requirements, 
on accelerations, displacements, constraints, are train traffic safety, civil engineering 
strength and passenger comfort. [31] 

In EC1, requirements for various responses such as accelerations, displacements and 
rotations are presented. Modes to consider in a dynamic analysis are also presented. 
[11] 

Frýba (1996) summarized the dynamic effects on railway bridges. Special focus is 
given on modelling of bridges and railway vehicles, and on describing traffic loads on 
railway bridges. Horizontal longitudinal and transverse effects are studied. Special 
attention is given on the influence of some parameters, such as damping, vehicle speed 
or track irregularities. The study interests also in stress ranges and fatigue in steel 
railway bridges. [19] Frýba (2001) also evaluated roughly maximum values of vertical 
acceleration, displacement, bending moment and resonance speeds for a simply 
supported beam subjected to equidistant moving loads, from the Euler-Bernoulli beam 
equation. These maximum values are given for an infinitely long train and can be used 
as a first approach.[18] 

Xia and Zhang (2005) studied the dynamic interaction between high-speed train and 
bridges by theoretical analysis and field experiment. A computational model of train-
bridge system is established. A range of real trains has been tested. The results 
presented are dynamic responses such as lateral and vertical accelerations, dynamic 
deflections, lateral amplitudes, lateral pier amplitudes, and vehicle responses such as 
derail factors, offload factors, wheel/rail forces and car-body accelerations. The 
calculated model is compared with in-situ measured data. The model gives good results 
compared to experimental data. [33] 
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Majka and Hartnett (2008) studied the influence of random track irregularities and 
bridge skewness on the dynamic responses of an existing railway bridge, using 
numerical models. The study also investigates the dynamic effects of different service 
trains. Random track irregularities were found to have minor effects on the dynamic 
amplification factors and bridge accelerations. However, lateral responses are 
considerably affected by irregularities. Bridge skewness was found to increase the 
natural frequency of the bridge. [25] 

Bucknall (2003) summarized requirements in the Eurocodes relating to high-speed 
railway bridge design. This focus on design checks, acceptance criteria and 
requirements for structural analysis, as well as structural properties to be adopted in 
the design. The paper presents also results from the ERRI project “Railway bridges for 
speed > 200 km/h”. The train models for high speeds HSLM are described, and speed 
to consider in dynamic analysis is given. [5] 

Björklund (2005) created a 3D-model of a bridge using the commercial FEM 
software LUSAS. The dynamic behaviour of a railway bridge is studied. Vertical 
acceleration, displacement, bending moment responses are investigated, as well as the 
influence of various parameters such as the mass of the bridge, the mass of the vehicles, 
the bridge stiffness or the bridge damping. [2] 

2.1.3 Ballastless tracks 

In UIC (2002), a feasibility study for ballastless track is performed. The study 
reports differences between ballasted and ballastless tracks, design concepts and 
specific problems for ballastless tracks on earth works, on bridges and in tunnels. The 
report classes and presents also different systems of ballastless tracks. [16] 

In UIC (2008), recommendations are given for the design and calculations of 
ballastless tracks. The study focuses on design particularities relative to the design of 
ballastless track on earth works, on bridges and in tunnels. A focus is also given on low 
longitudinal resistance fastening system for ballastless track and on the experience of 
ballastless tracks on bridges in Germany. [17] 

Esveld (1997) gives interest to low-maintenance ballastless track structures. Main 
differences between ballasted and ballastless tracks are listed, and especially 
advantages of ballastless track systems over ballasted ones are highlighted. Some 
ballastless tracks systems developed in Europe, Japan and South Korea are also 
presented. Ballastless tracks need less maintenance than ballasted tracks, and even if 
their construction cost is higher, they represent a less expensive solution in the long 
term. [7] 
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2.2 Static design 

2.2.1 Historical Background 

A structure in which the main bearing structure consists of parts of two different 
materials in structural cooperation is called a composite structure. The most common 
composite structures in bridges are based on prefabricated steel girders onto which a 
slab of concrete is cast. The composite cross-section can be designed to support the 
dead weight and/or the applied working load. Temporary supports must be provided 
under the main beams while the slab is being cast. Since the beginning of the 70ties, 
there are bridges made of steel beams and concrete slab that are working in composite 
action. Not until recently however, full composite action in ULS is utilized.[6], [1] 

2.2.2 Construction and erection methods 

It is common to erect a steel beam bridge with the help of a launching technique. 
After the bridge has been launched, the formwork is built up in stages for the concrete 
slab. It is important that the steel beams are braced so that they are not deformed 
during the casting. Another option is to launch the whole bridge, including the 
concrete slab. The concrete slab can therefore be cast under protected conditions, but 
it requires stronger launching equipment.  

2.2.3 Equivalent Steel Section and sectional parameters 

In order to simplify the calculations, an equivalent steel section is calculated for the 
concrete slab. The new composite section that is created is then entirely in steel. The 
composite section then has the following properties: 


 c

comp s

A
A A  (2.1) 

 
   

2
2 c c c

comp s s s

I A a
I I Aa   (2.2) 

where,  

Acomp Composite cross-section area 

Ac Concrete cross-section area 

As Steel cross-section area 

 ratio of the steel Young’s modulus to the effective concrete Young’s 
modulus 

Icomp Composite cross-section moment of inertia 

Is Steel cross-section moment of inertia 
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Ic Concrete cross-section moment of inertia 

as Distance from the centre of gravity of the composite section to the centre of 
gravity of the steel beam 

ac Distance from the centre of gravity of the composite section to the centre of 
gravity of the concrete slab 

The effective concrete Young’s modulus is defined as the ratio of the concrete 
Young’s modulus to a coefficient 1+φeff, where φeff is the creep factor. The creep factor 
is different for each type of load (cf. Table 2.1), therefore the composite cross-section is 
different for each load. [6] 

Table 2.1  Creep factors for different load types 

Load type 
Creep 
factor 

Dead Weight 2 
Shrinkage 2 
Uneven 

Temperature 
0.3 

Imposed load 0 

2.2.4  Construction stage 

During the construction phase, the static study has to take into account the self 
weight of the steel beams, the self weight of the concrete that is to be cast and the 
weight of the formwork and other equipment necessary to the casting. The weight of 
this extra equipment is generally estimated to 10% of the weight of the concrete slab 
and the steel beams. [6] 

The structural capacity of the composite bridge must be checked regarding shear, 
bending and/or the combination of both. The aim is to check if the steel beam is able 
to handle the weight that is described in the previous paragraph. These checks must be 
performed for the section where the bending moments are the largest and for the 
section where the shear forces. For a simply supported beam, the first section is at 
midspan while the second is over the supports. [6] 

The Eurocode [13], [14] requires the following criteria to be checked: 

d,II crdM M  
(2.3) 

d,II crdV V  
(2.4) 

For more information on the way to calculate the bending and shear resistances Mcrd 
and Vcrd, refer to the Eurocode [13], [14]. Detailed calculations are also presented in 
Appendix A. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the routine to perform calculations during the construction 
stage. 
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Figure 2.1  Chart illustrating the routine in stage II, ULS during construction 

2.2.5  Ultimate Limit State for the final bridge 

Ballast 

For a railway bridge, the ballast height should be at least 0.6 m. The ballast has a 
weight density of 20 kN/m3. [6] 

Shrinkage 

The theory to handle shrinkage in the calculations is the following. 

The concrete slab is first assumed to be disconnected from the steel beam. It can 
then shrink freely. A fictitious tensile force Nsh is applied to the concrete slab. The 
magnitude of that force is chosen so that the extension of the slab is equal to the 
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contraction of the concrete slab. This force gives rise to an evenly distributed tensile 
stress in the concrete. The concrete slab is then considered to be connected to the steel 
beam. In order to neutralize the fictitious tensile force Nsh, an equally large 
compressive force, fictitious as well, is applied in the centre of the concrete slab. The 
effects of this compressive force are then equivalent to the effects of a centroid 
compressive force at the centre of gravity of the composite beam and of a bending 
moment Nshe, where e is the distance from the centre of gravity of the concrete slab to 
the centre of gravity of the composite beam. Figure 2.2 and equations (2.5) to (2.9) 
illustrate the phenomenon and give the stresses at different level. [6] 

 

Figure 2.2  Procedure to handle shrinkage 

sh c c,eff csN A E  
(2.5) 


 

   sh sh sh
1 1

comp comp c

N N e N
e

A I A
 

(2.6) 
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   sh sh sh
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e
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(2.7) 

   sh sh
3 2

comp comp

N N e
e

A I
 

(2.8) 

   sh sh
4 3

comp comp

N N e
e

A I
 

(2.9) 

The shortening of a concrete body of unit length un-prevented to shrink is 
cs = 0.025%. [6] 

Uneven Temperature 

Uneven temperature is handled the same way as shrinkage, with a coefficient of 
thermal expansion of 10-5. [6] 

Traffic load 

Several static train models can be applied, when designing a railway bridge. One of 
them is called BV 2000. The train load BV 2000 is defined in Figure 2.3.  

 

Figure 2.3  Definition of load train BV 2000 [1] 

For bridges with a ballast height of 0.6 m minimum, the four axle loads can be 
replaced by a uniformly distributed load of 206 kN/m. [1] 

A multiplication factor of the vertical load effect to account for dynamic effects, D, 
defined in equation (2.10), is introduced. [1] This coefficient is independent of the 
speed. 

 

4

1.0
8

D
L

 
(2.10) 

where L is the span length. 

Braking and acceleration forces for the trainload BV 2000 are defined as following in 
BV BRO. [1] 
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– Braking forces have a value of 27 kN/m, with a maximum value of 5400 kN, and 
can be reduced by 50% if the track is ballasted, but to a maximum of 600 kN 

– Acceleration forces have a value of 30 kN/m, with a maximum value of 1000 kN, 
and can be reduced by 50% if the track is ballasted 

Structural Capacity 

The load combination to consider, according to BV Bro [1], is presented further in 
Table 4.2. 

According to EC4 [10], the following checks need to be performed under ultimate 
limit state, at different positions on the composite cross-sections. 

 1 ccdf  
(2.11) 

 2 ccdf  
(2.12) 

 3 ydf  
(2.13) 

 4 ydf  
(2.14) 

d,IV:A crdV V  
(2.15) 

2.2.6 Fatigue 

According to EC3 [15], fatigue is the process of initiation and propagation of cracks 
through a structural part due to action of fluctuating stress. The fatigue stress in the 
welds at the bottom of the steel beam has to be lower than the fatigue strength. BV 
Bro [1] states that for main beams whose length exceeds 6 m, a number of stress cycles 
of 2 million and a collective parameter  of 2/3 are to be used. Figure 2.4 illustrates the 
type of weld used in the steel beams of the case study described further. With a WB 
type of weld, the detail category is 100. The detail category is the numerical 
designation given to a particular detail for a given direction of stress fluctuation, in 
order to indicate which fatigue strength curve is applicable for the fatigue assessment 
[15]. The detail category number indicates the fatigue strength for an endurance of 2 
million cycles and a collective parameter  of 1, in MPa. 
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Figure 2.4  Type of weld used [4] 

The design fatigue strength is then calculated according to equation (2.16). 


 rk

rd
n1.1

f
f  

(2.16) 

where,  

frd Design fatigue strength 

frk Characteristic fatigue strength 

n Safety factor = 1.2 for safety class 3 

2.3 Dynamic analysis 

2.3.1  Dynamic phenomena 

When a train passes over a bridge at a certain speed, the deck of the bridge will 
deform as a result of excitation generated by the moving axle loads. At a low speed 
(around 10 km/h), the load effects, such as deflection, bending moments or shear 
forces, vary with time but are equivalent to the static load effect, given the same train 
and position on the bridge. At higher speeds, the deformation of the deck is increased 
above the static values. This increase in deformation is also due to the excitation that 
is due to evenly spaced axle loads and to the succession of reduced inter-axles. [8], [31] 

2.3.2 Resonance 

Resonance is a dangerous phenomenon that occurs when the bridge is excited, due 
to speed and evenly axle loads, at certain frequencies. In case of resonance, too 
important vibrations may cause loss of wheel/track contact, cracks of concrete, 
destabilisation of the ballast or too high stresses in the bridge structure. When 
designing for high-speed trains, this phenomenon must be taken into account. It is 
generally acknowledged that resonance unlikely occurs if the train speed is under 200 
km/h. 
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The largest dynamic effects occur at resonance speed, appearing as peaks. A risk of 
resonance exists when the excitation frequency (or a multiple of it), coincides with a 
natural frequency of the bridge structure. When resonance occurs, the dynamic 
responses of the bridge increase rapidly. Therefore, the largest dynamic effects occur at 
resonance speed, appearing as peaks. [8], [12], [19], [22], [31]  

2.3.3 Natural frequencies 

Natural frequencies are the most important dynamic characteristics of railway 
bridges. They characterize the extent to which the bridge is sensitive to dynamic loads. 
They are measured by the number of vibration per unit time (therefore unit is Hz). 
[19] 

Mechanical systems with continuously distributed mass have an infinite number of 
natural frequencies. If a system is subject to excitation forces over a wide spectrum of 
frequencies, it will only react to the ones near its own natural frequencies. [19] 

Natural frequencies are calculated according to equation (2.17) below. [19] 





2
j

j 22

EI
f

L m
 (2.17) 

where: 

j mode number 

j dimensionless frequency parameter, for a simply supported beam, j=j 

L span length (m) 

E modulus of elasticity of the beam (N/m²) 

I moment of inertia of the cross section (m4) 

mb mass per unit length of the beam (kg/m) 

The first natural frequency allows to calculate the lowest resonance speed due to 
axel, repetition (cf. equation (2.19)). [22] 

R 1 iv f d  
(2.18) 

where, 

vR lowest resonance speed 

di regular axle distance 

f1 first natural frequency 
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2.3.4 Dynamic amplification factor 

Certain dynamic responses, such as deflection or bending moments, can be 
presented as Dynamic Amplification factors (DAF). A dynamic amplification factor is 
defined as a dimensionless ratio of the absolute dynamic response to the absolute 
maximum static response. 


stat

dyn
R

DAF
R

 (2.19) 

DAF allows to quantify how many times the static response, due to moving traffic, 
must be magnified in order to cover the dynamic response. It allows also to understand 
easily the dynamic results compared to the static ones. [2] 

2.3.5 Determining whether a dynamic analysis is required 

Figure 2.5 below presents a chart established by the ERRI Committee in order to 
decide whether or not a dynamic analysis should be performed. 

The ERRI committee took the view that providing the design complies with other 
design criteria relating to passenger comfort and fatigue, and also taking due 
cognisance of the history experience of satisfactory passenger train operation 
throughout Europe at speeds of up to 200 km/h, an appropriate limit for not requiring 
a dynamic analysis is 200 km/h. Parametric calculations were carried out to identify 
the properties of slab and line beam bridges for which it is not necessary to carry out a 
dynamic analysis. (cf. parameters in Figure 2.5). It has to be noted that the above 
flowchart and the studies mentioned before have been developed before the 
development of HSLM and is then not valid for use on high speed interoperable lines. 
[5] 
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Figure 2.5  Flowchart describing whether a dynamic analysis is required (ERRI) 

2.3.6 Loading and traffic speeds to consider 

The Eurocode requires that a dynamic analysis is undertaken using High Speed 
Load Model (HSLM) trains on bridges. HSLM consists of two separate Universal 
trains, HSLM-A and HSLM-B, which represent the dynamic load effects of single axle, 
articulated and conventional high-speed passenger trains. HSLM-B needs to be 
analysed only for bridges made of a simply supported span  whose length is below 7 m. 
HSLM-A consists of a set of 10 trains configurations, presented in Table 2.2 and 
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Figure 2.6 below. [5] HSLM trains are defined to cover the spectrum of most existing 
high-speed trains, such as TGV, ICE, etc. 

 

Figure 2.6  Description of HSLM-A train model [5] 

Table 2.2  HSLM-A trains properties [5] 

Universal 
Train 

Number of 
intermediate 

coaches N 

Coach 
length  
D (m) 

Bogie axle 
spacing  
d (m) 

Point force 
P (kN) 

Total 
length (m) 

A1 18 18 2.0 170 394 

A2 17 19 3.5 200 395 

A3 16 20 2.0 180 394 

A4 15 21 3.0 190 391 

A5 14 22 2.0 170 386 

A6 13 23 2.0 180 379 

A7 13 24 2.0 190 394 

A8 12 25 2.5 190 384 

A9 11 26 2.0 210 372 

A10 11 27 2.0 210 285 

 

For each HSLM-train, a series of speeds up to the Maximum Design Speed shall be 
considered. The Maximum Design Speed shall be generally 1.2 times the Maximum 
Line Speed at the site, the 1.2 factor being a safety margin. [5] 

2.3.7 Structural behaviour of a bridge 

In [18], Frýba gave an estimation of the amplitude of the free vibration of a bridge. 
An estimation of the resonance speed is also given. The model used is a simple beam 
subjected to a row of forces moving at a constant speed v. 

The base equation is the Bernoulli-Euler partial differential equation. [18] 

           


  
   

   
4 2 n

b b d k k k4 2
k 1

, , ,
2

y x t y x t y x t
EI m m t x x F

x t t
 (2.20) 
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where, 

y(x,t) vertical deflection of the beam at the point x and time t 

d circular frequency of the damped system 

n Number of forces applied to the model 

Fk kth axle force applied to the model 

E modulus of elasticity of the beam  

I moment of inertia of the cross section of the beam 

mb mass per unit length of the beam  

         k k kt h t t h t T  
(2.21) 

where h is the Heaviside unit function, set to 0 for negative variable and to 1 
otherwise 

tk time when the kth force enters the beam 

 k
k

d
t

v
 (2.22) 

Tk time when the kth force leaves the beam 


 k

k

1 d
T

v
 (2.23) 

 Dirac function 

 k kx vt d  
(2.24) 

dk distance of the kth force from the first one 

If the forces are equidistant with an equidistance d, the resonance speeds vres are given 
by 

 j
res

df
v

i
 (2.25) 

where,  

fj natural frequencies, j=1,2,3… 

i multiplying parameter, i=1,2,3…,1/2,1/3,1/4,… 

The estimated amplitudes are then, when solving analytically equation (2.20). These 
rough estimations are given considering infinitely long trains, i.e. considering an 
infinite number of forces applied on the beam. [18] 
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where, 

ymax Maximum deflection 

Mmax Maximum bending moment 

amax Maximum acceleration 

y0 Deflection of a simple beam at its centre due to the force Fk placed at the 
same point 


3

k
0 48

F L
y

EI
 (2.29) 

M0 Bending moment at the centre of a simple beam due to the force Fk placed 
at the same point 

 k
0 4

F L
M  (2.30) 
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 (2.31) 

  2  
(2.32) 








 2

1
4

1
 

(2.33) 

 bG m Lg  
(2.34) 

 Critical damping 

g Gravitational constant  

For a train with n equidistant axles, the roughly estimated values of ymax, Mmax and 
amax should be multiplied by a factor  2dn L . 
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2.4 Decisive parameters in static and dynamic 
analysis  

2.4.1 Material properties 

Steel has a Young’s modulus of 210 GPa. Steel has a density of 7850 kg/m3. There 
are several qualities (grades) of steel, each one having its own properties. The strength 
of the steel has an influence on the stiffness of the structure, and on section modulus. 
This strength has also an influence on static criteria’s limits, since it varies with the 
plate thickness. These properties can be found in Eurocode 3. [13], [14], [20] 

There are also several qualities of concrete. The concrete strength and Young’s 
modulus have an influence on the stiffness of the structure, on section modulus, and on 
static criteria’s limits. Properties of different qualities of concrete can be found in 
Eurocode 2. Reinforced concrete has a weight density usually set, for design purposes, 
to 25 kN/m3 (unreinforced concrete has a weight density of 24 kN/m3). [6], [20] 

Partial coefficients and safety factors have to be applied to the values given by the 
Eurocodes according to BBK 04. [20] 

2.4.2 Damping 

Damping is a key parameter in dynamic analysis. It is a desirable property of 
structures since, in majority of cases, it reduces the dynamic response and causes the 
bridge to reach its state of equilibrium soon after the passages of trains. [8], [12], [19], 
[22], [31] 

There are numbers of sources of damping of bridge structures. It includes viscous 
internal friction of building materials, cracks, as well as friction in supports and 
bearings, aerodynamic resistance of the structure or viscoelastic properties of soils and 
rock below or beyond the bridge piers and abutment. The magnitude of damping 
depends also on the amplitude of the vibrations. [19] 

It is almost impossible to take into account all these sources in engineering 
calculations. Therefore is it not possible to predict the exact damping value for new 
bridges. However, evaluations of damping values can be done for existing bridges. In 
UIC [31], lower limits of the percentage values of critical damping have been evaluated 
based on a certain number of measurements on existing bridge. These values are to be 
used for design and are presented in Table 2.3. [19], [31] 
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Table 2.3  Critical Damping coefficients [31] 

Type of bridge 
Lower limit of the percentage of critical 

damping (%) 

  Span length L < 20 m Span length L ≥20 m 

Metal and mixed 0.5 + 0.125 (20-L) 0.5 

Encased steel 
girders and 
reinforced 
concrete 

1.5 + 0.07 (20-L) 1.5 

Pre-stressed 
concrete 

1.0 + 0.07 (20-L) 0.5 

2.4.3 Mass of the bridge 

As said before, maximum dynamic effects occur at resonance peaks. The maximum 
acceleration of a structure, which occurs at resonance, is inversely proportional to the 
distributed mass of the structure. Underrating the mass will imply an overestimation 
of the natural frequency of the structure and of the speed at which resonance occurs. 
Therefore, two cases must be considered for the total mass of the bridge, including the 
mass of the structure, of the ballast and of the rails. A lower bound of the mass will 
predict maximum accelerations while a upper bound of the mass will predict the lowest 
speeds at which effects of resonance will occur. [8], [31] 

The influence of the mass on the results is studied further. 

2.4.4 Stiffness of the bridge 

As the damping and the mass, the stiffness of the bridge structure has an influence 
on the dynamic responses. Any overestimation of the stiffness of the bridge structure 
will overestimate the natural frequency of the structure and the resonance speed. 
Therefore, a lower bound estimate of the bridge stiffness should be used. [8], [31] 

The influence of the stiffness on the results is studied further. 

2.5 Dynamic controls 

2.5.1 Traffic safety and passenger comfort 

Excessive deformation of the bridge can jeopardise train traffic safety by causing 
unacceptable changes in the vertical and horizontal directions of the track, excessive 
vibrations and stresses in the support structures. Excessive vibrations could also 
destabilise the ballast in case there is one. [12], [31] 
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It is also important to ensure track stability. This stability can be compromised by 
additional stresses in the rail during compression (causing buckling of the tracks) or 
traction (risk of rail breakage). The vertical displacement at deck ends need to be 
limited as well as well as horizontal displacements, which could weaken the ballast and 
destabilise the track. Angular discontinuity at expansion joints and at points and 
switches need to be limited in order to reduce any risk of derailment. [12], [31] 

The running gear transmits stresses to rail vehicle that affect passenger comfort. A 
certain number of physiological criteria linked to frequency, intensity of acceleration in 
the vehicles, steering relative to the spinal column and time of exposure make it 
possible to assess vibrations and their influence on passengers. Passenger comfort 
depends on vertical acceleration bv in the vehicle during the journey. Levels of comfort 
and limit values for accelerations in the vehicles are presented in Table 2.4 below. [11], 
[31] 

Table 2.4  Vertical accelerations in vehicle depending on the level of comfort [11] 

Level of 
comfort 

Vertical acceleration 
bv (m/s2) 

Very good 1.0 

Good 1.3 

Acceptable 2.0 

2.5.2 Controls of maximum vertical acceleration 

In order to ensure traffic safety, the maximum peak values of bridge deck vertical 
acceleration calculated along each track shall not exceed: [11] 

– 3.5 m/s2 for ballasted track 

– 5 m/s2 for ballastless track designed for high speed traffic 

The maximum accelerations have to be considered for all structural members 
supporting the track considering frequencies up to the greater of: [11] 

– 30 Hz 

– 1.5 times the frequency of the fundamental mode of vibration of the member 
being considered 

– The frequency of the third mode of vibration of the member 

2.5.3 Controls of maximum vertical displacement 

In order to ensure traffic safety, the maximum vertical displacement at end of decks 
shall not exceed: [11], [31] 

– 3.0 mm for ballasted tracks 

– 1.5 mm for ballastless tracks 
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In order to ensure passenger comfort, the maximum vertical deflection  should be 
less than the limits presented in Figure 2.7 below. 

 

Figure 2.7  Limits for vertical deflection [11] 

For a bridge comprising of a single span, the values of L/ presented in Figure 2.7 
should be multiplied by 0.7, except for the limit of L/ =600. [11] 

The values of L/ in Figure 2.7 are given in order to ensure a very good level of 
comfort. For other levels of comfort, these values should be divided by the bv values 
presented in Table 2.4. 

2.5.4 Controls of maximum end rotation 

Horizontal rotations at the end of a deck are limited according to Table 2.5. 

Table 2.5  Maximum horizontal rotation [11] 

Speed range v 
(km/h) 

Maximum 
horizontal 

rotation (radian) 

v ≤ 120 0.0035 

120 < v ≤ 200 0.0020 

v > 200 0.0015 
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2.6 Ballastless tracks 

2.6.1 Ballastless track systems 

Different systems of ballasted tracks have been developed in the past decades. The 
simplest form of ballastless track consists of a continuous slab of concrete where rails 
are supported on the upper surface of the slab, using a resilient pad. Several designs 
were developed, depending on which use they were planned for: on earthwork, on 
railway bridges, in tunnels. [16] 

Ballastless track layouts use mostly rail fastening systems. [16]  

Some ballastless track designs present similarities with ballasted tracks. In these 
types of designs, there is a sleeper separated of the support slab by a resilient level 
which is equivalent to a ballast and to an average subgrade. In theses cases, the rail 
fastening system can be a standard rail fastening system for ballasted tracks. [16] 

The UIC has classified existing ballasted track systems in seven families, with 
components and stiffness as privileged aspects. These families are the following: [16] 

– systems without punctual fixing of the rail, 

– systems with punctual fastening of the rail and independent stretches of rail, 

– systems with punctual fastening of the rail on sleepers incorporated in structure 
by infill concrete, 

– systems with punctual fastening of the rail on sleepers incorporated in structure 
by vibration, 

– systems with punctual fastening of the rail on sleepers laid and anchored on a 
supporting structure, 

– systems with punctual fastening of the rail on sleepers separated from 
supporting structure by a resilient level, 

– systems with punctual fastening of the rail on prefabricated slabs. 

For more description of these systems and examples, see [16]. 

2.6.2 Advantages and disadvantages 

Ballasted tracks consist usually of rails laid on wooden or concrete sleepers, 
supported by a ballast bed.  

This type of tracks has many advantages, such as low construction costs, high 
elasticity, high noise absorption or a high maintainability at relatively low costs. [7]  

However, ballasted tracks also have several disadvantages. Because of the non-linear 
and irreversible behaviour of the materials, the tracks tend to float in longitudinal and 
lateral directions over time. Ballast needs periodic maintenance (frequency range 
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between 0.5 and 6 years). The wear of the ballast by abrasion and fragmentation gives 
a duration of life of about 30 years. The ballast offers a limited lateral resistance, 
implying limited non-compensated lateral acceleration in curves occurring. The ballast 
can be churned up at high speeds, which may cause serious damages to rails and 
wheels. Ballast is heavy, which may lead to higher costs for the construction of bridges.  
[7], [16] 

Ballastless tracks have been developed in order to avoid all the disadvantages of 
ballasted tracks. Other reasons for using ballastless tracks instead of ballasted tracks 
are e.g. the lack of suitable ballast material, the need to make the track accessible to 
road vehicles or less noise and vibration, and no emission of dust to the environment 
due to the ballast. Then advantages of ballastless track compared to ballasted track 
consist in its lower maintenance requirement and frequency, leading to a higher 
availability of the track and lower costs of maintenance, and an increased service life. 
However, costs of building are usually higher for ballastless tracks than for ballasted 
tracks (non regarding the changes in costs for the support of the tracks). [7], [16] 

2.6.3 Ballastless tracks on bridges 

The bridge deck supports the ballastless track on a bridge. Structural elements that 
are part of the ballastless track are subject to mainly compression forces. All 
components of the ballastless track have to be designed in such a way that the vertical 
and horizontal forces are transmitted and resisted in a safe way. Parameters to 
consider in the design of the ballast track on a bridge are: the length of the bridge, its 
geometry and type, the presence of a sealing layer on the deck, the type of ballastless 
track, the adopted restraint system. [17]. In UIC [17], the way to deal with the 
transfer of horizontal and longitudinal forces is developed. Figure 2.8 presents on 
example of ballastless track system on a railway bridge. 
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Figure 2.8  Schematic section (example of a design with a sealing layer on concrete 
bridge deck, Deutsche Bahn) [17] 

The German company RAIL.ONE has developed a ballastless track system, Rheda 
2000 ® that can be adapted on earth work, in tunnels and on bridges. Figure 2.9, 
Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 present three possible configurations for a ballastless track 
on bridges. 
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Figure 2.9  Connection of the track concrete layer with the bridge structures by means 
of negative cam plates [29] "All rights reserved" 

 

 

Figure 2.10  Connection of the track concrete layer with the bridge structures by means 
of positive cam plates in protection layer [29] "All rights reserved" 
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Figure 2.11  Connection of the track concrete layer with the bridge structures by means 
of anchor dowels [29] "All rights reserved" 

An important choice is the independence of the track structure from the bridge 
structure. If the track structure is not independent from the bridge structure, it means 
that the type of track cannot be changed during the all duration of life of the bridge. 
Designing the bridge in order to fulfil this independence allows to change the type of 
track, and to design the bridge independently of the type of track. An important factor 
to take into account is that the duration of life of the track is much lower than the one 
of the bridge. [16] 

Transition structures between railway bridges and earth works are indispensable for 
ballastless tracks. It concerns mostly the nature of the filling behind the abutments, 
and dispositions for interruption and anchorage of slabs supporting the track. [16] 

2.7 Numerical Methods 

The static calculations are performed with the commercial software MATLAB. The 
codes presenting these calculations are presented in Appendix A. 

The FEM commercial software SOLVIA03 has been used to perform the dynamic 
analysis. A 2-D Euler-Bernoulli beam element has been used to model the simply 
supported single spanned bridge studied in this project. Lateral effects being neglected, 
there has been no need to create a 3D-model of the bridge. 

The method that has been used is modal analysis. Model analysis is the process of 
determining the dynamic characteristics of a system in forms of natural frequencies, 
mode shapes and damping factors. 

Trains loads have been modelled as moving point loads, with the properties of the 
HSLM-A trains described in Section 2.3.6. The purpose is to design the bridge for high-
speed, i.e. a minimum of 250 km/h. Speeds have then to be investigated up to 300 
km/h (cf. Section 2.3.6). In order to extend the study for future designs, analyses have 
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been performed for speeds up to 500 km/h. Analyses have been performed for the ten 
HSLM-A trains, for speeds from 0 to 500 km/h with a speed step of 5 km/h. For more 
accurate results, extra-analyses around the resonance peaks have been performed with 
speed steps of 0.5 or 1 km/h. These analyses have been performed for both ballasted 
and ballastless track options. 

The data that has been extracted from the FEM software SOLVIA03 comprises: 

– vertical acceleration, 

– vertical displacement, 

– rotations, 

– bending moments, 

– shear forces, 

– natural frequencies, 

– mode shapes. 

The codes that create the HSLM-A trains, input the properties to SOLVIA03, defines 
the type of data that is to be extracted from SOLVIA03, and make the FEM software 
run, have been created using MATLAB by Andreas Andersson, M.Sc., Tec. Lic., Ph.D. 
Student at KTH. 
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Description of the case study bridge: 
The Banafjäl Bridge 

3.1 The Bothnia Line (Botniabanan) 

Sweden is a wide country with a small density of population. Nevertheless the main 
part of the population is concentrated in some areas, mostly the southern part of the 
country but also along the east coast (along the Gulf of Bothnia), with a population of 
over 350,000 people and an important goods flow (forest products, ore, minerals, oil, 
fish...). [3]. It is really important to have a good communication network in all this 
region, for both social and economical points of view. With longer distances to reach 
airports than train stations, high prices of fuel and more and more concern about gas 
emissions and energy consumption, high-speed trains was considered one of the best 
solutions for goods and passengers transportation in this area.  

The Bothnia Line (Botniabanan in Swedish) is a 190 km single-track high-speed 
railway line with 143 bridges and 25 km of tunnel going from Kramfors to Umeå. The 
already existing Ådalsbanan makes the link to Sundsvall (100 km south of Kramfors). 
The decision to build the railway line was taken in 1997. The cost of the construction is 
13.2 billion Swedish Crowns (SEK), as re-evaluated in 2003. The construction lasts 
since 1999 and the inauguration of the line is scheduled in August 2010. Trains will be 
able to run with speeds up to 250 km/h. The travel time between Stockholm and Umeå 
will then be reduced to 5 hours and 40 minutes, which is two hours less than today. [3] 

Chapter 
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Figure 3.1  The Bothnia Line [3] 

The stakeholders for the project are Botniabanan AB, which is commissioned by the 
Swedish Government to build the Bothnia Line, and The Swedish National Rail 
Administration (Banverket), which is the government authority responsible for rail 
traffic in Sweden. The four involved municipalities — i.e. Kramfors, Örnsköldsvik, 
Nordmaling and Umeå — also have some responsibilities, and own 9 % of Botniabanan 
AB (the 91 % left belong to the Swedish government). [3] 

3.2 The Banafjäl Bridge 

The Banafjäl Bridge is situated at the km 22+392 of the Bothnia Line, in the area of 
Örnsköldsvik. It crosses Banafjälsån, a stream originating in Stybbersmarkssjön that 
flows to the Bothnian Sea. It was designed by Scandia Consult and built between 
August 2001 and June 2002 by Skanska. 

The Banafjäl bridge, as designed by Scandia Consult, is a single-track bridge, with 
dimensions 42 m long (span length) by 7.7 m wide. The concrete slab is made of 

Banafjäl 
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concrete K40 (C32/40) and has a thickness varying from 250 mm to 400 mm. The 
bridge is not straight since it has a curvature radius of 4000 m. The slab is supported 
by two steel I-beams made of steel S460M in the flanges and steel S420M in the web 
panel, with a height of 2.5 m. Each steel beam is divided in three parts that have 
different dimensions. These dimensions are presented in Table 3.1. These dimensions 
refer to the ones presented in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3 presents a cross section of the slab 
of the Banafjäl Bridge. The sloped ballast illustrates the curvature of the bridge. 

bc/2

bu/2

hc

hw

tw

tu

tl

bl  

Figure 3.2 Transverse section of the structure of the bridge 

 

 

Figure 3.3  Cross section of the slab of the Banafjäl Bridge in the transverse direction 
[23] 
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Table 3.1  Dimensions of the steel beams of the Banafjäl Bridge [23] 

Beam Part 
Length 
(mm) 

tu 
(mm) 

bu 
(mm) 

hw 
(mm) 

tw 
(mm) 

tl 
(mm) 

bl 
(mm) 

1 
(support) 

13857 45 900 2415 21 40 950 

2 14300 55 900 2395 17 50 950 
Exterior 

beam 
3 

(support) 
13857 45 900 2415 21 40 950 

4 
(support) 

13843 45 920 2415 21 40 970 

5 14300 55 920 2395 17 50 970 
Interior 
Beam 

6 
(support) 

13843 45 920 2415 21 40 970 

 

The two steel beams are connected to each other via two types of bracings. Bracings 
at the supports have a Z-shape (cf. Figure 3.4 b)) while the rest of the bracings have a 
triangular shape (cf. Figure 3.4 a)).  

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 3.4 a) UPE-Bracing between the two ends of the bridge, b) VKR-bracing at the 
two ends of the bridge [23] 
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Figure 3.5 The Banafjäl Bridge 

3.3 Simplified model considered 

The aim of this study is to compare the design of a ballasted or ballastless track on a 
bridge given the same conditions. Then, it is not necessary to model the exact bridge, 
but to make reasonable assumptions that will be the same for both alternatives.  

Only the superstructure, i.e. the concrete slab and the steel beams, are studied. The 
concrete slab is modelled as a rectangular cuboid. The bridge is assumed completely 
straight. Therefore, the two I-beams are assumed to have the same dimensions, which 
remain constants along the bridge. A simplified section of the bridge in the transverse 
direction is presented in Figure 3.2.  

The weight density of reinforced concrete is assumed to be 25 kN/m3. Steel is 
assumed to have a weight density of 77 kN/m3. [6] 

The ballast is simplified to a rectangular cuboid with dimensions 6.9 m wide by 0.6 
m high. Its length is 42 m, i.e. the length of the bridge. The weight density for the 
ballast is 20 kN/m3. [6] 

The shrinkage of the concrete deck is considered to be a long term load. The 
shortening of a concrete body of unit length unprevented to shrink is 0.025%. 
Shrinkage is modelled as a centroid tensile force applied to the concrete slab, which is 
implying stresses in the concrete slab and in the steel girders. [6] 

The way to deal with the effect of uneven temperature is the same as for the effect of 
shrinkage. [6] The temperature difference considered is ±10°C. The temperature 
factor is set to 10-5. 
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Static calculations 

The first design is made according to the simplified model described in Section 3.3. 
At this stage, the dynamic effects, other than by using an amplification factor (cf. 
equation (2.10)), are not considered and the focus is on the static design. 

4.1 Loads and load combinations 

The different loadings considered or neglected in the calculations are presented in 
Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1  Loads considered during the study 

Loads 
considered 

Self weight 

  Ballast 
Permanent 

Loads 

  Shrinkage 

Loads 
considered 

Uneven 
Temperature 

  
Train Load 

BV2000 

  Train Load HSLM 

  
Braking/ 

acceleration forces 

Loads neglected Wind load 

  Water pressure 

  Snow load 

  Working vehicles 

Variable 
Loads 

  Lateral force 

Chapter 
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Several load combinations are studied according to BV Bro (2008), [1] i.e. ULS 
during construction (load combination II), ULS for the final bridge (load combination 
IV:A) and Fatigue Limit State (load combination VI). 

These load combinations imply load factors when calculating stresses applied to the 
bridge due to the loads presented in Section 3.3. In load combination II, we only 
consider the self-weight of the steel beam, adding the weight of the concrete slab, with 
a factor of 1.05. Factors for load combination IV:A are presented in Table 4.2 below, 
according to BV Bro (2008). In load combination VI (i.e. fatigue limit state), we only 
consider the train load BV2000, with a factor of 0.8. To obtain the most unfavourable 
case, permanent loads are assigned the maximum factor; the variable load giving the 
largest response is assigned the maximum factor while all other variable loads get the 
minimum factor. [1] 

Table 4.2  Load Combination IV:A factors [1] 

Load Combination IV:A factors 

    min max 

Permanent loads Self weight 0.95 1.05 

  Ballast 0.8 1.25 

  Shrinkage 0 1 

Variable loads Temperature 0.6 1.4 

  
Braking/ 

acceleration 
0.8 1.4 

  
Train Load 

BV2000 
0.7 1.4 

 

Then the design is made and checked at the section with maximum moment, which 
would be mid span, and at the section with maximum shear force, which would be over 
one support. 

The stresses at midspan are calculated in four different sections, i.e. the upper (1) 
and lower (2) edge of the concrete slab and the upper (3) and lower (4) edge of the 
steel beam, giving a stress distribution as in Figure 4.1. The concrete slab, as well as 
the upper part of the steel beam, is assumed to work in compression. On the other 
hand, the lower part of the steel beam is assumed to work in tension. 
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Figure 4.1 Stress distribution and level of calculated stresses 

The calculations are performed with the numerical software MATLAB®. The 
MATLAB® code is presented in Appendix A. 

All the results presented further are obtained calculating on half of the bridge, i.e. 
one of the two beams and half of the concrete slab, ballast and track. 

4.2 Validation of the model 

The existing bridge has been described in Section 3.2. Some results for different 
sections are given in the design calculations performed by Scandia Consult [23]. A 
comparison is performed with the existing design to valid the efficiency of the model 
created and the calculations performed with the MATLAB® code (cf. 0). Therefore, 
stresses are checked with the designs of the inner and outer beams at midspan, and the 
results are presented in Table 4.3 below. Stresses with index real are from [23]. 
According to equation (2.16), frd=109.7 MPa. The characteristic value of the concrete 
compressive design stress fcc is obtained according to EC2 (value in [20]) and depends 
on the quality of the concrete. The characteristic value of the steel design stress 
depends on the steel grade, and on the thickness of the studied structural element. This 
value can be obtained in [13].  
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Table 4.3 Validation of the model, compared with [23] 

  
Inner 
beam 

Outer 
beam 

 
  

Inner 
beam 

Outer 
beam 

hc (mm) 350 350  3 (MPa) 192.4 194.3 
tu (mm) 55 55  3real (MPa) 179 181.5 
 bu (mm) 920 900  3 (%) 7.49 7.05 
 tw (mm) 17 17  4 (MPa) 328.3 334.4 
hw (mm) 2395 2395  4real (MPa) 326.4 326.7 
tl (mm) 50 50  4 (%) 0.58 2.36 
bl (mm) 970 950  f (MPa) 87.4 89 
       freal (MPa) 91 91 
       f (%) 3.96 2.2 
 

The differences that can be noticed in the tables above are due to the 
approximations done when creating the simplified model (cf. Section 3.3). However, 
these differences are low enough to valid this simplified model. 

4.3 Results of the ballasted alternative 

The dimensions chosen to fulfil the design criteria of all the different load 
combinations considered, for the ballasted track alternative, are presented in Table 4.4. 
Sections properties of the composite section are also presented. 

Table 4.4  Dimensions and section properties of the steel beam and concrete slab for 
the ballasted track alternative 

0 0.3 2

hc (mm) 300 Aco mp (m2) 0.129 0.255 0.226 0.171

tu (mm) 48 Ico mp (m4) 0.159 0.259 0.245 0.208

bu (mm) 900 ycomp (m) 1.4 2.02 1.94 1.71

tw (mm) 17 W1 (m3) - 3.04 3.397 5.258

hw (mm) 2397 W2 (m3) - 4.943 5.215 7.256

tl (mm) 55 W3 (m3) 0.145 0.539 0.438 0.264

bl (mm) 950 W4 (m3) 0.113 0.128 0.127 0.122

Creep factor
Design 

dimensions
Section 

properties

Stage II 
(steel 

beams)

Stage IV :A

 

Utility ratios, i.e. ratios between calculated values and design limit values, are very 
useful to evaluate the optimization of a design. The aim is to get these ratios as close to 
1 as possible. The design is made by iteration in order to fulfil that aim. Some criteria, 
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among the ones presented in Section 2.2, will be more decisive on the final design than 
others will. Table 4.5 below presents the utility ratios corresponding to be criteria 
presented in Section 2.2, calculated according to the dimensions introduced above, for 
the ballasted track alternative. The detailed results are presented in the tables 
hereinafter. 

Table 4.5  Utility ratios, ballasted static design 

Load combination 
II 

Load Combination IV 
Load Combination 

VI 

Md,II/Mcrd Vd,II/Vcrd 1/fcc 2/fcc 3/fyd 4/fyd Vd,IV:A/Vcrd fatigue/frd 

0.22 0.10 0.68 0.47 0.56 1.00 0.46 0.93 

 
Table 4.6 presents the results of the static calculations of the ballasted track 

alternative in Load combination II (construction). The design criteria are presented in 
Section 2.2. 

Table 4.6  Results of load combination II 

Load Combination II 

Bending resistance Mcrd 40532 kNm 

Design maximum bending moment 
Md,II 

9113 kNm 

Utility Ratio Mcrd/Md,II 0.22   

Shear Resistance Vcrd 9018 kN 

Design maximum shear force Vd,II 868 kN 

Utility Ratio Vd,II/Vcrd 0.10   

 

Table 4.7 presents the stresses calculated under load combination IV:A (breaking), 
and the checking of the different criteria to fulfil. These criteria are presented in 
Section 2.2. 
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Table 4.7  Stresses calculated under load combination IV:A, ballasted track alternative 

Studied stress 1 2 3 4   
Design limit value 16.94 16.94 358.33 358.33 MPa 

Design stress  11.46 8.00 200.13 -356.89 MPa 
Permanent 

loads 
Self weight 0.00 0.00 80.57 -70.18 MPa 

  Ballast 2.17 1.57 43.23 -93.71 MPa 
  Shrinkage 0.00 0.00 20.77 -4.10 MPa 

Variable loads Temperature 0.46 0.59 10.61 -2.81 MPa 

  
Braking/ 

acceleration 
1.19 1.13 1.91 -4.72 MPa 

  
Train Load 

BV2000 
7.64 4.70 43.04 -181.36 MPa 

Utility ratio 0.68 0.47 0.56 1.00   

 

From these results, it can be noticed that, at the upper edge of the concrete slab, the 
temperature load has a low impact on the total stress at the upper edge of the concrete 
slab (4%). On the contrary, the train load BV2000 has a large impact on this stress 
(67%). The ballast load and the braking/acceleration load have lower but not 
negligible impacts at the upper edge of the concrete slab (respectively 19% and 10%). 
Shrinkage does not imply any stresses, due to the load factors used. 

The effects at the lower edge of the concrete slab are in the same range than at the 
upper edge of the concrete slab. The temperature stress represents 7% of the total 
stress. The stress is mostly due to the braking/acceleration forces (14%), the ballast 
load (20%) and the train load BV2000 (59%). 

At the upper edge of the steel beam, at midspan, it is the self weight (40%), the 
ballast load (22%) and the train load BV2000 (22%) that have the most impact on the 
total stress. It can be noticed that the consequences of the braking forces and the 
uneven temperature are really low (respectively 1% and 5%). 

At the lower edge of the steel beam, at midspan, the largest stresses are also due to 
the self weight (20%), the ballast load (26%) and mostly the train load BV2000 (51%). 
Uneven temperature (0.8%), shrinkage (1%) and braking forces (1%) have a negligible 
impact on the total stress. 

Table 4.8 presents the shear force calculated over one of the supports, and the 
checking of the criterion to fulfil. This criterion is presented in Section 2.2. 
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Table 4.8  Shear force calculated over one of the support under load combination 
IV:A, ballasted track alternative 

Shear force over support 

Shear Resistance VRD 9018 kN 
Design maximum shear force 

Vd,IV:A 
4153 kN 

Permanent loads Self weight 868 kN 

  Ballast 1087 kN 

  Shrinkage 0 kN 

Variable loads Temperature 0 kN 

  
Braking/ 

acceleration 
22 kN 

  
Train Load 

BV2000 
2175 kN 

Utility ratio Vd,IV:A/Vcrd 0.46   

 

The shear force over the supports is mainly due to the self weight (21%), the ballast 
load (26%) and the train load BV2000 (52%). 

Table 4.9 presents the design stress calculated for fatigue, which is the stress in the 
weld between the web panel and the lower flange of the steel beam. 

Table 4.9  Fatigue criterion checking under load combination VI 

Fatigue 

Fatigue strength frd 109.70 MPa 

Calculated stress fatigue 101.98 MPa 

Utility Ratio fatigue/frd 0.93   

 

Table 4.5 shows that the tension stress at the bottom of the steel beam in load 
combination IV:A is decisive when the track of the Banafjäl bridge is ballasted. As it 
can be noticed, the utility ratio when checking for fatigue impact is high as well. 

The ballast has a very important impact on the final results. This can have a large 
influence on the results of the ballastless track alternative when the ballast is removed 
(see below). 

The largest stresses are due to the train load BV2000 and the self weight has also a 
large impact. On the other hand, the uneven temperature has a very low influence on 
the final results and could have been neglected in a simpler analysis. 
Braking/acceleration forces do not really impact the steel beam but cannot be 
neglected because they have a large influence on the concrete slab. 
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The design presented in Table 4.4 differs slightly from the real one. This is due to 
the simplified model that is studied and to the fact that the real design was not fully 
optimized when performed. Indeed, referring at Table 4.10 below, it can be noted that 
the utility ratios are lower than what they could have been since the tension stress at 
the bottom of the steel beam calculated in load combination IV:A is decisive. 

Table 4.10  Stresses calculated in the existing design 

Inner beam Outer beam 

3real (MPa) 179.0 3real (MPa) 181.5 

fyd (MPa) 358.3 fyd (MPa) 358.3 

3real/fyd 0.50 3real/fyd 0.51 

4real (MPa) 326.4 4real (MPa) 326.7 

fyd (MPa) 358.3 fyd (MPa) 358.3 

4real/fyd 0.91 4real/fyd 0.91 

freal (MPa) 91.0 freal (MPa) 91.0 

frd (MPa) 109.7 frd (MPa) 109.7 

freal/frd 0.83 freale/frd 0.83 

4.4 Results of the ballastless alternative 

The model considered to study the ballastless track alternative is the same as for the 
ballasted track alternative, but with the ballast removed. This will especially make the 
stresses calculated in load combination IV:A decrease, particularly since the stresses 
due to the ballast load represent around 25% of the total stresses in the ballasted track 
case (see above), allowing another design for this alternative. 

Nevertheless, as discussed in Section 4.3, the fatigue stress is high, compared to the 
fatigue strength. The fatigue criterion depends only on the train load BV2000, and not 
on the presence of the ballast. Therefore, when removing the ballast, the fatigue stress 
may remain high, implying the fatigue limit state checking as a decisive criterion. As 
for the ballasted track alternative, the design is done by iteration, to obtain utility 
ratios as close to 1 as possible. 

The dimensions chosen to fulfil the design criteria of all the different load 
combinations considered, for the ballastless track alternative, are presented in 
Table 4.11. 
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Table 4.11  Design dimensions and section properties in the ballastless track 
alternative 

0 0.3 2

hc (mm) 300 Acomp (m2) 0.109 0.235 0.206 0.151

tu (mm) 46 Icomp (m4) 0.137 0.243 0.23 0.192

bu (mm) 900 ycomp (m) 1.31 2.03 1.94 1.68

tw (mm) 2409 W1 (m3) - 2.89 3.192 4.728

hw (mm) 14 W2 (m3) - 4.732 4.907 6.465

tl (mm) 45 W3 (m3) 0.115 0.516 0.412 0.235

bl (mm) 900 W4 (m3) 0.105 0.12 0.119 0.114

Creep factor
Design 

dimensions
Section 

properties

Stage II 
(steel 

beams)

Stage IV :A

 

Table 4.12 below presents the utility ratios corresponding to be criteria presented in 
Section 2.2, calculated according to the dimensions introduced above, for the ballasted 
track alternative. The detailed results are presented in the tables hereinafter. 

Table 4.12  Utility ratios in the ballastless track design 

Load combination 
II 

Load Combination IV 
Load Combination 

VI 

Md,II/Mcrd Vd,II/Vcrd 1/fcc 2/fcc 3/fyd 4/fyd Vd,IV:A/Vcrd fatigue/frd 

0.23 0.11 0.57 0.39 0.46 0.81 0.41 0.99 

 

Table 4.13 presents the results of the static calculations of the ballastless track 
alternative in Load combination II (construction. The design criteria are presented in 
Section 2.2. 

Table 4.13  Results in construction stage, ballastless design 

Load Combination II 

Bending resistance Mcrd 37538 kNm 

Design maximum bending moment 
Md,II 

8747 kNm 

Utility Ratio Mcrd/Md,II 0.23   

Shear Resistance Vcrd 7464 kN 

Design maximum shear force Vd,II 833 kN 

Utility Ratio Vcrd/Vd,II 0.11   
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Table 4.14 and Table 4.15 present the stresses and shear forces calculated under 
load combination IV:A (breaking), and the checking of the different criteria to fulfil. 
These criteria are presented in Section 2.2. 

Table 4.14   Stresses calculated under load combination IV:A, ballastless track 
alternative 

Studied stress 1 2 3 4   
Design limit value 16.94 16.94 358.33 358.33 MPa 

Design stress  9.65 6.58 163.52 -288.49 MPa 
Permanent 

loads 
Self weight 0.00 0.00 83.49 -84.85 MPa 

  Shrinkage 0.00 0.00 23.69 -4.07 MPa 
Variable loads Temperature 0.36 0.46 9.49 -1.31 MPa 

  
Braking/ 

acceleration 
1.26 1.21 1.88 -4.40 MPa 

  
Train Load 

BV2000 
8.03 4.91 44.96 -193.86 MPa 

Utility ratio 0.57 0.39 0.46 0.81   

 

Table 4.15  Shear force calculated over one of the support under load combination 
IV:A, ballastless track alternative 

Shear force over support 

Shear Resistance Vcrd 7464.16 kN 
Design maximum shear force 

Vd,IV:A 
3079.79 kN 

Permanent loads Self weight 833.01 kN 

  Shrinkage 0 kN 

Variable loads Temperature 0 kN 

  
Braking/ 

acceleration 
71.33 kN 

  
Train Load 

BV2000 
2175.46 kN 

Utility ratio Vd,IV:A/Vcrd 0.41   

 

Table 4.16 presents the design stress calculated for fatigue, which is the stress in the 
weld between the web panel and the lower flange of the steel beam. 
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Table 4.16  Results for fatigue checking, ballastless design 

Fatigue limit state checking 

Fatigue strength frd 109.70 MPa 

Calculated stress fatigue 109.00 MPa 

Utility Ratio fatigue/frd 0.99   

 

As discussed above, it appears that the fatigue checking criterion is decisive in the 
case of a ballastless track for the Banafjäl Bridge. It implies low utility ratios, when 
calculating in load combinations II and IV:A.  

When considering the ballastless track alternative, it can be noted that these are the 
same loads as for the ballasted track alternative that have the largest influence. 
Indeed, the self weight and the train load imply the largest stresses whereas uneven 
temperature and braking/acceleration imply low stresses. 

It must be noted that the design obtained here is one solution among others. The 
design here was performed with the idea of using less steel in the beams than in the 
ballasted alternative. Other designs could involve less concrete in the concrete slab 
than in the ballasted case. 
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4.5 Comparison between the two alternatives 

The aim of the study is to know what advantages, in terms of used material, the 
ballastless track alternative gives, over the ballasted track alternative. Table 4.17 
presents a comparison of the two designs presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. 

Table 4.17  Comparison of the two static designs 

  
Ballasted 

track 
Ballastless 

track  (%) 

hc (m) 0.3 0.3 0 

bc (m) 7.7 7.7 0 
Concrete slab 

volume (m3/m) 
2.31 2.31 0 

tu (m) 0.048 0.046 4.2 

bu (m) 0.900 0.900 0 

hw (m) 2.397 2.409 0.5 

tw (m) 0.017 0.014 17.6 

tl (m) 0.055 0.045 18.2 

bl (m) 0.950 0.900 5.3 

Steel beams mass 
(2 beams) (kg/m) 

2139 1815 15.1 

 

As it can be seen in Table 4.17, using a ballastless track alternative allows using 
15% less steel for the steel beams than when using a ballasted track alternative. This 
reduction is the amount of steel from one alternative to another is limited by the fact 
that the fatigue criterion is decisive for the ballastless alternative. 
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Dynamic controls 

The design of the bridge for the ballasted track alternative and for the ballastless 
track alternative has been performed in order to fulfil the static criteria according to 
the Eurocodes. These designs need to be checked to fulfil the dynamic criteria that 
have been introduced in Section 2.3. 

5.1 Convergence study 

A convergence analysis needs to be carried out to evaluate the influence of different 
parameters on the results and in order to have the analysis as efficient as possible. The 
analysis will focus on several HSLM trains and the maxima acceleration and 
displacement will be used to achieve this analysis.  

5.1.1 Sampling frequency 

The study is done with an element length of 0.5 m. The maxima acceleration and 
displacement along the bridge are calculated for speed intervals that include the 
resonance peaks, with a speed step of 0.5 km/h. The sampling frequencies that are 
checked are the following: 

– 100 Hz 

– 150 Hz 

– 200 Hz 

– 250 Hz 

– 300 Hz 

The results presented below summarize the study and focus on the HSLM train A1. 
More results for trains A1, A4 and A7 can be seen in Appendix B.2.1. 

Results are assumed more accurate when using a sampling frequency of 300 Hz. 
What will be important in the studies presented further in this report are the 
amplitude of the responses at resonance speeds, and resonance speeds themselves. The 

Chapter 
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convergence study then mainly focuses on resonance peak and on comparing resonance 
peak values. A difference no greater than 1% compared to the most accurate response 
(300 Hz in sampling frequency). Figure 5.1 shows the response in acceleration for the 
300 Hz sampling frequency. For time saving when performing the analyses, the 
sampling frequency is to be chosen as low as possible, but with being accurate enough. 
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Figure 5.1  Accelation response for HSLM-A1, sampling frequency of 300 Hz, 
reference model 
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Figure 5.2  Convergence study on sampling frequency, comparison in maximum 
amplitude at the second peak 

The maximum acceleration for a sampling frequency of 300 Hz at the second 
resonance peak is 2.94 m/s2. Figure 5.2 illustrates that for the maximum vertical 
acceleration, a sampling frequency of 100 Hz gives a difference to the reference model of 
7%. A sampling frequency of 150 Hz gives a difference of 2% while sampling frequencies 
of 200 and 250 Hz give differences to the reference model close to 0.1%. The amplitude 
of the maximum vertical displacement is not affected by the sampling frequency, each 
sampling frequency tested giving a difference to the reference model of 0.1% or less. 
Then a sampling frequency of 200 Hz seems accurate enough. 
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Figure 5.3  Convergence study on sampling frequency, comparison in resonance 
speeds, at the second peak 

The second resonance speed for a sampling frequency of 300 Hz a is 295 km/h. 
Figure 5.3 illustrates speeds at which the peak in displacement is reached does not vary 
depending on the sampling frequency (maximum difference to the reference model of 
0.1%). On the contrary, speeds at which the peak in acceleration is reached varies. 
Nevertheless, according to Figure 5.3, sampling frequencies of 150 Hz and over are 
acceptable.  

Table 5.1 presents CPU-time for the sampling frequencies tested. The analysis were 
performed with a PC whose processor is an Intel Core 2 @ 2.40 GHz and this time is 
obtained for the calculation on eight different speeds on the range checked, the analysis 
taking more time for low speeds than for higher speeds. These speeds are 5, 50, 100, 
150, 200, 300, 400 and 500 km/h. As we can see on the table, the accurate solution 
needing the less time is for a sampling frequency of 200 Hz. The sampling frequency 
chosen to perform the analysis will then be 200 Hz. 

Table 5.1  CPU-time for different sampling frequencies 

Frequency CPU-time 

100 Hz 4 min 45 s 
150 Hz 6 min 30 s 
200 Hz 11 min 30 s 
250 Hz 16 min 
300 Hz 20 min 40 s 

5.1.2 Element length 

The number of nodes (i.e. the element length) that the FEM software SOLVIA03 
considers will affect the accuracy of the results. 

The study is done with a sampling frequency of 200 Hz (according to the previous 
section). The maxima acceleration and displacement along the bridge are calculated for 
speed intervals that include the resonance peaks, with a speed step of 0.5 km/h. The 
different element lengths that are checked are the following: 
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– 0.1 m 

– 0.5 m 

– 1.0 m 

– 1.5 m 

– 2.0 m 

The study focuses on the same HSLM-train as for the sampling frequency study, i.e. 
A1. More extensive results for trains A1, A4 and A7 are presented in Appendix B.2.1. 

Results are assumed more accurate when using an element length of 0.1 m. What 
will be important in the studies presented further in this report are the amplitude of 
the responses at resonance speeds, and resonance speeds themselves. The convergence 
study then mainly focuses on resonance peaks and on comparing resonance peak 
values. A difference no greater than 1% compared to the most accurate response (0.1 m 
in element length). Figure 5.4 shows the response in acceleration for the 0.1 m element 
length. For time saving when performing the analyses, the element length is to be 
chosen as high as possible, but with being accurate enough. 
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Figure 5.4  Accelation response for HSLM-A1, element length of 0.1 m, reference 
model 
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Figure 5.5  Convergence study on element length, comparison in maximum amplitude, 
at the first peak 

The maximum acceleration for an element length of 0.1 m at the first resonance 
peak is 2.90 m/s2 and is obtained at 149 km/h. In Figure 5.5, it is obvious that the 
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maximum amplitude in vertical acceleration and vertical displacement converges and 
is accurate enough for element lengths of 1 m or lower. 

Resonance speeds are not affected by the element lengths (cf. Appendix B.2.1 for 
illustrations). 

Table 5.2  CPU-time for different element lengths 

Element 
length 

CPU-time 
(min) 

0.1 m 18.5 
0.5 m 11.5 
1 m 6.5 

1.5 m 6.0 
2 m 6.0 

 

Table 5.2 presents CPU-time for the element lengths tested. The analysis were 
performed with a PC whose processor is an Intel Core 2 @ 2.40 GHz and this time is 
obtained for the calculation on eight different speeds on the range checked, the analysis 
taking more time for low speeds than for higher speeds. These speeds are 5, 50, 100, 
150, 200, 300, 400 and 500 km/h. As we can see on the table, the accurate solution 
needing the less time is for an element length of 1 m. The element length chosen to 
perform the analysis will then be 1 m. 

According to these results, using a sampling frequency of 200 Hz and an element 
length of 1 m, performing an analysis of the 10 HSLM trains, for speeds from 0 to 
500 km/h, with a speed step of 5 km/h would need a CPU-time of around 13 hours, 
with a “regular” PC. 

5.2 Ballasted track designs 

5.2.1 Real Design 

A study is performed with the design according to the existing design [23]. Since the 
section is different at different parts of the bridge and for the inner and outer beam, 
the design is chosen to be an average design of the inner beam and outer beam at 
midspan. The thickness of the concrete slab is assumed to be 350 mm, as at midspan 
[23] 

Evaluation of the mass and of the moment of inertia 

The mass is calculated considering the masses of the different parts of the bridge 
described further. The moment of inertia is calculated according to the dimensions 
presented in Table 5.3. The detailed calculations of the mass and the moment of inertia 
are presented in Appendix B (Matlab code). 
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The steel beams have the dimensions presented in Table 5.3.  

Table 5.3  Approximate Real design dimensions 

Design dimensions 

hc (mm) 350 

tu (mm) 55 

bu (mm) 910 

tw (mm) 2395 

hw (mm) 17 

tl (mm) 50 

bl (mm) 960 
 

The ballast has the same geometry as the real one. The mass also includes a rough 
estimation of the mass of the edges beams, the cross-bracings and the protection fence 
on the two sides of the bridge. The rails used are standard UIC 60 tracks. The results 
are presented in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4  Mass evaluation 

Mass calculation (kg/m) 
Steel beams 2179 
Cross-bracings 188 
Protection fences 460 
Concrete slab 6868 
Edge beams 917 
Ballast 9019 
Rail track 120 
Total 19750 

 

The calculated moment of inertia is 0.62 m4. For the calculation of the moment of 
inertia, as in the static calculation, the Young’s modulus of concrete has been taken as 
the characteristic value divided by the safety factors. However in the dynamic 
calculations this division should not have been done. This error (moment of inertia 8% 
lower than what it should be, does not have a large impact on the results (acceleration 
is not modified, displacements and rotations should be 7% lower than what is 
presented further. 
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Figure 5.6  Maxima vertical accelerations, around the first peaks of resonance of all 
HSLM-trains, real design 

 

Table 5.5  Maximum acceleration of each HSLM-A train, real design 

BALLASTED SCANDIA m=19750 kg/m , I=0.62 m4 

Speed range 0-300 km/h 0-500 km/h 

Trains 
maximum 

acceleration 
(m/s2) 

corresponding 
speed (km/h) 

maximum 
acceleration 

(m/s2) 

corresponding 
speed (km/h) 

HSLM A1 2.93 294 3.90 505 

HSLM A2 4.67 156.5 4.67 156.5 

HSLM A3 5.83 164 5.83 164 

HSLM A4 6.17 172.5 6.17 172.5 

HSLM A5 5.81 180.5 5.81 180.5 

HSLM A6 5.65 188 5.65 188 

HSLM A7 5.28 195 5.28 195 

HSLM A8 4.22 202.5 4.74 409.5 

HSLM A9 3.49 210.5 5.08 421 

HSLM A10 2.63 294 5.18 499 
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According to  

Table 5.5 and Figure 5.6, it is obvious that the criterion for the vertical acceleration 
(maximum of 3.5 m/s2) is not fulfilled. Indeed, in Figure 5.6, the curves for the HSLM-
trains A2 to A8 are partly above the limit (thick line). The maximum acceleration is 
6.17 m/s2 and is obtained when the train HSLM-A4 is passing over the bridge, i.e. 1.76 
times the maximum acceleration allowed. For speeds under 300 km/h, trains A1, A9 
and A10 fulfil the dynamic criteria. It appears that the resonance speeds are, for most 
of the trains, below or close to 200 km/h, which is the to be used speed on the Bothnia 
Line, implying that resonance is likely to occur during service, for train types similar to 
HSLM.  
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Figure 5.7  Ratio Bridge length over Maxima displacements, around the first peaks of 
resonance of all HSLM-trains, real design 

According to Figure 5.7, the criterion for maximum vertical deflection is fulfilled. 
Indeed, the curves of the displacement ratio are above the limit imposed by the codes 
(cf. Section 2.5.3).  
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Figure 5.8  Maxima end rotations, around the first peaks of resonance of all HSLM-
trains, real design 

Figure 5.8 points out that the criterion for the maximum end rotations is not 
fulfilled. It appears that when HSLM-trains A2 to A9 are passing over the bridge, the 
end rotations are higher that what the codes require (cf. Section 2.3). 

The evaluation of the mass is a rough approximation. The masses of the bracings, 
the edge beams, the security fence have been roughly evaluated. The real steels beams 
do not have a constant section along the bridge. When referring to dimensions in Table 
3.1, the real mass of the 2 steel beams can be evaluated to an average 2090 kg/m, i.e. 
90 kg/m less than what has been used in the analysis. Nevertheless, this error (4%) has 
a small impact on the results (a lighter mass will give higher vertical accelerations, so 
the criteria will still not be fulfilled). Therefore, the following figures present the results 
with a low bond mass of 18000 kg/m and a high bond mass of 21500 kg/m, i.e. 
approximately ±10%. The HSLM-train that has been used to obtain these results is 
HSLM-A4, since it is the one implying the largest acceleration, vertical displacement 
and end rotation.  
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Figure 5.9  Maxima accelerations at first resonance peak for train HSLM-A4: low 
bound mass, calculated mass and high bound mass 

Figure 5.9 points out that the amplitude of the maximum acceleration is slightly 
different when considering a low bound mass and a high bound mass. The low bound 
mass gives a difference of 10% in amplitude of the maximum acceleration with the 
study presented above, while the high bound mass gives a difference of 8%. In any case, 
the dynamic criterion for acceleration is not fulfilled. 
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Figure 5.10  Ratio Bridge length over Maximum Displacement at first resonance peak 
for train HSLM-A4: low bound mass, calculated mass and high bound mass 

Figure 5.10 points out that the amplitude of the displacement dynamic 
amplification factor is not altered by considering a low or high bound for the mass. 
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Figure 5.11  Maxima end rotations at first resonance peak for train HSLM-A4: low 
bound mass, calculated mass and high bound mass 

Figure 5.11 points out that the amplitude of the end rotations is not altered by 
considering a low or high bound for the mass. 

Even if the design used for the steel beams is an average design of the one of the 
inner beam and the one of the outer beam at midspan, the difference in mass that it 
implies has been taken into account through the study involving the low and high 
bounds masses. In any case, the dynamic criteria are not fulfilled with the real design. 

Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 below present the dynamic and static bending moments 
and shear forces along the bridge for the train HSLM-A4, at resonance speed (i.e. 172.5 
km/h). 
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Figure 5.12  Bending moments along the bridge for train HSLM-A4, at resonance speed 

Figure 5.12 above shows that, at resonance speed, the amplitude of the dynamic 
positive bending moment is considerably higher than the amplitude of the static 
bending moment (dynamic amplification factor of 3.57 at midspan). It can also be 
noted that when the train HSLM-A4 is passing over the bridge, opposite bending 
moments of about the same amplitude (largest difference of 23% at midspan) occur at 
the same positions. The negative bending moment corresponds to a stress level of      
1-4. It must be noted that the value of the permanent bending moment at midspan is 
16.6 MNm. The bending moment at midspan of the static load BV2000 is 23 MNm, 
which is lower than the bending moment at midspan for HSLM-A4. According to load 
factors in load combination IV:A, the HSLM load are supposed to be multiplied by 1.2. 
This shows even higher bending moments. With this increase, the bending moment at 
midspan is 26 MNm. Which gives a ratio of the bending moment of HSLM-A4 to the 
bending moment of the static load BV2000 at midspan of 1.47. 

To have a rough estimation of the risk of cracking, if considering the properties in 
Table 4.4, and the values from Table 4.7, since the existing design and the design from 
the static calculations are close to each other, we have: 

 perm 2.2 MPa  
  

 
   HSLM

HSLM
1

25.9
8.5 MPa

3.04

M

W
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where perm is the permanent stress at the upper edge of the concrete slab and HSLM 
the  negative HSLM stress. Then there is -6 MPa in tension in the concrete slab, which 
can cause cracking. This value must to be considered carefully since no reinforcement 
was calculated during the study. 
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Figure 5.13  Bending moments along the bridge for train HSLM-A4, at resonance speed 

Figure 5.13 above shows that, at resonance speed, the amplitude of the dynamic 
shear forces is considerably higher than the amplitude of the static shear forces 
(dynamic amplification factor of 2.69 over both supports). It can also be noted that 
when the train HSLM-A4 is passing over the bridge, opposite shear forces of about the 
same amplitude (largest difference of 27% over the supports) occur at the same 
positions. The ratio of the maximum shear forec of load HSLM-A4 to the one of load 
BV2000 is 1.2. 

Figure 5.14 presents the time history for the response on acceleration for the train 
HSLM-A4, at midspan and at the speed giving the maximum vertical acceleration, i.e. 
172.5 km/h. The HSLM-A4 is 391 m long (cf. Table 2.2), meaning it leaves the bridge 
after 9 s. It can be noted that the amplitude of the acceleration keeps increasing until 
the trains totally leaves the bridge. Then the bridge is still excited but the amplitude of 
the excitation decreases. 
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Figure 5.14  Time history acceleration response, HSLM-A4, resonance speed 
172.5 km/h, at midspan 

Time history responses for displacement and bending moment at midspan, as well as 
rotations and shear forces over the support for the real design are presented in 
Appendix B.2.2. 

Table presents the natural frequencies, calculated from equation (2.17) and in 
SOLVIA03. Values calculated by the FEM software agree with the theory (largest 
difference of 1.1% for the fourth vertical mode). 

Table 5.6 Comparison of natural frequencies of vertical modes theory/FEM model  

Mode 
Theory 

(Hz) 
SOLVIA03 

(Hz)  (%) 

First 2.29 2.28 99.9% 

Second 9.15 9.12 99.7% 

Third 20.58 20.45 99.4% 

Fourth 36.58 36.18 98.9% 

 

The following figures present the shape of the four lowest bending modes. Only 
vertical modes are presented, this is why the fourth mode is not represented, since it is 
a horizontal mode.  
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Figure 5.15  First bending mode 
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Figure 5.16  Second bending mode 
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Figure 5.17  Third bending mode 
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Figure 5.18  Fifth bending mode, fourth vertical mode 

5.2.2 Ballasted track design from the static calculation 

The following sections present the dynamic results with the bridge designed for a 
ballasted track according to the static calculations performed in Section 0. Since this 
design is slightly different from the real design, the dynamic results will be different 
from the ones presented in Section 5.2.1 above. A comparison between the results 
obtained and the ones presented in section 5.2.1 is presented below. 

The design of the ballasted track alternative is described in Section 4.3. The mass 
and the moment of inertia are calculated according to Appendix B.1.1. The mass of the 
bridge is 18500 kg/m and the moment of inertia is 0.61. 

Figures that represent the dynamic responses are presented in Appendix B.2.3. 
They show that the criteria for vertical acceleration and end rotation are not fulfilled 
whereas the one for vertical displacement is. 
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Table 5.7  Maximum acceleration of each HSLM-A train, ballasted static design, and 
comparison to the results of the real design 

BALLASTED STATIC DESIGN m=18500 kg/m, I=0.61 m4 

Speed range 0-300 km/h 0-500 km/h 

Trains 
amax 

(m/s2) 
vres 

(km/h) 

Ratio in 
amax to real 
design (%) 

amax 
(m/s2) 

vres 
(km/h) 

Ratio in 
amax to real 
design (%) 

HSLM A1 3.13 301 106.8% 3.50 438 89.8% 

HSLM A2 4.95 160 105.9% 4.95 160 105.9% 

HSLM A3 6.23 168 106.9% 6.23 168 106.9% 

HSLM A4 6.56 177 106.4% 6.56 177 106.4% 

HSLM A5 6.21 185 106.8% 6.21 185 106.8% 

HSLM A6 6.00 193 106.3% 6.00 193 106.3% 

HSLM A7 5.64 200 106.8% 5.64 200 106.8% 

HSLM A8 4.47 207 106.0% 5.04 420 106.3% 

HSLM A9 3.73 216 106.7% 5.42 432 106.8% 

HSLM A10 2.80 301 106.5% 4.71 446 90.9% 

 

Table 5.7 points out that the dynamic criterion about the maximum acceleration is not 
fulfilled for the HSLM-trains A2 to A9. The largest acceleration is obtained for the 
train HSLM-A4 and is equal to 6.56 m/s2, i.e. 187% of the value required by the 
Eurocodes (3.5 m/s2). Resonance speeds are, as for the previous case, mostly below or 
close to 200 km/h. It can be noted that the difference between the maximum values of 
the ballasted static design to the maximum values of the real design is constant 
(around 6-7%). This increase in maximum acceleration values is not observed if the 
speed range is pushed up to 0-500 km/h for trains A1 and A10. This is because the 
compared values are in these cases not obtained for the same resonance peaks. When 
referring to  

Table 5.5, it can be noted that for trains A1 and A10, the maximum values in a 0-
500 km/h speed range are obtained at resonance speeds close to 500 km/h. It is likely 
that for the ballasted static design, the same resonance peaks occurs at speeds over 500 
km/h, being then out of range, since the mass and stiffness are slightly different (cf. 
parametric survey in 5.4). 
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Table 5.8  Maximum displacement of each HSLM-A train, ballasted static design, and 
comparison to the results of the real design 

BALLASTED STATIC DESIGN m=18500 kg/m, I=0.61 m4 

Speed range 0-300 km/h 0-500 km/h 

Trains 
dmax 

(mm) 
vres 

(km/h) 

Ratio in 
dmax to real 
design (%) 

dmax 
(mm) 

vres 
(km/h) 

Ratio in 
dmax to 

real design 
(%) 

HSLM A1 23.00 152 101.6% 23.00 152 101.6% 

HSLM A2 33.10 160 101.3% 33.10 160 101.3% 

HSLM A3 37.50 169 101.4% 37.50 169 101.4% 

HSLM A4 39.50 177 101.6% 39.50 177 101.6% 

HSLM A5 36.00 185 101.6% 36.00 185 101.6% 

HSLM A6 34.80 193 101.4% 34.80 193 101.4% 

HSLM A7 33.00 202 101.5% 33.00 202 101.5% 

HSLM A8 27.10 208 101.7% 27.10 208 101.7% 

HSLM A9 24.20 214 101.7% 24.20 214 95.6% 

HSLM A10 24.10 114 100.7% 24.10 114 93.0% 

 

Table 5.8 shows that the maximum values of vertical displacements are, for trains 
A1 to A8, 1 to 2% higher than the ones for the real design (for trains A9 and A10 as 
well when only speeds below 300 km/h are considered). This is a relatively negligible 
increase, because the two designs are close one to each other. For train A9 and A10, 
the maximum value is decreased by less than 10% compared to the real design, for 
speeds over 300 km/h the resonance peaks giving maximum values not being the same 
(see above). 
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Table 5.9  Maximum rotation of each HSLM-A train, ballasted static design, and 
comparison to the results of the real design 

BALLASTED STATIC DESIGN m=18500 kg/m, I=0.61 m4 

Speed range 0-300 km/h 0-500 km/h 

Trains 
rmax 

(rad) 
vres 

(km/h) 

Ratio in 
rmax to real 
design (%) 

rmax 
(rad) 

vres 
(km/h) 

Ratio in 
rmax to real 
design (%) 

HSLM A1 0.0017 152 100.0% 0.0017 152 100.0% 

HSLM A2 0.0025 160 100.0% 0.0025 160 100.0% 

HSLM A3 0.0028 168 100.0% 0.0028 168 100.0% 

HSLM A4 0.0030 177 103.4% 0.0030 177 103.4% 

HSLM A5 0.0027 185 100.0% 0.0027 185 100.0% 

HSLM A6 0.0027 193 103.8% 0.0027 193 103.8% 

HSLM A7 0.0025 201 100.0% 0.0025 201 100.0% 

HSLM A8 0.0021 208 105.0% 0.0021 208 105.0% 

HSLM A9 0.0019 214 105.6% 0.0019 214 95.0% 

HSLM A10 0.0018 115 100.0% 0.0019 434 95.0% 

 

Table 5.9 shows that the maximum values of vertical rotations are, for trains A1 to 
A8, 0 to 6% higher than the ones for the real design. For trains A1, A2, A3, A5, A7 and 
A10, the rotation appears to be the same for both ballasted designs. This is a relatively 
negligible increase, because the two designs are close one to each other. For train A9 
and A10, the maximum value is decreased by 5% compared to the real design, the 
resonance peaks giving maximum values not being the same (see above). 

5.3 Ballastless track designs 

Among the responses that are checked, the only thing that changes for ballastless 
solutions compared to ballasted solutions is that the maximum vertical acceleration 
allowed is 5 m/s2, and no longer 3.5 m/s2. It must be noted that usually for ballastless 
tracks, the rails are laid on an extra-layer on top of the structure (cf. Section 2.1.3). 
The weight of this layer has been neglected in the following studies. 

5.3.1 Real design with the ballast removed 

Even if the bridge has not been designed for a ballastless track, the existing design 
fulfils the static criteria when the ballast is removed (even if the design is not 
optimized). It is then interesting to know if this decreasing of the mass of the bridge 
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(the mass of the ballast is removed) enables the design to fulfil the dynamic criteria for 
ballastless tracks.  

The moment of inertia is the same one as in the previous section, i.e. 0.62 m4. The 
mass is the one of the previous section but the mass of the ballast is subtracted, giving 
a mass of 10730 kg/m.  

Figures that represent the dynamic responses are presented in Appendix B.2.4. 
They show that the criteria for vertical acceleration, vertical displacements and end 
rotation are not fulfilled. 

Table 5.10  Maximum acceleration of each HSLM-A train, real design with the ballast 
removed, and comparison to the real design 

REAL DESIGN WITHOUT BALLAST m=10730 kg/m, I=0.62 m4 

Speed range 0-300 km/h 0-500 km/h 

Trains 
amax 

(m/s2) 
vres 

(km/h) 

Ratio in 
amax to 

real design 
(%) 

amax 
(m/s2) 

vres (km/h) 
Ratio in 

amax to real 
design (%) 

HSLM A1 5.24 201.5 178.6% 5.28 396.5 135.3% 

HSLM A2 8.52 212 182.4% 8.52 212 182.4% 

HSLM A3 10.68 223 183.2% 10.68 223 183.2% 

HSLM A4 11.28 233.5 182.8% 11.28 233.5 182.8% 

HSLM A5 10.60 244.5 182.4% 10.60 244.5 182.4% 

HSLM A6 10.38 254.5 183.9% 10.38 254.5 183.9% 

HSLM A7 9.61 266 181.9% 9.61 266 181.9% 

HSLM A8 7.51 276 178.0% 7.51 276 158.5% 

HSLM A9 6.55 282.5 187.5% 6.55 282.5 129.0% 

HSLM A10 4.64 151 176.6% 4.64 151 / 394.5 89.6% 

 

Table 5.10 points out that the response in acceleration is higher by 76 to 88%, for 
most of the trains, for the real design with the ballast weight removed compared to the 
real design. Since the mass is much lower, it is expected that the response is higher (see 
further). In any case, the response is really too high compared to the maximum vertical 
acceleration allowed. The maximum acceleration is obtained with train A4 and has a 
value of 11.28 m/s2, which corresponds to 226% of the maximum allowed value. The 
only cases that differ occur for trains A8, A9, and A10 (respectively increase of 59 and 
29%, and decrease of 10% compared to the results for the real design), when speeds 
over 300 km/h are considered. This is because the values are not obtained for the same 
resonance peaks. 
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Table 5.11  Maximum vertical displacement of each HSLM-A train, real design with 
the ballast removed, and comparison to the real design 

REAL DESIGN WITHOUT BALLAST m=10730 kg/m, I=0.62 m4 

Speed range 0-300 km/h 0-500 km/h 

Trains 
dmax 

(mm) 
vres 

(km/h) 

Ratio in 
dmax to 

real 
design 

(%) 

dmax 
(mm) 

vres 
(km/h) 

Ratio in 
dmax to 

real 
design 

(%) 

HSLM A1 22.60 201.5 99.8% 22.60 201.5 99.8% 

HSLM A2 32.70 212 100.1% 32.70 212 100.1% 

HSLM A3 37.00 223 100.1% 37.00 223 100.1% 

HSLM A4 38.90 234 100.1% 38.90 234 100.1% 

HSLM A5 35.40 244.5 99.9% 35.40 244.5 99.9% 

HSLM A6 34.30 255.5 100.0% 34.30 255.5 100.0% 

HSLM A7 32.50 266.5 100.0% 32.50 266.5 100.0% 

HSLM A8 26.60 274 99.8% 26.60 274 99.8% 

HSLM A9 23.80 283 100.0% 23.80 283 94.0% 

HSLM A10 23.90 151.5 99.9% 23.90 151.5 92.2% 

 

Table 5.11 illustrates that the vertical displacement is not affected by a change of 
mass (see further), the stiffness not being changed between the two cases. The 
maximum vertical displacement are the same for both the real design and the real 
design whitout the weight of the ballast. The only changes occur for trains A9 and A10 
when speeds over 300 km/h are considered (respectivly 6 and 8% decrease). Again, this 
is because for the real design, the maximum values are obtained for a resonance peak 
with speeds around 500 km/h, while this peak is out of range  for the design without 
ballast. 
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Table 5.12  Maximum rotation of each HSLM-A train, real design with the ballast 
removed, and comparison to the real design 

REAL DESIGN WITHOUT BALLAST m=10730 kg/m, I=0.62 m4 

Speed range 0-300 km/h 0-500 km/h 

Trains 
rmax 

(rad) 
vres 

(km/h) 

Ratio in 
rmax to 

real 
design (%) 

rmax 
(rad) 

vres 
(km/h) 

Ratio in 
rmax to real 
design (%) 

HSLM A1 0.0017 201.5 100.0% 0.0017 201.5 100.0% 

HSLM A2 0.0025 212 100.0% 0.0025 212 100.0% 

HSLM A3 0.0028 222.5 100.0% 0.0028 222.5 100.0% 

HSLM A4 0.0029 233.5 100.0% 0.0029 233.5 100.0% 

HSLM A5 0.0027 244.5 100.0% 0.0027 244.5 100.0% 

HSLM A6 0.0026 254 100.0% 0.0026 254 100.0% 

HSLM A7 0.0025 266.5 100.0% 0.0025 266.5 100.0% 

HSLM A8 0.0020 274 100.0% 0.0020 274 100.0% 

HSLM A9 0.0018 282.5 100.0% 0.0018 282.5 90.0% 

HSLM A10 0.0018 151.5 100.0% 0.0018 151.5 90.0% 

 

Table 5.12 points the same observations as for the displacement. The rotation is not 
affected by the mass (see further). The differences occur for trains A9 and A10 for 
speeds above 300 km/h (10% decrease for both cases), for the same reasons as the ones 
stated before. 

5.3.2 Ballastless track design from the static calculations 

The following sections present the dynamic results with the bridge designed for a 
ballastless track according to the static calculations performed in Section 0. A 
comparison between the results obtained and the ones presented in section 5.2.2 is 
presented below. 

The design of the ballasted track alternative is described in Section 4.4. The mass 
and the moment of inertia are calculated according to Appendix B.1.1. The mass of the 
bridge is 9160 kg/m and the moment of inertia is 0.51 m4. 

Figures that represent the dynamic responses are presented in Appendix B.2.5. 
They show that the criteria for vertical acceleration, vertical displacement and end 
rotation are not fulfilled. 
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Table 5.13  Maximum acceleration of each HSLM-A train, ballastless design, and 
comparison with the ballasted static design 

BALLASTLESS STATIC DESIGN m=9160 kg/m, I=0.51 m4 

Speed range 0-300 km/h 0-500 km/h 

Trains 
amax 

(m/s2) 
vres 

(km/h) 

Ratio in amax 
to ballasted 
static design 

(%) 

amax 
(m/s2) 

vres 
(km/h) 

Ratio in amax 
to ballasted 
static design 

(%) 

HSLM A1 6.19 198 197.7% 6.19 198 176.6% 

HSLM A2 10.10 208 204.0% 10.10 208 204.0% 

HSLM A3 12.62 218 202.6% 12.62 218 202.6% 

HSLM A4 13.19 229 201.0% 13.19 229 201.0% 

HSLM A5 12.53 239 201.9% 12.53 239 201.9% 

HSLM A6 11.98 250 199.7% 11.98 250 199.7% 

HSLM A7 11.40 260 202.0% 11.40 260 202.0% 

HSLM A8 8.84 270 197.8% 8.84 270 175.6% 

HSLM A9 7.70 279 206.7% 7.70 279 142.0% 

HSLM A10 5.35 148 191.0% 6.59 504.5 139.7% 

 

As expected (lower mass, see further), the response in vertical acceleration presented 
in Table 5.13 gives higher amplitude for the ballastless design than for the ballasted 
one (around 200%). The only exeptions are for trains A8 to A9 when speeds over 300 
km/h are sought, since the values are obtained for different resonance peaks. The 
largest acceleration is obtained for the train HSLM-A4 and is equal to 13.19 m/s2, i.e. 
264% of the value required by the Eurocodes (5 m/s2). Moreover, this maximum 
acceleration exceeds the gravitational constant g=9.81 m/s2. It can also be noted that 
the resonance peaks  of most of the HSLM-trains (A2 to A9) appear at speeds around 
250 km/h, which is the design speed, or lower. 
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Table 5.14  Maximum displacement of each HSLM-A train, ballastless design, and 
comparison with the ballasted static design 

BALLASTLESS STATIC DESIGN m=9160 kg/m, I=0.51 m4 

Speed range 0-300 km/h 0-500 km/h 

Trains 
dmax 

(mm) 
vres 

(km/h) 

Ratio in dmax 
to ballasted 
static design 

(%) 

dmax 
(mm) 

vres 
(km/h) 

Ratio in dmax 
to ballasted 
static design 

(%) 

HSLM A1 27.50 198 119.6% 27.50 198 119.6% 

HSLM A2 39.70 208 119.9% 39.70 208 119.9% 

HSLM A3 44.90 219 119.7% 44.90 219 119.7% 

HSLM A4 47.20 229 119.5% 47.20 229 119.5% 

HSLM A5 43.00 240 119.4% 43.00 240 119.4% 

HSLM A6 41.70 251 119.8% 41.70 251 119.8% 

HSLM A7 39.50 262 119.7% 39.50 262 119.7% 

HSLM A8 32.40 269 119.6% 32.40 269 119.6% 

HSLM A9 29.00 278 119.8% 29.00 278 119.8% 

HSLM A10 28.90 149 119.9% 28.90 149 119.9% 

 

Table 5.14 shows that the maximum values of vertical displacements are, for trains 
A1 to A10, around 20% higher than the ones for the ballasted design. This increase is 
constant for all these nine trains. It is a low increase compared to the increase for 
acceleration. The criteria’s limit is the same as for the ballasted solution but this 20% 
increase in vertical displacement is enough not to fulfil the criterion anymore. 
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Table 5.15  Maximum rotation of each HSLM-A train, ballastless design, and 
comparison with the ballasted static design 

BALLASTLESS STATIC DESIGN m=9160 kg/m, I=0.51 m4 

Speed range 0-300 km/h 0-500 km/h 

Trains 
rmax 

(rad) 
vres 

(km/h) 

Ratio in rmax 
to ballasted 
static design 

(%) 

rmax 
(rad) 

vres 
(km/h) 

Ratio in rmax to 
ballasted 

static design 
(%) 

HSLM A1 0.0021 198 123.5% 0.0021 198 123.5% 

HSLM A2 0.0030 208 120.0% 0.0030 208 120.0% 

HSLM A3 0.0034 219 121.4% 0.0034 219 121.4% 

HSLM A4 0.0036 229 120.0% 0.0036 229 120.0% 

HSLM A5 0.0033 240 122.2% 0.0033 240 122.2% 

HSLM A6 0.0032 249 118.5% 0.0032 249 118.5% 

HSLM A7 0.0030 262 120.0% 0.0030 262 120.0% 

HSLM A8 0.0025 269 119.0% 0.0025 269 119.0% 

HSLM A9 0.0022 277 115.8% 0.0022 277 115.8% 

HSLM A10 0.0022 149 122.2% 0.0022 149 115.8% 

Table 5.14 shows that the maximum values of rotations are, for trains A1 to A10, 
around 20% higher than the ones for the ballasted design. It is a low increase compared 
to the increase for acceleration.  

5.4 Parametric survey 

Since the dynamic criteria are not fulfilled, the designs of the ballasted and 
ballastless tracks alternatives need to be modified. To achieve this aim, the influence of 
different parameters, such as the total mass of the bridge or it stiffness has been 
studied. The results are presented in the following sections. 

Using Frýba’s equations in Section 2.3.7, the behaviour of the responses can be 
expressed in a way that explains the following results. 

Equations (2.17) and (2.25) combined show that the factor  in equation (2.31) is 
constant and not depending on the mass and stiffness. The critical damping is set to a 
constant value then the t value in equation (2.32) is constant. Then the factor  in 
equation (2.33) is constant and not depending on the mass or stiffness. Then, equation 
(5.1) can be taken from combining equations (2.34) and (2.28). Equation (5.2) can be 
explained by combining equations (2.26) and (2.29). It is reasonable to consider that 
the maximum end rotation is proportional to the static one at midspan under a 
punctual load. Then, with equation (5.3), equation (5.4) is explained. 
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Where rmax is the maximum end rotation and r0 the static end rotation at midspan 
under a punctual load. 

5.4.1 Total mass of the bridge 

The study has been performed for the train HSLM-A4, with a fixed stiffness 
moment of inertia set to 0.62 m4. The following figures present the influence of the 
total mass of the bridge on acceleration, vertical displacement of the deck of the bridge 
and end rotations. A range of masses has been tested. The results presented further are 
obtained for the following linear masses: 

– 5 000 kg/m 

– 7 500 kg/m 

– 10 000 kg/m 

– 15 000 kg/m 

– 20 000 kg/m 

– 30 000 kg/m 
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Figure 5.19  Influence of the total mass of the bridge on maximum vertical acceleration, 
train HSLM-A4 

The study of the influence of the mass of the bridge on maximum vertical 
acceleration, presented in Figure 5.19 above, points out that increasing the mass of the 
bridge implies that the amplitude of the acceleration resonance peak decreases and 
that this resonance peak is reached at lower speeds. Indeed, it shows that the 
maximum acceleration is inversely proportional to the mass per unit length. Equation 
(2.25) shows that resonance speeds are proportional to natural frequencies. These 
natural frequencies being inversely proportional to the square root of the mass per unit 
length (cf. Equation (2.17)), it explains the second observation. Equation (5.1) explains 
the first observation.  
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Figure 5.20  Influence of the total mass of the bridge on maximum vertical 
displacement, train HSLM-A4 

The study of the influence of the mass of the bridge on maximum vertical 
displacement, presented in Figure 5.20 above, points out that increasing the mass of 
the bridge does not have an influence on the amplitude of the peak but moves this peak 
to lower speeds. Equation (5.2) explains the first observation. Indeed, it shows that the 
maximum displacement is not depending on the mass per unit length. Equation (2.25) 
shows that resonance speeds are proportional to natural frequencies. These natural 
frequencies being inversely proportional to the square root of the mass per unit length 
(cf. Equation (2.17)), it explains the second observation. 
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Figure 5.21  Influence of the total mass of the bridge on maximum end rotation, train 
HSLM-A4 

The study of the influence of the mass of the bridge on maximum end rotations, 
presented in Figure 5.21 above, points out that increasing the mass of the bridge does 
not have an influence on the amplitude of the peak but moves this peak to lower 
speeds. Equation (5.4) explains the first observation. Equation (2.25) shows that 
resonance speeds are proportional to natural frequencies. These natural frequencies 
being inversely proportional to the square root of the mass per unit length (cf. 
Equation (2.17)), it explains the second observation. 

5.4.2 Stiffness of the bridge 

The study has been performed for the train HSLM-A4, with a fixed mass of the 
bridge  set to 19750 kg/m. The following figures present the influence of the stiffness 
of the bridge on acceleration, vertical displacement of the deck of the bridge and end 
rotations. A range of second moments of inertia has been tested. The results presented 
further are obtained for the following moments of inertia: 

– 0.4 m4 

– 0.5 m4 

– 0.6 m4 

– 0.7 m4 

– 0.8 m4 
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Figure 5.22  Influence of the stiffness of the bridge on maximum vertical acceleration, 
train HSLM-A4 

The study of the influence of the stiffness of the bridge on maximum vertical 
acceleration, presented in Figure 5.22 above, points out that increasing the stiffness of 
the bridge does not have an influence on the amplitude of the peak but moves this peak 
to higher speeds. Equation (5.1) explains the first observation. Indeed, it shows that 
the maximum acceleration is not depending on the stiffness. Equation (2.25) shows 
that resonance speeds are proportional to natural frequencies. These natural 
frequencies being proportional to the square root of the stiffness (cf. Equation (2.17)), 
it explains the second observation. 
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Figure 5.23  Influence of the stiffness of the bridge on maximum vertical displacement, 
train HSLM-A4 

The study of the influence of the stiffness of the bridge on maximum vertical 
displacement, presented in Figure 5.23 above, points out that increasing the stiffness of 
the bridge implies that the amplitude of the peak decreases and that this peak is 
reached at higher speeds. Equation (5.2) explains the first observation. Indeed, it 
shows that the maximum displacement is inversely proportional to the stiffness. 
Equation (2.25) shows that resonance speeds are proportional to natural frequencies. 
These natural frequencies being proportional to the square root of the stiffness (cf. 
Equation (2.17)), it explains the second observation. 
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Figure 5.24  Influence of the stiffness of the bridge on maximum end rotation, train 
HSLM-A4 

The study of the influence of the stiffness of the bridge on maximum end rotations, 
presented in Figure 5.24 above, points out that increasing the stiffness of the bridge 
implies that the amplitude of the peak decreases and that this peak is reached at higher 
speeds. Equation (2.25) shows that resonance speeds are proportional to natural 
frequencies. These natural frequencies being proportional to the square root of the 
stiffness (cf. Equation (2.17)), it explains the second observation. Equation (5.4) 
explains the first observation. 

5.4.3 Critical damping 

The damping value is imposed and set to 0.5% by the Eurocode. Nevertheless, this 
damping value can vary in reality. Therefore can it be of interest to know its influence. 
The following figures were obtained with a mass of 19750 kg/m and a moment of 
inertia of 0.62 m4. 
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Figure 5.25  Influence of the damping value on maximum vertical acceleration, train 
HSLM-A4 

The study of the influence of the damping value on maximum vertical acceleration, 
presented in Figure 5.25 above, points out that increasing the damping value implies 
that the  amplitude of the peak decreases. 
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Figure 5.26  Influence of the damping value on maximum vertical displacement, train 
HSLM-A4 
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The study of the influence of the damping value on maximum vertical displacement, 
presented in Figure 5.26 above, points out that increasing the damping value implies 
that the amplitude of the peak decreases. 
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Figure 5.27  Influence of the damping value on maximum end rotation, train HSLM-A4 

The study of the influence of the damping value on maximum end rotations, 
presented in Figure 5.27 above, points out that increasing the damping value implies 
that the amplitude of the peak decreases.  

It can be noted from these figures that for a null critical damping value, a finite 
response is obtained. The corresponding steady-state response would be infinite. The 
difference is because the trains studied (HSLM) have a finite length. 
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5.4.4 Summary 

 Table 5.16 below summarizes the results that have been presented in the previous 
sections. 

Table 5.16  Summary of influence of the influence of some parameters on the dynamic 
response 

Effect of 

Effect on 

Increasing the 
mass 

Increasing the 
stiffness 

Increasing 
damping 

Acceleration 

Peak amplitude 
decreases       

Peak moves to 
lower speeds 

 Peak moves to 
higher speeds 

Peak 
amplitude 
decreases 

Vertical 
Displacement 

Peak moves to 
lower speeds 

Peak amplitude 
decreases       

Peak moves to 
higher speeds 

Peak 
amplitude 
decreases 

End Rotations 
Peak moves to 
lower speeds 

Peak amplitude 
decreases       

Peak moves to 
higher speeds 

Peak 
amplitude 
decreases 

5.5 Designs fulfilling the dynamic criteria 

Since the dynamic criteria are not fulfilled, the designs of the ballasted and 
ballatless tracks alternatives need to be modified. In Section 5.4, the influence of 
different parameters has been studied. From this study, two mains directions can be 
extracted in such a way that the maxima vertical acceleration, vertical displacement 
and end rotations fulfil the dynamic criteria: 

– Increase the mass and the stiffness of the bridge, in order to make the amplitude 
of the peaks decrease 

– Use a light mass with a high stiffness, in order to send the peaks out of the 
design speed interval 

Increasing the mass will, among other impacts, make the amplitude of the 
acceleration peaks decrease. Increasing the stiffness will make the amplitude of the end 
rotations peaks decrease. However, it will also move these end rotations peaks to 
higher speed, which might be a problem, since the criterion value for end rotations 
decreases for speeds over 200 km/h (cf. Section 2.3). The fact that increasing the mass 
moves the peaks to lower speeds may counterbalance this effect.  
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Sending the peaks out of the design speed intervals will require light mass coupled 
with high stiffness, which may not be realisable.  

5.5.1 Ballasted track design, increasing of mass and stiffness 

Several tests have been performed, by iteration, in order to obtain a design that will 
fulfil all the dynamic criteria. The aim is to have a mass as light as possible in order 
not to use too large quantities of material. 

The final obtained design requires a mass of the bridge of 35 000 kg/m and a 
stiffness with a moment of inertia of 1.0 m4. A lighter mass will imply too high vertical 
accelerations. A smaller stiffness will imply too large end rotations. 

Fulfilled dynamic criteria 

The following figures present the results for vertical acceleration, vertical 
displacement and end rotations, using the design presented above. 
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Figure 5.28  Maxima vertical accelerations, all 10 HSLM-trains resonance peaks, 
m=35000 kg/m, I=1m4 

As it can be noted in Figure 5.28 above, the combination mass/stiffness presented 
before fulfils the dynamic criterion for maximum vertical acceleration.  

The largest vertical acceleration is obtained for train HSLM-A4, at speed 164.5 
km/h, and is equal to 3.49 m/s2. 
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Figure 5.29  Ratio Bridge length over Maximum Displacement, all 10 HSLM-trains, 
m=35000 kg/m, I=1 m4 

As it can be noted in Figure 5.29 above, the combination mass/stiffness presented 
before fulfils the dynamic criterion for maximum vertical displacement. 
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Figure 5.30  Maxima end rotations, all 10 HSLM-trains, m=35000 kg/m, I=1 m4 

As it can be noted in Figure 5.30 above, the combination mass/stiffness presented 
before fulfils the dynamic criterion for maximum end rotations. 

Composite section and static criteria 

As it has been illustrated above, such a design fulfils the dynamic criteria. The 
following section presents the design of a composite section that will fulfil both the 
mass and stiffness required and the static criteria.  

The values of the mass and stiffness of the bridge that are required are minima 
values in order to fulfil the dynamic criteria. Nevertheless, adding extra mass that is 
not needed on the bridge is not of interest for cost reasons. For the same reasons, in 
order to obtain the mass required, ballast material will be privileged over concrete and 
steel.  

Table 5.17 presents the dimensions of a composite section which allows to obtain the 
required mass and stiffness. 
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Table 5.17  Ballasted design dimensions 

bc (m) 9  hc (mm) 550 

tu (mm) 70 bu (mm) 1400 

tl (mm) 70 bl (mm) 1450 

tw (mm) 25 hw (mm) 2060 

bballast (m) 8.3  hballast (mm) 1000  

Ibridge (m
4) 1.00  m (kg/m) 34933 

 

The static criteria are fulfilled with these dimensions (cf. Table 5.18).   

Table 5.18  Checking of the static criteria 

1 
(MPa) 

8.59 2 
(MPa) 

4.64 3 (MPa) 184.49 
Md,II 

(kNm) 
18800 

fcc 
(MPa) 

16.94 
fcc 

(MPa) 
16.94 fyd (MPa) 358.33 

Mcrd 

(kNm) 
77925 

U.R. 0.51 U.R. 0.27 U.R. 0.51 U.R. 0.24 

4 
(MPa) 

271.27 
Vd,IV:A 

(kN) 
6169 fatigue 

(MPa) 
48.7 Vd,II (kN) 1791 

fyd 
(MPa) 

358.33 
Vcrd 

(kN) 
11398 frd (MPa) 109.7 Vcrd (kN) 11398 

U.R. 0.75 U.R. 0.54 U.R. 0.44 U.R. 0.16 

 

Then, with this design, it can be noted on Table 5.18 above that the stresses are 
lower than with the designs from the static calculations and from the ones from the 
real design. Nevertheless, the tension stress at the bottom of the steel beam remains 
high (utility ratio of 0.75). Stresses at the top of the concrete slab and at the top of the 
steel beam, as well as the shear force over the supports are high as well (utility ratios of 
respectively 0.51, 0.51, and 0.54). It can be noted as well that, unlike the real design or 
the design from the static calculations, the fatigue stress does not remain very high 
(utility ratio of 0.44). 

It is important to note that this is a design that fulfils both static and dynamic 
criteria. Other configurations could work. The design could be optimized in order to 
have better utility ratios (i.e. closer to 1) when checking the static criteria. Since the 
code used (cf. 0) to perform the static calculations is not designed for optimization, the 
composite section proposed above has been chosen in order to fulfil the criteria and to 
use adequate quantities of materials.  

Comparison with the existing bridge 

Table 5.19 presents a comparison in the composite section dimensions between the 
existing design and the one presented above. Since the existing bridge does not have a 
constant section (cf. section 3.2), the section taken into account for the comparison is 
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the one of the interior beam at midspan (largest section, cf. section 3.2). The concrete 
slab is supposed to be constant along the bridge, even if it is not the case in reality. 

Table 5.19  Comparison ballasted design / existing bridge 

  
Banafjäl 
Bridge 

Ballasted 
final design 

Ratio (%) 

hc (m) 0.35 0.55 157% 

bc (m) 7.7 9 117% 

Concrete slab 
mass (kg/m) 

6868 12615 184% 

Ballast mass 
(kg/m) 

9019 16922 188% 

tu (m) 0.055 0.07 127% 

bu (m) 0.92 1.4 152% 

hw (m) 2.395 2.06 86% 

tw (m) 0.017 0.025 147% 

tl (m) 0.05 0.07 140% 

bl (m) 0.97 1.45 149% 

Steel beams 
mass (2 beams) 

(kg/m) 
2195 3941 180% 

 

In order to fulfil the dynamic criteria, the dimensions of the composite section have 
been considerably increased. The mass of the concrete slab has been increased by 84%, 
the mass of the ballast by 88% and the mass of the steel beams by 80%. A more dense 
design is provided: thicker and longer flanges, thicker but shorter web flange. 

5.5.2 Ballastless track design, increasing of mass and stiffness 

Several tests have been performed, by iteration, in order to obtain a design that will 
fulfil all the dynamic criteria. The aim is to have a mass as light as possible in order 
not to use too large quantities of material. 

The final obtained design requires a mass of the bridge of 25 000 kg/m and a 
stiffness with a moment of inertia of 1.25 m4. A lighter mass will imply too high 
vertical accelerations. A smaller stiffness will imply too large end rotations. 

The following figures present the results for vertical acceleration, vertical 
displacement and end rotations, using the design presented above. 
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Figure 5.31  Maxima vertical accelerations, all 10 HSLM-trains, m=25000 kg/m, 
I=1.25 m4 

As it can be noted in Figure 5.31 above, the combination mass/stiffness presented 
before fulfils the dynamic criterion for maximum vertical acceleration.  

The largest vertical acceleration is obtained for train HSLM-A4, at speed 218 km/h, 
and is equal to 4.84 m/s2. 
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Figure 5.32  Ratio Bridge length over Maximum Displacement, all 10 HSLM-trains, 
m=25000 kg/m, I=1.25 m4 

As it can be noted in Figure 5.32 above, the combination mass/stiffness presented 
before fulfils the dynamic criterion for maximum vertical displacement. 
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Figure 5.33  Maxima end rotations, all 10 HSLM-trains, m=25000 kg/m, I=1.25 m4 

As it can be noted in Figure 5.33 above, the combination mass/stiffness presented 
before fulfils the dynamic criterion for maximum end rotations. 

Composite section and static criteria 

As it has been illustrated above, such a design fulfils the dynamic criteria. The 
following section presents the design of a composite section that will fulfil both the 
mass and stiffness required and the static criteria.  

The values of the mass and stiffness of the bridge that are required are minima 
values in order to fulfil the dynamic criteria. Nevertheless, adding extra mass that is 
not needed on the bridge is not of interest for cost reasons. The problem in this case is 
to add extra mass. Since there is no ballast, the mass will be concentrated in the steel 
beams and the concrete slab.  

Table 5.20 presents the dimensions of a composite section which allows obtaining 
the required mass and stiffness. 
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Table 5.20  Ballastless design dimensions 

bc (m) 9.5  hc (mm) 750 

tu (mm) 80 bu (mm) 1600 

tl (mm) 80 bl (mm) 1700 

tw (mm) 28 hw (mm) 2640 

Ibridge (m
4) 2.28  m (kg/m) 24918 

 

The stiffness is higher than what is required, but its impact will not make vertical 
acceleration, vertical displacement or end rotations exceed the criteria’s limits (see 
impacts of stiffness section 5.4.2). 

The static criteria are fulfilled with these dimensions (cf. Table 5.21).   

Table 5.21  Ballastless design, static criteria checking 

1 (MPa) 3.39 2 
(MPa) 

1.96 3 (MPa) 122.17 
Md,II 

(kNm) 
21146 

fcc (MPa) 16.94 
fcc 

(MPa) 
16.94 fyd (MPa) 358.33 

Mcrd 

(kNm) 
130257 

UU.R
. 

0.20 U.R. 0.12 U.R. 0.34 U.R. 0.16 

4 (MPa) 129.89 
Vd,IV:A 

(kN) 
4736 fatigue 

(MPa) 
28.8 

Vd,II 

(kN) 
2014 

fyd (MPa) 358.33 
Vcrd 

(kN) 
16360 frd (MPa) 109.7 Vcrd (kN) 16360 

U.R. 0.36 U.R. 0.29 U.R. 0.26 U.R. 0.12 

 

As it can be noted in Table 5.21 above, static utility ratios are very low, with this 
design (the largest one is 0.36, for the tension stress at the bottom of the steel beam). 
Unlike what was noted in the static calculations (cf. section 4.4), the fatigue stress has 
a lower impact than the tension in the lower edge of the steel beam. This is almost 
because the amount of concrete and steel used in the design is increased a lot (cf. Table 
5.22), implying high stresses due to self-weight. 

It is important to note that this design is a design that fulfils both static and 
dynamic criteria. Other configurations could work. Some alternatives are mentioned in 
Section 6.2. 
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Comparison with the ballastless design from the static calculations 

Table 5.22 presents a comparison in the composite section dimensions between the 
ballatless track design from the static calculations and the one presented above. 

Table 5.22  Comparison of ballastless static and dynamic designs 

  Static Dynamic Ratio (%) 

hc (m) 0.3 0.75 250% 

bc (m) 7.7 9.5 123% 

Concrete slab 
mass (kg/m) 

5887 18157 308% 

tu (m) 0.046 0.08 174% 

bu (m) 0.9 1.6 178% 

hw (m) 2.409 2.64 110% 

tw (m) 0.014 0.028 200% 

tl (m) 0.045 0.08 178% 

bl (m) 0.9 1.7 189% 

Steel beams 
mass (2 beams) 

(kg/m) 
1815 5305 292% 

 

In order to fulfil the dynamic criteria, the dimensions of the composite section have 
been considerably increased. The mass of the concrete slab has been increased by 208% 
and the mass of the steel beams by 192%. This huge amount of extra-material is mostly 
because the dynamic criteria required a high mass (25 tons/m) that is only composed 
of steel and concrete in the design presented before. 
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5.5.3 Comparison between the two final designs 

Table 5.23 presents a comparison in quantities of steel and concrete used in the two 
designs presented in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. As it can be seen, the ballastless design 
needs a 44%-increase in concrete and a 35%-increase in steel compared to the ballasted 
design. 

Table 5.23  Comparison between the two final designs 

  Ballasted Ballastless Ratio (%) 

hc (m) 0.55 0.75 136% 

bc (m) 9 9.5 106% 

Concrete slab 
mass (kg/m) 

12615 18157 144% 

tu (m) 0.07 0.08 114% 

bu (m) 1.4 1.6 114% 

hw (m) 2.06 2.64 128% 

tw (m) 0.025 0.028 112% 

tl (m) 0.07 0.08 114% 

bl (m) 1.45 1.7 117% 

Steel beams mass 
(2 beams) (kg/m) 

3941 5305 135% 

 

5.5.4 Light mass coupled with a high stiffness 

The main aim of this combination is to send the resonance peaks out of the design 
speed interval. If the focus is on a design speed of 250 km/h, the Eurocodes require 
that the design is performed for speeds up to 300 km/h. 

Figure 5.34 illustrates that with a mass of 5000 kg/m and a moment of inertia of 3.5 
m4, the resonance peaks occur at speed over 300 km/h or that for speeds below 300 
km/h, acceleration levels fulfil the requirements. Ideally the peak of the HSLM-A7 
should be included in the range 0-300 km/h or excluded from this range, and not over 
the design speed limit. 
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Figure 5.34  Maximum acceleration, m=5000 kg/m, I=3.5 m4 

Such a low mass allows only this design to be possibly used for ballastless tracks, 
because the mass of the ballast is too large (the ballast is at least 0.6 meter high by 4.2 
m, meaning a minimum mass of 5.1 tons/m). The problem with that configuration is 
that such a high moment of inertia of the composite section will require high amounts 
of steel and concrete, in such a way that keeping the mass to only 5000 kg/m will not 
be possible. Therefore is this solution physically not relevant. 
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6  
 
Conclusions and further research 

6.1 Conclusions 

6.1.1 Static design 

(i) Stresses are significantly lower for the ballastless solution compared to the 
ballasted solution, mostly due to the removal of the ballast weight. 

(ii) Whereas the ultimate limit state of the final design (after construction) is 
decisive for ballasted track solutions, fatigue is decisive for ballastless track 
solution. 

(iii) Ballastless tracks allow using lower quantities of material than ballasted 
tracks. In the designs presented, ballastless tracks allow to use 15% less steel in 
the structure of the bridge, compared to ballasted solutions. Several other 
design combinations can be developed, since no optimization of the design has 
been performed. The amount of quantities saved from a ballasted design to a 
ballastless design is limited, since fatigue is decisive in the case of ballastless 
designs. 

6.1.2 Dynamic design 

(i) The current design, as it has been considered, is not suitable for high-speed 
trains. Vertical responses are too high compared to what the Eurocode 
requires. E.g., vertical acceleration of HSLM trains for the existing design are 
up to 6.2 m/s2, which is 1.75 times the maximum vertical acceleration allowed. 
Moreover, these resonance peaks with high responses occur below 200 km/h, 
supposed using speed of the Bothnia Line. 

(ii) Ballastless designs show higher responses than ballasted ones. The ballastless 
design from the static calculations shows a 100%-increase in vertical bridge 
deck acceleration, a 20%-increase in vertical displacement, and a 20%-increase 
in end rotation. 

Chapter 
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(iii) Neither the ballasted nor the ballastless designs from the static calculations 
fulfil the dynamic criteria according to the Eurocode. E.g., the ballasted design 
shows vertical accelerations up to 6.6 m/s2 (1.9 times the requirement), while 
the ballastless design shows accelerations up to 13.2 m/s2 (2.6 times the 
requirement). The ballasted design from the ballasted calculations differs 
slightly from the existing, since the models considered are different, implying a 
slightly lower mass of the bridge thus a slightly higher acceleration. 

(iv) Compared to the designs from the static calculations, designs that would fulfil 
the Eurocodes’ dynamic criteria are heavier and stiffer. Then, for a ballasted 
alternative, the increase in the mass of the bridge is around 100% and around 
70% in stiffness. The presented ballasted design offers a 84%-increase in 
concrete used and a 80% increase in steel used compared to the static design. 
For a ballastless alternative, the increase in the mass of the bridge and in 
stiffness is around 150%. The presented ballastless design offers a 208%-
increase in concrete used and a 192%-increase in steel used compared to the 
static design. 

(v) This increase is rather easy for ballasted tracks: add ballast weight appears to 
be the cheapest way. For ballastless tracks, increasing the mass by the only use 
of concrete and steel appears to make quantities of these materials in the 
superstructure higher than for a ballasted solution. One of the main purposes 
of using a ballastless solution over a ballasted one is then not fulfilled. 
Otherwise, more complicated designs have to be developed for a ballastless 
solution. 

(vi) In these conditions, for a bridge with the properties of the Banafjäl Bridge (42 
m long, single span, single track), a ballasted solution appears to be the 
solution that would fit best to high-speed trains. 

6.2 Further Research 

(i) Static and dynamic designs could be optimized in order to use as less 
quantities of material as possible. The designs presented in this thesis have 
been manually performed and are designs fulfilling the requirements. Other 
designs could be performed.  

(ii) A more complex model of the Banafjäl Bridge could be developed, including 
lateral effects and/or varying section of the steel beam and concrete slab along 
the bridge. 

(iii) Solutions to add mass on the bridge without using extra steel and concrete 
(and design a bridge not stiffer that what is required) for ballastless tracks 
could be investigated. E.g., a solution could be to add mass by adding a cheap 
but heavy material, compacted between concrete walls, on the two sides of the 
track. Local stresses will then have to be checked for these unevenly 
distributed loads. 
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(iv) The results are valid for a 42-m single span steel-concrete composite bridge. 
Different, and especially longer bridges, could be tested to know if the 
observations made can be generalized to all single span steel-concrete 
composite bridges. 
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A  
 
Static calculations code 

A.1 Stage II 

A.1.1 Input code: StageIICalc 

%% Calculations in Stage II/ StageIICalc 
% Script which checks if the bridge parameters fit the design criteria in 
% stage II 
disp('Calculations in Stage II, construction'); 
  
%% Get the Input Data and classification of cross sections of steel beam 
[bu,tu,hw,tw,bl,tl,bc,hc,fyu,fyl,fyw,gamma,Es,Ec,fcc,L,entr,ecs,Dtemp,phishrink,phi
sw,phitemp,qsteel,qconcrete,bballast,qballast,alternative]=InputData(); 
[Mmax,Vmax]=MomentStageII(qsteel,qconcrete,L);  
[classflange,classweb,classcross]=Classification(bu,tu,tw,hw,fyu,fyw); %Class of 
cross-sections 
disp('**********************************************************'); 
%% Design checking at the section with the maximum moment 
disp('Design checking at the section with the maximum moment'); 
disp(['This section id situated at x=',num2str(Mmax(3)),' m']); 
Med=1.05*Mmax(1); % deign value for the bending moment 
Ved=1.05*Mmax(2); % design value for the shear force 
[Mcrd,Vcrd,McrdV,W]=ResistanceCapacityII(classcross,classflange,classweb,fyu,fyw,hw
,tw,bu,tu,bl,tl,Ved);  
disp(['The bending resistance is Mcrd= ',num2str(Mcrd/10^3),' kNm']); 
disp(['The shear resistance is Vcrd= ',num2str(Vcrd/10^3),' kN']); 
disp(['The bending resistance to allow shear force is McrdV= 
',num2str(McrdV/10^3),' kNm']); 
disp('__________________________'); 
% Design resistance for bending about one principal axis 
disp(['The bending design value is Med=',num2str(Med/10^3),' kNm']); 
disp('then'); 
if Med/Mcrd<=1 
    disp('Moment resistance of cross-section checked!'); 
else 
    disp('Warning!!, the moment resistance criterion is not OK! Modify your input 
Data!'); 
end 
disp('__________________________'); 
% Design resistance for shear 
disp(['The shear design value is Ved=',num2str(Ved/10^3),' kN']); 
disp('then'); 
if Ved/Vcrd<=1 
    disp('Shear resistance of cross-section checked!'); 
else 

Appendix 
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    disp('Warning!!, the shear resistance criterion is not OK! Modify your input 
Data!'); 
end 
disp('__________________________'); 
% Resistance considering both shear and moment 
disp(['The bending design value is Med=',num2str(Med/10^3),' kNm']); 
disp('then'); 
if Med/McrdV<=1 
        disp('Moment resistance of cross-section reduced due to shear force 
checked!'); 
else 
        disp('Warning!!, the moment resistance of cross-section reduced due to 
shear force action critetion is not OK! Modify your input Data!'); 
end 
  
%% Design checking at the section with the maximum shear force 
disp('**********************************************************'); 
disp('Design checking at the section with the maximum shear force'); 
disp(['This section is situated at x=',num2str(Vmax(3)),' m']); 
Med=1.05*Vmax(1); % deign value for the bending moment 
Ved=1.05*Vmax(2); % design value for the shear force 
[Mcrd,Vcrd,McrdV,W]=ResistanceCapacityII(classcross,classflange,classweb,fyu,fyw,hw
,tw,bu,tu,bl,tl,Ved);  
disp(['The bending resistance is Mcrd= ',num2str(Mcrd/10^3),' kNm']); 
disp(['The shear resistance is Vcrd= ',num2str(Vcrd/10^3),' kN']); 
disp(['The bending resistance to allow shear force is McrdV= 
',num2str(McrdV/10^3),' kNm']); 
% Design resistance for bending about one principal axis 
disp(['The bending design value is Med=',num2str(Med/10^3),' kNm']); 
disp('then'); 
if Med/Mcrd<=1 
    disp('Moment resistance of cross-section checked!'); 
else 
    disp('Warning!!, the moment resistance criterion is not OK! Modify your input 
Data!'); 
end 
disp('__________________________'); 
% Design resistance for shear 
disp(['The shear design value is Ved=',num2str(Ved/10^3),' kN']); 
disp('then'); 
if Ved/Vcrd<=1 
    disp('Shear resistance of cross-section checked!'); 
else 
    disp('Warning!!, the shear resistance criterion is not OK! Modify your input 
Data!'); 
end 
disp('__________________________'); 
% Resistance considering both shear and moment 
disp(['The bending design value is Med=',num2str(Med/10^3),' kNm']); 
disp('then'); 
if Med/McrdV<=1 
        disp('Moment resistance of cross-section reduced due to shear force 
checked!'); 
else 
        disp('Warning!!, the moment resistance of cross-section reduced due to 
shear force action critetion is not OK! Modify your input Data!'); 
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A.1.2 Functions used 

All the functions are described further. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A.2 Stage IV:A 

A.2.1 Input Code: StageIVA 

%% Checking in ULS stage IV:A 
% Script which checks if the bridge parameters fit the design criteria in 
% stage IV:A 
disp('Calculations in stage IV:A, Ultimate Limit State'); 
 
%% Get the Input Data and classification of cross sections of steel beam 
[bu,tu,hw,tw,bl,tl,bc,hc,fyu,fyl,fyw,gamma,Es,Ec,fcc,L,entr,ecs,Dtemp,phishrink,phi
sw,phitemp,qsteel,qconcrete,bballast,qballast,alternative]=InputData(); 
[classflange,classweb,classcross]=Classification(bu,tu,tw,hw,fyu,fyw); %Class of 
cross-sections 
[smid,Vmid,ssup,Vsup]=StressesIVA(qsteel,qconcrete,qballast,classcross,classflange,
classweb,fyu,fyw,hw,tw,bu,tu,bc,hc,bl,tl,Ec,Es,phisw,phishrink,phitemp,ecs,Dtemp,al
ternative,L); %get the stresses 
if (classcross==1) || (classcross==2) 
    Av=1.2*hw*tw; 
    Vcrd=(fyw/sqrt(3))*Av; % shear resistance capacity 
else 
    if (bu*tu/(hw*tw)>=0.6) && (bl*tl/(hw*tw)>=0.6) 
    Vcrd=(fyw/sqrt(3))*hw*tw; 
    else 
        disp('We have a problem using the code, if that occurs, cf. to EC3-1-1 
6.2.6 (4)'); 

Classification 

MomentStageII DistLoadMomentShear 

StageIICalc 

InputData 

ResistanceCapacityII 
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    end 
end 
 
%% Design Checking at Mid span 
disp('DESIGN CHECKING AT MID SPAN (supposed position with maximum bending 
moment)'); 
 
% Checking at the upper edge of the concrete slab 
disp('Checking at the upper edge of the concrete slab'); 
disp(['The calculated stress at the upper edge of the concrete slab is smidcu= 
',num2str(smid(1)/10^6),' MPa']); 
disp(['The concrete strength is fcc=',num2str(fcc/10^6),' MPa']); 
if smid(1)<=fcc 
    disp('Checking at the upper edge of the concrete slab OK'); 
else 
    disp('Warning! The design criteria at the upper edge of the concrete slab are 
not fulfilled! You need to change your input data'); 
end 
disp('_________________________'); 
% Checking at the lower edge of the concrete slab 
disp('Checking at the lower edge of the concrete slab'); 
disp(['The calculated stress at the lower edge of the concrete slab is smidcl= 
',num2str(smid(2)/10^6),' MPa']); 
disp(['The concrete strength is fcc=',num2str(fcc/10^6),' MPa']); 
if smid(2)<=fcc 
    disp('Checking at the lower edge of the concrete slab OK'); 
else 
    disp('Warning! The design criteria at the lower edge of the concrete slab are 
not fulfilled! You need to change your input data'); 
end 
disp('_________________________'); 
% Checking at the upper edge of the steel beam 
disp('Checking at the upper edge of the steel beam'); 
disp(['The calculated stress at the upper edge of the steel beam is smidsu= 
',num2str(smid(3)/10^6),' MPa']); 
disp(['The steel yield strength is fyd=',num2str(fyu/10^6),' MPa']); 
if smid(3)<=fyu 
    disp('Checking at the upper edge of the steel beam OK'); 
else 
    disp('Warning! The design criteria at the upper edge of the steel beam are not 
fulfilled! You need to change your input data'); 
end 
disp('_________________________'); 
% Checking at the lower edge of the steel beam 
disp('Checking at the lower edge of the steel beam'); 
disp(['The calculated stress at the lower edge of the steel beam is smidsl= 
',num2str(smid(4)/10^6),' MPa']); 
disp(['The steel yield strength is fyd=',num2str(fyl/10^6),' MPa']); 
if abs(smid(4))<=fyl 
    disp('Checking at the lower edge of the steel beam OK'); 
else 
    disp('Warning! The design criteria at the lower edge of the steel beam are not 
fulfilled! You need to change your input data'); 
end 
disp('_________________________'); 
% Shear force checking 
disp(['The shear resistance capacity is Vcrd= ',num2str(Vcrd/10^3),' kN']); 
disp(['The shear design value at mid span is Vmid=',num2str(Vmid/10^3),' kN']); 
disp('then'); 
if Vmid/Vcrd<=1 
    disp('Shear resistance of cross-section checked!'); 
else 
    disp('Warning!!, the shear resistance criterion is not OK! Modify your input 
Data!'); 
end 
 
%% Design Checking over the support 
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disp('*****************************************************************************
***'); 
disp('DESIGN CHECKING OVER THE SUPPORT (supposed position with maximum shear 
force)'); 
disp('_________________________'); 
% Shear force checking 
disp(['The shear resistance capacity is Vcrd= ',num2str(Vcrd/10^3),' kN']); 
disp(['The shear design value over the support is Vsup=',num2str(Vsup/10^3),' 
kN']); 
disp('then'); 
if Vsup/Vcrd<=1 
    disp('Shear resistance of cross-section checked!'); 
else 
    disp('Warning!!, the shear resistance criterion is not OK! Modify your input 
Data!'); 
end 

A.2.2 Functions used 

All the functions are described further. 
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A.3 Stage VI 

A.3.1 Input code: FatigueVI 

%% Checkings in ULS stage VI, fatigue 
% Script which checks if the bridge parameters fit the design criteria in 
% stage VI, fatigue 
disp('Calculations in stage VI, fatigue'); 
 
%% Get the Input Data and classification of cross sections of steel beam 
[bu,tu,hw,tw,bl,tl,bc,hc,fyu,fyl,fyw,gamma,Es,Ec,fcc,L,entr,ecs,Dtemp,phishrink,phi
sw,phitemp,qsteel,qconcrete,bballast,qballast,alternative]=InputData(); 
[classflange,classweb,classcross]=Classification(bu,tu,tw,hw,fyu,fyw); %Class of 
cross-sections 
[smid,Vmid,ssup,Vsup]=StressesVI(classcross,classflange,classweb,fyu,fyw,hw,tw,bu,t
u,bc,hc,bl,tl,Ec,Es,L); %get the stresses 
if (classcross==1) || (classcross==2) 
    Av=1.2*hw*tw; 
    Vcrd=(fyw/sqrt(3))*Av; % shear resistance capacity 
else 
    if (bu*tu/(hw*tw)>=0.6) && (bl*tl/(hw*tw)>=0.6) 
    Vcrd=(fyw/sqrt(3))*hw*tw; 
    else 
        disp('We have a problem using the code, if that occurs, cf. to EC3-1-1 
6.2.6 (4)'); 
    end 
end 
 
%% Design Checking at Mid span 
disp('DESIGN CHECKING AT MID SPAN (supposed position with maximum stresses due to 
bending)'); 
smax=max(abs(smid)); 
frd=144.8*10^6/(1.1*gamma); %fatigue strength 
disp(['The maximum stress is smax= ',num2str(smax/10^6),' MPa']); 
disp(['The fatigue strength is frd=',num2str(frd/10^6),' MPa']); 
if smax<=frd 
    disp('Checking of fatigue OK'); 
else 
    disp('Warning! The design criteria for fatigue is not fulfilled! You need to 
change your input data'); 
end 
disp(['utility ratio smax/frd= ',num2str(smax/frd)]); 

 

A.3.2 Functions used 

All the functions are described further 
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A.4 Description of the functions created 

The functions are presented in alphabetic order. 

Ballast 

%% Calculations of moment, shear force and stresses due to ballast load  
% function 
[Mballast,Vballast,sballast1,sballast2,sballast3,sballast4]=Ballast(qballast,bl,tl,
tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,phisw,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb) 
% Output: Mballast: Bending Moment distribution vector of the ballast (mesured 
every 
%         meter)(Nm) 
%         Vballast: Shear force distribution vector of the ballast (mesured every 
%         meter)(N) 
%         sballast1: Stress distrubution due to self weight at the upper edge of 
the 
%                    concrete slab (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sballast2: Stress distrubution due to ballast at the lower edge of the 
%                    concrete slab (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sballast3: Stress distrubution due to ballast at the upper edge of the 
%                    steel beam (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sballast4: Stress distrubution due to ballast at the upper edge of the 
%                    steel beam (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
% Input: qballast: ballast load of the steel (N/m) 
%        bl,tl: width and thickness of the lower flange (m) 
%        hw,tw: height and thickness of the web panel (m) 
%        bu,tu: width and thickness of the upper flange (m) 
%        bc,hc: width (half in the transverse direction) and height of the 
%               concrete flange (m) 
%        Ec: Concrete Young modulus (Pa) 
%        Es: Steel Young modulus (Pa) 
%        phisw: Dead weight Creep factor 
%        classcross: Classification of the steel cross-section 
%        classcross: Classification of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        classcross: Classification of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        fyu: tensile stress of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        fyw: tensile stress of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        L: span length 
 
function 
[Mballast,Vballast,sballast1,sballast2,sballast3,sballast4]=Ballast(qballast,bl,tl,
tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,phisw,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb,L) 
 
[Acomp,Icomp,ycomp,W1,W2,W3,W4]=SectionalParameters(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,p
hisw,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb); 
 
Mballast=zeros(1,L+1); 
Vballast=zeros(1,L+1); 
sballast1=zeros(1,L+1); 
sballast2=zeros(1,L+1); 
sballast3=zeros(1,L+1); 
sballast4=zeros(1,L+1); 
for i=0:L 
    [M,V]=DistLoadMomentShear(qballast,L,i); 
    Mballast(i+1)=M; 
    Vballast(i+1)=V; 
end 
for i=1:L+1 
    sballast1(i)=Mballast(i)/W1; 
    sballast2(i)=Mballast(i)/W2; 
    sballast3(i)=Mballast(i)/W3; 
    sballast4(i)=-Mballast(i)/W4; 
end 
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Brakacc 

%% Calculation of moment,shear force and stresses due to brake and 
%% acceleration 
% function 
[Mbrake,Vbrake,sbrake1,sbrake2,sbrake3,sbrake4]=Brakacc(Es,Ec,bc,hc,tu,bu,hw,tw,tl,
bl,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb) 
% Output: Mbrake: Bending Moment distribution vector of the acceleration/braking 
load (mesured every 
%         meter)(Nm) 
%         Vbrake: Shear force distribution vector of the acceleration/braking load 
(mesured every 
%         meter)(N) 
%         sbrake1: Stress distrubution due to acceleration/braking load at the 
upper edge of the 
%               concrete slab (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sbrake2: Stress distrubution due to acceleration/braking load at the 
lower edge of the 
%               concrete slab (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sbrake3: Stress distrubution due to acceleration/braking load at the 
upper edge of the 
%               steel beam (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sbrake4: Stress distrubution due to acceleration/braking load at the 
upper edge of the 
%               steel beam (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
% Input: bl,tl: width and thickness of the lower flange (m) 
%        hw,tw: height and thickness of the web panel (m) 
%        bu,tu: width and thickness of the upper flange (m) 
%        bc,hc: width (half in the transverse direction) and height of the 
%               concrete flange (m) 
%        Ec: Concrete Young modulus (Pa) 
%        Es: Steel Young modulus (Pa) 
%        classcross: Classification of the steel cross-section 
%        classcross: Classification of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        classcross: Classification of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        fyu: tensile stress of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        fyw: tensile stress of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        alternative: set to 1 for the ballasted alternative, set to 0 for the 
%                     ballastless alternative 
%        L: length of the bridge 
 
function 
[Mbrake,Vbrake,sbrake1,sbrake2,sbrake3,sbrake4]=Brakacc(Es,Ec,bc,hc,tu,bu,hw,tw,tl,
bl,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb,alternative,L) 
 
[Acomp,Icomp,ycomp,W1,W2,W3,W4]=SectionalParameters(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,0
,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb); 
if alternative==1 
    hballast=0.6; % height of the ballast (m) 
elseif alternative==0 
    hballast=0; 
end 
hrail=0.172; % height of the rail UIC60 (m) 
F=660/2*10^3; % Resultante force due to acceleration (worst case)(N) 
Mres=F*(tl+hw+tu+hc+hballast+hrail); % moment due to the horizontal acceleration 
force F (Nm) 
 
Mbrake=zeros(1,L+1); 
Vbrake=zeros(1,L+1); 
 
for i=1:L+1 
    Vbrake(i)=Mres/L; 
    Mbrake(i)=Mres*((i-1)/L-1); 
end 
sbrake1=-Mbrake./W1+F/Acomp; 
sbrake2=-Mbrake./W2+F/Acomp; 
sbrake3=-Mbrake./W3+F/Acomp; 
sbrake4=Mbrake./W4-F/Acomp; 
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BV2000 

NB: in the code a part of the load from the movable locomotive load is missing, but 
considered when calculating the stresses (in StressesIVA and StressesVI e.g.) 

%% Calculations of moment, shear force and stresses due to Train Load BV2000 
% function 
[Mbv,Vbv,sbv1,sbv2,sbv3,sbv4]=BV2000(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,fyw,fyu,classcro
ss,classflange,classweb) 
% Output: Mbv: Bending Moment distribution vector of the train load BV2000 (mesured 
every 
%         meter)(Nm) 
%         Vbv: Shear force distribution vector of the train load BV2000 (mesured 
every 
%         meter)(N) 
%         sbv1: Stress distrubution due to train load BV2000 at the upper edge of 
the 
%               concrete slab (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sbv2: Stress distrubution due to train load BV2000 at the lower edge of 
the 
%               concrete slab (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sbv3: Stress distrubution due to train load BV2000 at the upper edge of 
the 
%               steel beam (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sbv4: Stress distrubution due to train load BV2000 at the upper edge of 
the 
%               steel beam (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
% Input: bl,tl: width and thickness of the lower flange (m) 
%        hw,tw: height and thickness of the web panel (m) 
%        bu,tu: width and thickness of the upper flange (m) 
%        bc,hc: width (half in the transverse direction) and height of the 
%               concrete flange (m) 
%        Ec: Concrete Young modulus (Pa) 
%        Es: Steel Young modulus (Pa) 
%        classcross: Classification of the steel cross-section 
%        classcross: Classification of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        classcross: Classification of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        fyu: tensile stress of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        fyw: tensile stress of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        L: length of the span 
 
function 
[Mbv,Vbv,sbv1,sbv2,sbv3,sbv4]=BV2000(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,fyw,fyu,classcro
ss,classflange,classweb,L) 
[Acomp,Icomp,ycomp,W1,W2,W3,W4]=SectionalParameters(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,0
,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb); 
 
D=1+4/(8+L); % Dynamic factor 
Mbv=zeros(1,L+1); 
Vbv=zeros(1,L+1); 
for i=0:L 
    [M,V]=DistLoadMomentShear(110/2*10^3,L,i); 
    Mbv(i+1)=D*M; 
    Vbv(i+1)=D*V; 
end 
sbv1=zeros(1,L+1); 
sbv2=zeros(1,L+1); 
sbv3=zeros(1,L+1); 
sbv4=zeros(1,L+1); 
for i=1:L+1 
    sbv1(i)=Mbv(i)/W1; 
    sbv2(i)=Mbv(i)/W2; 
    sbv3(i)=Mbv(i)/W3; 
    sbv4(i)=-Mbv(i)/W4; 
end 
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Classification 

%% Classification of the upper flange and of the web panel according to EC3 
%% & Class of the cross-section 
% function [flange,web,cross]=Classification(bu,tu,tw,hw,fyu,fyw) 
% Output: flange: class of the upper flange 
%         web: class of the web panel 
%         cross: class of the cross-section (to know for the resistance criteria) 
% Input: bu,tu: width and thickness of the upper flange 
%        tw,hw: thickness and height of the web panel 
%        fyu: tensile strength of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        fyw: tensile strength of the web panel of the steel beam 
function [flange,web,cross]=Classification(bu,tu,tw,hw,fyu,fyw) 
sf=((bu-tw)/2)/tu; % slenderness of the upper flange 
sw=hw/tw; % slenderness of the web 
epsilonu=sqrt(235*10^6/fyu); 
epsilonw=sqrt(235*10^6/fyw); 
if sf<=9*epsilonu 
    flange=1; 
elseif (sf>9*epsilonu) && (sf<=10*epsilonu) 
    flange=2; 
elseif (sf>10*epsilonu) && (sf<=14*epsilonu) 
    flange=3; 
else 
    flange=4; 
end 
if sw<=33*epsilonw 
    web=1; 
elseif (sf>33*epsilonw) && (sf<=38*epsilonw) 
    web=2; 
elseif (sf>38*epsilonw) && (sf<=42*epsilonw) 
    web=3; 
else 
    web=4; 
end 
cross=max(flange,web); 

 

DistLoadMomentShear 

%% Expression of the bending moment and shear force due to a distributed load 
% function [M,V]=DistLoadMomentShear(q,L,x) 
% Output: M: bending moment (Nm) 
%         V: shear force (N) 
% Input: q: Distributed Load (N/m) 
%        L: span length (m) 
%        x: position where the output is wanted 
function [M,V]=DistLoadMomentShear(q,L,x) 
M=q*L^2/2*(x/L-x^2/L^2); 
V=q*L*(1/2-x/L); 
 

InputData 

%% Input Data 
% function 
[bu,tu,hw,tw,bl,tl,bc,hc,fyu,fyl,fyw,gamma,Es,Ec,fcc,L,entr,ecs,Dtemp,phishrink,phi
sw,phitemp,qsteel,qconcrete,bballast,qballast,alternative]=InputData() 
% bu,tu: width and thickness of the upper flange (m) 
% bl,tl: width and thickness of the lower flange (m) 
% hw,tw: height and thickness of the web panel (m) 
% bc,hc: width (half in the transverse direction) and height of the concrete flange 
(m) 
% fyu: Steel tensile strength of the upper flange(S460M) (Pa) 
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% fyl: Steel tensile strength of the lower flange(S460M) (Pa) 
% fyw: Steel tensile strength of the web panel(S460M) (Pa) 
% gamma: safety factor 
% Es: Steel Young modulus (Pa) 
% Ec: Concrete Young modulus (Pa) 
% fcc: Concrete strength (Pa) 
% L: span length (m) 
% entr: distance between the 2 steel beams (m) 
% ecs: Shrinkage constant (according to BBK04) 
% Dtemp: Temperature difference 
% phishrink: Shrinkage creep factor 
% phisw: Dead weight Creep factor 
% phitemp: Uneven Temperature Creep factor 
% qsteel: Self weight load of the steel (N/m) 
% qconcrete: Self weight load of the concrete (N/m) 
% qballast: Weight load of the ballast (N/m) 
% bballast: width of the ballast (transverse direction, half of the bridge) (m) 
% alternative: set to 1 for the ballasted alternative, set to 0 for the 
%              ballastless alternative 
 
function 
[bu,tu,hw,tw,bl,tl,bc,hc,fyu,fyl,fyw,gamma,Es,Ec,fcc,L,entr,ecs,Dtemp,phishrink,phi
sw,phitemp,qsteel,qconcrete,bballast,qballast,alternative]=InputData() 
bu=0.9; 
tu=0.046; 
bl=0.9; 
tl=0.045; 
L=42; 
h=2.5/42*L; % h height of the steel beam, forced to be 2.5m 
hw=h-tu-tl; % the design will be done on tu and tl mainly, hw is going to be 
consequences of these changes 
tw=0.014; 
bc=7.7/2; % fixed value 
bballast=6.9/2; % fixed value 
hc=0; 
gamma=1.2; 
if tu<=0.04 
    fyu=460*10^6/gamma; 
elseif (tu>0.04) && (tu<=0.08) 
    fyu=430*10^6/gamma; 
else 
    disp('Warning! tu out of standarts'); 
end 
if tl<=0.04 
    fyl=460*10^6/gamma; 
elseif (tl>0.04) && (tl<=0.08) 
    fyl=430*10^6/gamma; 
else 
    disp('Warning! tl out of standarts'); 
end 
if tw<=0.04 
    fyw=460*10^6/gamma; 
elseif (tw>0.04) && (tw<=0.08) 
    fyw=430*10^6/gamma; 
else 
    disp('Warning! tw out of standarts'); 
end 
Es=210000*10^6; 
Ec=33000*10^6/(1.2*gamma); 
fcc=30.5*10^6/(1.5*gamma); 
entr=2; 
ecs=0.25*10^(-3); 
Dtemp=10; 
phishrink=2; 
phisw=2; 
phitemp=0.3; 
qsteel=(bu*tu+hw*tw+bl*tl)*77*10^3; 
qconcrete=bc*hc*25*10^3; 
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qballast=0.6*bballast*20*10^3; 
alternative=1; 

 

IVALoadFactors 

%% Stage ULS Combination IV:A load factors 
% function 
[fsw,fballast,fshrink,fbv2000,ftemp,fhslm,fbrake]=IVALoadFactors(alternative) 
% Each factor is a vector [minfactor maxfactor] 
% Output: fsw: Self Weight factors 
%         fballast: Ballast factors 
%         fshrink: Shrinkage factors 
%         fbv2000: Train Load BV2000 factors 
%         ftemp: Uneven Temperature factors 
%         fhslm: Train Load HSLM factors 
%         fbrake: Braking and acceleration factors 
% Input: alternative: set to 1 for the ballasted alternative, set to 0 for the 
%                     ballastless alternative 
 
function 
[fsw,fballast,fshrink,fbv2000,ftemp,fhslm,fbrake]=IVALoadFactors(alternative) 
fsw=[0.95 1.05]; 
if alternative==1 
    fballast=[0.8 1.25]; 
elseif alternative==0 
    fballast=[0 0]; 
end 
fshrink=[0 1]; 
fbv2000=[0.7 1.4]; 
ftemp=[0.6 1.4]; 
fhslm=[0.7 1.2]; 
fbrake=[0.8 1.4]; 

 

MomentStageII 

%% Moments and shear forces to consider for calculations stage II (i.e. 
%% self weight of steel beam and weight of concrete slab) 
% function [Mmax,Vmax]=MomentStageII(qsteel,qconcrete) 
% Input: qsteel: linear self weight of steel (N/m) 
%        qsteel: linear self weight of steel (N/m) 
%        L: Span length (m) 
% Output: Mmax: vector contening the maximum moment and its corresponding shear 
%         force and position [Moment(Nm) Shearforce(N) Position_of_the_section(m)] 
%         Vmax: vector contening the maximum shear force and its corresponding 
%         moment and position[Moment(Nm) Shearforce(N) Position_of_the_section(m)] 
function [Mmax,Vmax]=MomentStageII(qsteel,qconcrete,L) 
Msteel=zeros(1,L+1); 
Vsteel=zeros(1,L+1); 
for i=0:L 
    [M,V]=DistLoadMomentShear(qsteel,L,i); 
    Msteel(i+1)=M; 
    Vsteel(i+1)=V; 
end 
Mconcrete=zeros(1,L+1); 
Vconcrete=zeros(1,L+1); 
for i=0:L 
    [M,V]=DistLoadMomentShear(qconcrete,L,i); 
    Mconcrete(i+1)=M; 
    Vconcrete(i+1)=V; 
end 
Mtotal=Msteel+Mconcrete; 
Vtotal=Vsteel+Vconcrete; 
[mmax,n]=max(Mtotal); 
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vmmax=Vtotal(n); 
Mmax=[mmax vmmax n-1]; 
[vmax,p]=max(Vtotal); 
mvmax=Mtotal(p); 
Vmax=[mvmax vmax p-1]; 

 

ResistanceCapacityII 

%% Resistance Capacity Steel, gives also section modulus in stage II 
% Calculate the resistance for bending, for shear, and the resistance for 
% bending to allow shear force 
% function 
[Mcrd,Vcrd,McrdV,W]=ResistanceCapacityII(classcross,classflange,classweb,fyu,fyw,hw
,tw,bu,tu,bl,tl,Ved) 
% Output:Mcrd: Bending moment capacity (Nm) 
%        Vcrd: Shear capacity (N) 
%        McrdV: Bending moment capacity to allow shear force (Nm) 
%        W: Stress vector [Section_modulus_(m^3)... 
%                          psi_ratio_bottom/top_stresses] 
% Input: classcross: class of the cross-section 
%        classflange: class of the upper flange 
%        classweb: class of the web panel 
%        fyu: tensile strength of the upper flange (Pa) 
%        fyw: tensile strength of the web panel (Pa) 
%        hw: height of the web panel (m) 
%        tw: thickness of the web panel (m) 
%        bu: width of the upper flange (m) 
%        tu: thickness of the upper flange (m) 
%        bl: width of the lower flange (m) 
%        tl: thickness of the lower flange (m) 
%        Ved: Design Shear force (N)  
function 
[Mcrd,Vcrd,McrdV,W]=ResistanceCapacityII(classcross,classflange,classweb,fyu,fyw,hw
,tw,bu,tu,bl,tl,Ved) 
W=[0 0]; 
%% Design resistance for bending 
 
if (classcross==1) || (classcross==2) || (classcross==3) 
    zgc=(tl/2*bl*tl+(tl+hw/2)*hw*tw+(tl+hw+tu/2)*bu*tu)/(bu*tu+bl*tl+hw*tw); 
%Position of the center of gravity, from the bottom of the beam 
    Iy=bl*tl^3/12+bu*tu^3/12+tw*hw^3/12+bl*tl*(ys-tl/2)^2+tw*hw*(ys-
(tl+hw/2))^2+bu*tu*(tl+hw+tu/2-ys)^2; 
    W(1)=Iy/(tl+hw+bu/2-zgc); 
    W(2)=-zgc/(tl+hw+tu-zgc); 
    Mcrd=fyu*W(1); 
else 
    if classflange~=4 
        bueff=bu; 
    else 
        lambdau=bu/(tu*28.4*sqrt(235*10^6/fyu)*2); 
        ru=(lambdau-4*0.055)/lambdau^2; 
        bueff=ru*bu; %effective width in case of upper flange in class 4 
    end 
    grav=(bl*tl*(tu/2+hw+tl/2)+hw*tw*(tu/2+hw/2))/(bl*tl+hw*tw+tu*bueff); % 
temporary centre of gravity due to the reduced (or not) flange, calculated from the 
middle of the upper flange downwards 
    psiw=-(hw-(grav-tu/2))/(grav-tu/2); % ratio bottomstress/topstress 
    if classweb~=4 
        hweff=grav-tu/2; 
    else 
        if psiw<0 && psiw>-1 
            ks=7.81-6.29*psiw+9.78*psiw^2; 
        elseif psiw==-1 
            ks=23.9; 
        elseif psiw<-1 && psiw>-2 
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            ks=5.98*(1-psiw)^2; 
        end 
        lambdaw=hw/(tw*28.4*sqrt(235*10^6/fyw)*sqrt(ks)); 
        rw=(lambdaw-(3+psiw)*0.055)/lambdaw^2; 
        hweff=rw*(grav-tu/2); %effective part of the zone of the web panel above 
the temporary centre of gravity "grav" 
    end 
    zeff=(bl*tl*(tu/2+hw+tl/2)+tw*hweff/2*(tu/2+hweff/4)+tw*hweff/2*(tu/2+hw-
hweff/4)+tw*(hw+tu/2-grav)*(grav/2+tu/4+hw/2))/(bueff*tu+bl*tl+hweff*tw+(hw+tu/2-
grav)*tw); %center of gravity of the effective section from the middle of the upper 
flange and downwards 
    Ieff=bueff*tu^3/12+bueff*tu*zeff^2+bl*tl^3/12+bl*tl*(tu/2+hw+tl/2-
zeff)^2+2*tw*(hweff/2)^3/12+tw*hweff/2*((zeff-tu/2-hweff/4)^2+(zeff-
grav+hweff/4)^2)+tw*(hw+tu/2-grav)^3/12+tw*(hw+tu/2-grav)*(grav+(hw+tu/2-grav)/2-
zeff)^2; %second area moment of inertia of the effective cross-section 
    W(1)=Ieff/zeff; 
    W(2)=psiw; 
    Mcrd=fyu*W(1); 
end 
 
%% Design resistance for shear 
if (classcross==1) || (classcross==2) 
    Av=1.2*hw*tw; 
    Vcrd=(fyw/sqrt(3))*Av; 
else 
    if (bu*tu/(hw*tw)>=0.6) || (bl*tl/(hw*tw)>=0.6) 
    Vcrd=(fyw/sqrt(3))*hw*tw; 
    else 
        disp('We have a problem using the code for calculating Vcrd, if that 
occurs, cf. to EC3-1-1 6.2.6 (4)'); 
    end 
end 
 
%% Design resistance for bending to allow shear 
Vplrd=(fyw/sqrt(3))*1.2*hw*tw; % plastic shear resistance 
if Ved/Vplrd<=0.5 
    McrdV=Mcrd; 
else 
    rho=(2*Ved/Vplrd-1)^2; 
    McrdV=(1-rho)*Mcrd; 
end 

 

SectionalParameters 

%% Calculation of Sectional Parameters 
% Does the calculations of the composite Sectional Parameters for a 
% specific load with creep factor phi 
% function 
[Acomp,Icomp,ycomp,W1,W2,W3,W4]=SectionalParameters(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,p
hi,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb) 
% Input: bu,tu: width and thickness of the upper flange (m) 
%        bl,tl: width and thickness of the lower flange (m) 
%        hw,tw: height and thickness of the web panel (m) 
%        bc,hc: width and height of the concrete flange (m) 
%        Es: Steel Young modulus (Pa) 
%        Ec: Concrete Young modulus (Pa) 
%        phi: Creep factor 
%        classcross: Classification of the steel cross-section 
%        classflange: Classification of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        classweb: Classification of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        fyu: tensile stress of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        fyw: tensile stress of the web panel of the steel beam 
% Output:Acomp: Composite Area (m^2) 
%        Icomp: Composite moment of inertia (m^4) 
%        ycomp: Composite center of gravity (m) 
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%        W1: Section modulus at the upper edge of the concrete slab 
%        W2: Section modulus at the lower edge of the concrete slab 
%        W3: Section modulus at the upper edge of the steel beam 
%        W4: Section modulus at the lower edge of the steel beam 
 
function 
[Acomp,Icomp,ycomp,W1,W2,W3,W4]=SectionalParameters(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,p
hi,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb) 
 
Ac=bc*hc; %Concrete Area 
Eceff=Ec/(1+phi); 
alpha=Es/Eceff; %Steel Modulus/Concrete Modulus Ratio 
yc=tl+hw+tu+hc/2; %Concrete slab Gravity Center from the bottom 
 
if classcross~=4 
    As=bu*tu+bl*tl+hw*tw; %Steel Area 
    ys=(tl/2*bl*tl+(tl+hw/2)*hw*tw+(tl+hw+tu/2)*bu*tu)/As; %Steel Beam Gravity 
Center from the bottom 
    Is=bl*tl^3/12+bu*tu^3/12+tw*hw^3/12+bl*tl*(ys-tl/2)^2+tw*hw*(ys-
(tl+hw/2))^2+bu*tu*(tl+hw+tu/2-ys)^2; %Moment of Inertia of the steel beam 
else 
    if classflange~=4 
        bueff=bu; 
    else 
        lambdau=bu/(tu*28.4*sqrt(235*10^6/fyu)*2); 
        ru=(lambdau-4*0.055)/lambdau^2; 
        bueff=ru*bu; %effective width in case of upper flange in class 4 
    end 
    grav=(bl*tl*(tu/2+hw+tl/2)+hw*tw*(tu/2+hw/2))/(bl*tl+hw*tw+tu*bueff); % 
temporary centre of gravity due to the reduced (or not) flange, calculated from the 
middle of the upper flange downwards 
    psiw=-(hw-(grav-tu/2))/(grav-tu/2); % ratio bottomstress/topstress 
    if classweb~=4 
        hweff=grav-tu/2; 
    else 
        if psiw<0 && psiw>-1 
            ks=7.81-6.29*psiw+9.78*psiw^2; 
        elseif psiw==-1 
            ks=23.9; 
        elseif psiw<-1 && psiw>-2 
            ks=5.98*(1-psiw)^2; 
        end 
        lambdaw=hw/(tw*28.4*sqrt(235*10^6/fyw)*sqrt(ks)); 
        rw=(lambdaw-(3+psiw)*0.055)/lambdaw^2; 
        hweff=rw*(grav-tu/2); %effective part of the zone of the web panel above 
the temporary centre of gravity "grav" 
    end 
    As=(bueff*tu+bl*tl+hweff*tw+(hw+tu/2-grav)*tw); 
    ys=(bl*tl*(tu/2+hw+tl/2)+tw*hweff/2*(tu/2+hweff/4)+tw*hweff/2*(tu/2+hw-
hweff/4)+tw*(hw+tu/2-grav)*(grav/2+tu/4+hw/2))/As; %center of gravity of the 
effective section from the middle of the upper flange and downwards 
    Is=bueff*tu^3/12+bueff*tu*ys^2+bl*tl^3/12+bl*tl*(tu/2+hw+tl/2-
ys)^2+2*tw*(hweff/2)^3/12+tw*hweff/2*((ys-tu/2-hweff/4)^2+(ys-
grav+hweff/4)^2)+tw*(hw+tu/2-grav)^3/12+tw*(hw+tu/2-grav)*(grav+(hw+tu/2-grav)/2-
ys)^2; %second area moment of inertia of the effective cross-section 
end 
Acomp=Ac/alpha+As; %Composite Area 
ycomp=(As*ys+yc*Ac/alpha)/Acomp; %Center of Gravity of the composite section from 
the bottom 
ac=yc-ycomp; 
as=ycomp-ys; 
Ic=bc*hc^3/12; %Moment of Inertia of the concrete slab 
Icomp=Is+As*as^2+Ic/alpha+Ac*ac^2/alpha; %Moment of inertia of the composite 
section 
W1=alpha*Icomp/(tl+hw+tu+hc-ycomp); 
W2=alpha*Icomp/(tl+hw+tu-ycomp); 
W3=Icomp/(tl+hw+tu-ycomp); 
W4=Icomp/ycomp; 
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Shrinkage 

%% Calculation of moment, shear force and stresses due to shrinkage 
% function 
[Mshrink,Vshrink,sshrink1,sshrink2,sshrink3,sshrink4]=Shrinkage(ecs,Es,Ec,phishrink
,bc,hc,tu,bu,hw,tw,tl,bl,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb) 
% Output: Mshrink: Vector of the moment distribution due to shrinkage along 
%                  the bridge (mesured every meter) (Nm) 
%         Vshrink: Vector of the shear distribution due to shrinkage along 
%                  the bridge (mesured every meter) (N) 
%         sshrink1: Stress distrubution due to shrinkage at the upper edge of the 
%                   concrete slab (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sshrink2: Stress distrubution due to shrinkage at the lower edge of the 
%                   concrete slab (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sshrink3: Stress distrubution due to shrinkage at the upper edge of the 
%                   steel beam (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         sshrink4: Stress distrubution due to shrinkage at the lower edge of the 
%                   steel beam (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
% Input: bu,tu: width and thickness of the upper flange (m) 
%        bl,tl: width and thickness of the lower flange (m) 
%        hw,tw: height and thickness of the web panel (m) 
%        bc,hc: width (half in the transverse direction) and height of the 
%        concrete flange (m) 
%        Es: Steel Young modulus (Pa) 
%        Ec: Concrete Young modulus (Pa) 
%        ecs: Shrinkage constant (according to BBK04) 
%        phishrink: Shrinkage creep factor 
%        classcross: Classification of the steel cross-section 
%        classcross: Classification of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        classcross: Classification of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        fyu: tensile stress of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        fyw: tensile stress of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        L: span length 
 
function 
[Mshrink,Vshrink,sshrink1,sshrink2,sshrink3,sshrink4]=Shrinkage(ecs,Es,Ec,phishrink
,bc,hc,tu,bu,hw,tw,tl,bl,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb,L) 
 
[Acomp,Icomp,ycomp,W1,W2,W3,W4]=SectionalParameters(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,p
hishrink,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb); 
Eceff=Ec/(1+phishrink); 
alpha=Es/Eceff; 
 
%% Fictive force due to shrinkage 
N=ecs*Eceff*bc*hc; % at mid span 
 
%% Stresses 
sshrink1=zeros(1,L+1); 
sshrink2=zeros(1,L+1); 
sshrink3=zeros(1,L+1); 
sshrink4=zeros(1,L+1); 
for i=1:43 
    sshrink1(i)=-(-N/(alpha*Acomp)-N*(tl+hw+tu+hc/2-
ycomp)/(alpha*Icomp)*(tl+hw+tu+hc-ycomp)+N/(bc*hc)); 
    sshrink2(i)=-(-N/(alpha*Acomp)-N*(tl+hw+tu+hc/2-ycomp)/(alpha*Icomp)*(tl+hw+tu-
ycomp)+N/(bc*hc)); 
    sshrink3(i)=-(-N/Acomp-N*(tl+hw+tu+hc/2-ycomp)/Icomp*(tl+hw+tu-ycomp)); 
    sshrink4(i)=-(-N/Acomp+N*(tl+hw+tu+hc/2-ycomp)/Icomp*ycomp); 
end 
 
Mshrink=zeros(1,L+1); 
Vshrink=zeros(1,L+1); 
Mshrink(L/2+1)=N*(tl+hw+tu+hc/2-ycomp); 
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StressesIVA 

%% Calculations of Stresses and shear force at mid span and over the support in 
stage IVA 
% function 
[smid,Vmid,ssup,Vsup]=StressesIVA(qsteel,qconcrete,qballast,classcross,classflange,
classweb,fyu,fyw,hw,tw,bu,tu,bl,tl,Ec,Es,phisw,phishrink,phitemp,ecs,Dtemp,alternat
ive) 
% Output:smid: Vector of stresses at midspan  
%             [Stress_at_upper_edge_of_concrete_slab 
Stress_at_lower_edge_of_concrete_slab...  
%             ...Stress_at_upper_edge_of_steel_beam 
Stress_at_lower_edge_of_steel_beam] 
%        Vmid: Shear force at midspan, in load combination IV:A 
%        ssup: Vector of stresses (Pa) over the support  
%             [Stress_at_upper_edge_of_concrete_slab 
Stress_at_lower_edge_of_concrete_slab...  
%             ...Stress_at_upper_edge_of_steel_beam 
Stress_at_lower_edge_of_steel_beam] 
%        Vsup: Shear force over the support, in load combination IV:A 
% Input: bu,tu: width and thickness of the upper flange (m) 
%        bl,tl: width and thickness of the lower flange (m) 
%        hw,tw: height and thickness of the web panel (m) 
%        bc,hc: width (half in the transverse direction) and height of the concrete 
flange (m) 
%        fyu: Steel tensile strength of the upper flange(S460M) (Pa) 
%        fyw: Steel tensile strength of the web panel(S460M) (Pa) 
%        Es: Steel Young modulus (Pa) 
%        Ec: Concrete Young modulus (Pa) 
%        ecs: Shrinkage constant (according to BBK04) 
%        Dtemp: Temperature change 
%        phishrink: Shrinkage creep factor 
%        phisw: Dead weight Creep factor 
%        phitemp: Uneven Temperature Creep factor 
%        qsteel: Self weight load of the steel (N/m) 
%        qconcrete: Self weight load of the concrete (N/m) 
%        qballast: Weight load of the ballast (N/m) 
%        classcross: Classification of the cross-section 
%        classflange: Classification of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        classweb: Classification of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        alternative: set to 1 for the ballasted alternative, set to 0 for the 
%                     ballastless alternative 
%        L: Span length 
 
function 
[smid,Vmid,ssup,Vsup]=StressesIVA(qsteel,qconcrete,qballast,classcross,classflange,
classweb,fyu,fyw,hw,tw,bu,tu,bc,hc,bl,tl,Ec,Es,phisw,phishrink,phitemp,ecs,Dtemp,al
ternative,L) 
 
smid=zeros(1,4); 
ssup=zeros(1,4); 
%% Get the load factors 
[fsw,fballast,fshrink,fbv2000,ftemp,fhslm,fbrake]=IVALoadFactors(alternative); 
 
%% Get moments and/or stresses and shear forces for each loads 
[Mmax,Vmax]=MomentStageII(qsteel,qconcrete,L); % moments due to self weight in 
stage II 
[Mcrd,Vcrd,McrdV,W]=ResistanceCapacityII(classcross,classflange,classweb,fyu,fyw,hw
,tw,bu,tu,bl,tl,0); % to get W section modulus 
[Mballast,Vballast,sballast1,sballast2,sballast3,sballast4]=Ballast(qballast,bl,tl,
tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,phisw,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb,L); 
[Mshrink,Vshrink,sshrink1,sshrink2,sshrink3,sshrink4]=Shrinkage(ecs,Es,Ec,phishrink
,bc,hc,tu,bu,hw,tw,tl,bl,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb,L); 
[Mtemp,Vtemp,stemp1,stemp2,stemp3,stemp4]=Temp(Dtemp,Es,Ec,phitemp,bc,hc,bu,tu,bl,t
l,tw,hw,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb,L); 
[Mbv,Vbv,sbv1,sbv2,sbv3,sbv4]=BV2000(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,fyw,fyu,classcro
ss,classflange,classweb,L); 
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[Mbrake,Vbrake,sbrake1,sbrake2,sbrake3,sbrake4]=Brakacc(Es,Ec,bc,hc,tu,bu,hw,tw,tl,
bl,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb,alternative,L); 
 
%% At mid span 
sswmid=[0 0 Mmax(1)/W(1) Mmax(1)/W(1)*W(2)]; % stresses due to self weight 
sballastmid=[sballast1(L/2+1) sballast2(L/2+1) sballast3(L/2+1) sballast4(L/2+1)]; 
%stresses due to ballast load 
sshrinkmid=[sshrink1(L/2+1) sshrink2(L/2+1) sshrink3(L/2+1) sshrink4(L/2+1)]; % 
stresses due to shrinkage 
stempmid=[stemp1(L/2+1) stemp2(L/2+1) stemp3(L/2+1) stemp4(L/2+1)]; %stresses due 
to uneven temp 
sbv2000mid=[sbv1(L/2+1) sbv2(L/2+1) sbv3(L/2+1) sbv4(L/2+1)]; % stress due to train 
load BV2000 (Attention il manque un bout de la loco 
sbrakemid=[sbrake1(L/2+1) sbrake2(L/2+1) sbrake3(L/2+1) sbrake4(L/2+1)]; % stress 
due to acceleration/braking force 
 
[Acomp,Icomp,ycomp,W1,W2,W3,W4]=SectionalParameters(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,0
,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb); % calcul additionnel partie loco 
manquante 
D=1+4/(8+L); % Dynamic factor 
Mlocomid=D*96/2*10^3*6.4/2*((L-6.4)/2+6.4/2); 
sbvlocomid=[Mlocomid/W1 Mlocomid/W2 Mlocomid/W3 -Mlocomid/W4]; 
 
% As only one variable load gets the max factor, so there is a need to 
% compare all these stresses before applying load combination factors 
 
% Stresses at the upper edge of the concrete slab 
smidcu=[stempmid(1) sbv2000mid(1)+sbvlocomid(1) sbrakemid(1)]; 
[s1,n]=max(smidcu); 
if n==1 
    lftemp=ftemp(2); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
elseif n==2 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(2); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
else 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(2); 
end 
if sswmid(1)>=0 
    lfsw=fsw(2); 
else 
    lfsw=fsw(1); 
end 
if sballastmid(1)>=0 
    lfballast=fballast(2); 
else 
    lfballast=fballast(1); 
end 
if sshrinkmid(1)>=0 
    lfshrink=fshrink(2); 
else 
    lfshrink=fshrink(1); 
end 
smid(1)=lfsw*sswmid(1)+lfballast*sballastmid(1)+lfshrink*sshrinkmid(1)+lftemp*stemp
mid(1)+lfbv*(sbv2000mid(1)+sbvlocomid(1))+lfbrake*sbrakemid(1); 
 
% Stresses at the lower edge of the concrete slab 
smidcl=[stempmid(2) sbv2000mid(2)+sbvlocomid(2) sbrakemid(2)]; 
[s1,n]=max(smidcl); 
if n==1 
    lftemp=ftemp(2); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
elseif n==2 
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    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(2); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
else 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(2); 
end 
if sswmid(2)>=0 
    lfsw=fsw(2); 
else 
    lfsw=fsw(1); 
end 
if sballastmid(2)>=0 
    lfballast=fballast(2); 
else 
    lfballast=fballast(1); 
end 
if sshrinkmid(2)>=0 
    lfshrink=fshrink(2); 
else 
    lfshrink=fshrink(1); 
end 
smid(2)=lfsw*sswmid(2)+lfballast*sballastmid(2)+lfshrink*sshrinkmid(2)+lftemp*stemp
mid(2)+lfbv*(sbv2000mid(2)+sbvlocomid(2))+lfbrake*sbrakemid(2); 
 
% Stresses at the upper edge of the steel beam 
smidsu=[stempmid(3) sbv2000mid(3)+sbvlocomid(3) sbrakemid(3)]; 
[s1,n]=max(smidsu); 
if n==1 
    lftemp=ftemp(2); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
elseif n==2 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(2); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
else 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(2); 
end 
if sswmid(3)>=0 
    lfsw=fsw(2); 
else 
    lfsw=fsw(1); 
end 
if sballastmid(3)>=0 
    lfballast=fballast(2); 
else 
    lfballast=fballast(1); 
end 
if sshrinkmid(3)>=0 
    lfshrink=fshrink(2); 
else 
    lfshrink=fshrink(1); 
end 
smid(3)=lfsw*sswmid(3)+lfballast*sballastmid(3)+lfshrink*sshrinkmid(3)+lftemp*stemp
mid(3)+lfbv*(sbv2000mid(3)+sbvlocomid(3))+lfbrake*sbrakemid(3); 
 
% Stresses at the lower edge of the steel beam 
smidsl=[stempmid(4) sbv2000mid(4)+sbvlocomid(4) sbrakemid(4)]; 
[s1,n]=max(smidsl); 
if n==1 
    lftemp=ftemp(2); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
elseif n==2 
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    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(2); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
else 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(2); 
end 
if sswmid(4)<=0 
    lfsw=fsw(2); 
else 
    lfsw=fsw(1); 
end 
if sballastmid(4)<=0 
    lfballast=fballast(2); 
else 
    lfballast=fballast(1); 
end 
if sshrinkmid(4)<=0 
    lfshrink=fshrink(2); 
else 
    lfshrink=fshrink(1); 
end 
smid(4)=lfsw*sswmid(4)+lfballast*sballastmid(4)+lfshrink*sshrinkmid(4)+lftemp*stemp
mid(4)+lfbv*(sbv2000mid(4)+sbvlocomid(4))+lfbrake*sbrakemid(4); 
 
Vperm=[Mmax(2) Vballast(L/2+1) Vshrink(L/2+1)]; % permanent loads: self weight, 
ballast and shrinkage 
D=1+4/(8+L); % Dynamic factor 
Vloco=-D*96/2*10^3*L/2*(6.4/L)^2; % shear force due to the extra 96kN/m of the 
locomotive of BV2000, with this load applied in the middle of the span 
Vvar=[Vtemp(L/2+1) Vbv(L/2+1)+Vloco Vbrake(L/2+1)]; % variable loads: temperature, 
BV2000 and braking/acceleration 
[s1,m]=max(Vvar); 
if m==1 
    lftemp=ftemp(2); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
elseif m==2 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(2); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
else 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(2); 
end 
if Vperm(1)>=0 
    lfsw=fsw(2); 
else 
    lfsw=fsw(1); 
end 
if Vperm(2)>=0 
    lfballast=fballast(2); 
else 
    lfballast=fballast(1); 
end 
if Vperm(3)>=0 
    lfshrink=fshrink(2); 
else 
    lfshrink=fshrink(1); 
end 
Vmid=lfsw*Vperm(1)+lfballast*Vperm(2)+lfshrink*Vperm(3)+lftemp*Vvar(1)+lfbv*Vvar(2)
+lfbrake*Vvar(3); 
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%% Over the support 
 
Vperm=[Vmax(2) Vballast(1) Vshrink(1)]; % permanent loads: self weight, ballast and 
shrinkage 
D=1+4/(8+L); % Dynamic factor 
Vloco=D*96/2*10^3*6.4*(1-6.4/(2*L)); % shear force due to the extra 96kN/m of the 
locomotive of BV2000, with this load applied next to the support 
Vvar=[Vtemp(1) Vbv(1)+Vloco Vbrake(1)]; % variable loads: temperature, BV2000 and 
braking/acceleration 
[s1,m]=max(Vvar); 
if m==1 
    lftemp=ftemp(2); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
elseif m==2 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(2); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
else 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(2); 
end 
if Vperm(1)>=0 
    lfsw=fsw(2); 
else 
    lfsw=fsw(1); 
end 
if Vperm(2)>=0 
    lfballast=fballast(2); 
else 
    lfballast=fballast(1); 
end 
if Vperm(3)>=0 
    lfshrink=fshrink(2); 
else 
    lfshrink=fshrink(1); 
end 
Vsup=lfsw*Vperm(1)+lfballast*Vperm(2)+lfshrink*Vperm(3)+lftemp*Vvar(1)+lfbv*Vvar(2)
+lfbrake*Vvar(3); 
 
sswsup=[0 0 Vmax(1)/W(1) Vmax(1)/W(1)*W(2)]; % stresses due to self weight 
sballastsup=[sballast1(1) sballast2(1) sballast3(1) sballast4(1)]; %stresses due to 
ballast load 
sshrinksup=[sshrink1(1) sshrink2(1) sshrink3(1) sshrink4(1)]; % stresses due to 
shrinkage 
stempsup=[stemp1(1) stemp2(1) stemp3(1) stemp4(1)]; %stresses due to uneven temp 
sbv2000sup=[sbv1(1) sbv2(1) sbv3(1) sbv4(1)]; % stress due to train load BV2000 
(Attention il manque un bout de la loco 
sbrakesup=[sbrake1(1) sbrake2(1) sbrake3(1) sbrake4(1)]; % stress due to 
acceleration/braking force 
 
[Acomp,Icomp,ycomp,W1,W2,W3,W4]=SectionalParameters(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,0
,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb); % calcul additionnel partie loco 
manquante 
Mlocosup=0; 
sbvlocosup=[Mlocosup/W1 Mlocosup/W2 Mlocosup/W3 -Mlocosup/W4]; 
 
% As only one variable load gets the max factor, so there is a need to 
% compare all these stresses before applying load combination factors 
 
% Stresses at the upper edge of the concrete slab 
ssupcu=[stempsup(1) sbv2000sup(1)+sbvlocosup(1) sbrakesup(1)]; 
[s1,n]=max(ssupcu); 
if n==1 
    lftemp=ftemp(2); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
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elseif n==2 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(2); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
else 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(2); 
end 
if sswsup(1)>=0 
    lfsw=fsw(2); 
else 
    lfsw=fsw(1); 
end 
if sballastsup(1)>=0 
    lfballast=fballast(2); 
else 
    lfballast=fballast(1); 
end 
if sshrinksup(1)>=0 
    lfshrink=fshrink(2); 
else 
    lfshrink=fshrink(1); 
end 
ssup(1)=lfsw*sswsup(1)+lfballast*sballastsup(1)+lfshrink*sshrinksup(1)+lftemp*stemp
sup(1)+lfbv*(sbv2000sup(1)+sbvlocosup(1))+lfbrake*sbrakesup(1); 
 
% Stresses at the lower edge of the concrete slab 
ssupcl=[stempsup(2) sbv2000sup(2)+sbvlocosup(2) sbrakesup(2)]; 
[s1,n]=max(ssupcl); 
if n==1 
    lftemp=ftemp(2); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
elseif n==2 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(2); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
else 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(2); 
end 
if sswsup(2)>=0 
    lfsw=fsw(2); 
else 
    lfsw=fsw(1); 
end 
if sballastsup(2)>=0 
    lfballast=fballast(2); 
else 
    lfballast=fballast(1); 
end 
if sshrinksup(2)>=0 
    lfshrink=fshrink(2); 
else 
    lfshrink=fshrink(1); 
end 
ssup(2)=lfsw*sswsup(2)+lfballast*sballastsup(2)+lfshrink*sshrinksup(2)+lftemp*stemp
sup(2)+lfbv*(sbv2000sup(2)+sbvlocosup(2))+lfbrake*sbrakesup(2); 
 
% Stresses at the upper edge of the steel beam 
ssupsu=[stempsup(3) sbv2000sup(3)+sbvlocosup(3) sbrakesup(3)]; 
[s1,n]=max(ssupsu); 
if n==1 
    lftemp=ftemp(2); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
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elseif n==2 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(2); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
else 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(2); 
end 
if sswsup(3)>=0 
    lfsw=fsw(2); 
else 
    lfsw=fsw(1); 
end 
if sballastsup(3)>=0 
    lfballast=fballast(2); 
else 
    lfballast=fballast(1); 
end 
if sshrinksup(3)>=0 
    lfshrink=fshrink(2); 
else 
    lfshrink=fshrink(1); 
end 
ssup(3)=lfsw*sswsup(3)+lfballast*sballastsup(3)+lfshrink*sshrinksup(3)+lftemp*stemp
sup(3)+lfbv*(sbv2000sup(3)+sbvlocosup(3))+lfbrake*sbrakesup(3); 
 
% Stresses at the lower edge of the steel beam 
ssupsl=[stempsup(4) sbv2000sup(4)+sbvlocosup(4) sbrakesup(4)]; 
[s1,n]=max(ssupsl); 
if n==1 
    lftemp=ftemp(2); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
elseif n==2 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(2); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(1); 
else 
    lftemp=ftemp(1); 
    lfbv=fbv2000(1); 
    lfbrake=fbrake(2); 
end 
if sswsup(4)>=0 
    lfsw=fsw(2); 
else 
    lfsw=fsw(1); 
end 
if sballastsup(4)>=0 
    lfballast=fballast(2); 
else 
    lfballast=fballast(1); 
end 
if sshrinksup(4)>=0 
    lfshrink=fshrink(2); 
else 
    lfshrink=fshrink(1); 
end 
ssup(4)=lfsw*sswsup(4)+lfballast*sballastsup(4)+lfshrink*sshrinksup(4)+lftemp*stemp
sup(4)+lfbv*(sbv2000sup(4)+sbvlocosup(4))+lfbrake*sbrakesup(4); 
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StressesVI 

%% Calculations of Stresses and shear force at mid span and over the 
%% support in stage VI, fatigue 
% function 
[smid,Vmid,ssup,Vsup]=StressesVI(qsteel,qconcrete,qballast,classcross,class
flange,classweb,fyu,fyw,hw,tw,bu,tu,bl,tl,Ec,Es,phisw,phishrink,ecs,alterna
tive) 
% Output:smid: Vector of stresses at midspan  
%             [Stress_at_upper_edge_of_concrete_slab 
Stress_at_lower_edge_of_concrete_slab...  
%             ...Stress_at_upper_edge_of_steel_beam 
Stress_at_lower_edge_of_steel_beam] 
%        Vmid: Shear force at midspan, in load combination IV:A 
%        ssup: Vector of stresses (Pa) over the support  
%             [Stress_at_upper_edge_of_concrete_slab 
Stress_at_lower_edge_of_concrete_slab...  
%             ...Stress_at_upper_edge_of_steel_beam 
Stress_at_lower_edge_of_steel_beam] 
%        Vsup: Shear force over the support, in load combination IV:A 
% Input: bu,tu: width and thickness of the upper flange (m) 
%        bl,tl: width and thickness of the lower flange (m) 
%        hw,tw: height and thickness of the web panel (m) 
%        bc,hc: width (half in the transverse direction) and height of the 
concrete flange (m) 
%        fyu: Steel tensile strength of the upper flange(S460M) (Pa) 
%        fyw: Steel tensile strength of the web panel(S460M) (Pa) 
%        Es: Steel Young modulus (Pa) 
%        Ec: Concrete Young modulus (Pa) 
%        classcross: Classification of the cross-section 
%        classflange: Classification of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        classweb: Classification of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        L: Length of the span (m) 
 
function 
[smid,Vmid,ssup,Vsup]=StressesVI(classcross,classflange,classweb,fyu,fyw,hw
,tw,bu,tu,bc,hc,bl,tl,Ec,Es,L) 
 
smid=zeros(1,4); 
ssup=zeros(1,4); 
%% Get the load factors 
fbv2000=0.8; 
 
%% Get moments and/or stresses and shear forces for train load BV2000 
[Mbv,Vbv,sbv1,sbv2,sbv3,sbv4]=BV2000(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,fyw,fyu,
classcross,classflange,classweb,L); 
 
%% At mid span 
sbv2000mid=[sbv1(L/2+1) sbv2(L/2+1) sbv3(L/2+1) sbv4(L/2+1)]; % stress due 
to train load BV2000 (Attention il manque un bout de la loco 
[Acomp,Icomp,ycomp,W1,W2,W3,W4]=SectionalParameters(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc
,Ec,Es,0,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb); % calcul additionnel 
partie loco manquante 
D=1+4/(8+L); % Dynamic factor 
Mlocomid=D*96/2*10^3*6.4/2*((L-6.4)/2+6.4/4); 
sbvlocomid=[Mlocomid/W1 Mlocomid/W2 Mlocomid/W3 -Mlocomid/W4]; 
 
% Stresses at the upper edge of the concrete slab 
smid(1)=fbv2000*(sbv2000mid(1)+sbvlocomid(1)); 
% Stresses at the lower edge of the concrete slab 
smid(2)=fbv2000*(sbv2000mid(2)+sbvlocomid(2)); 
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% Stresses at the upper edge of the steel beam 
smid(3)=fbv2000*(sbv2000mid(3)+sbvlocomid(3)); 
% Stresses at the lower edge of the steel beam 
smid(4)=fbv2000*(sbv2000mid(4)+sbvlocomid(4)); 
 
D=1+4/(8+L); % Dynamic factor 
Vloco=-D*96/2*10^3*L/2*(6.4/L)^2; % shear force due to the extra 96kN/m of 
the locomotive of BV2000, with this load applied in the middle of the span 
Vmid=fbv2000*(Vbv(L/2+1)+Vloco); 
 
%% Over the support 
D=1+4/(8+L); % Dynamic factor 
Vloco=D*96/2*10^3*6.4*(1-6.4/(2*L)); % shear force due to the extra 96kN/m 
of the locomotive of BV2000, with this load applied next to the support 
Vsup=fbv2000*(Vbv(1)+Vloco); 
sbv2000sup=[sbv1(1) sbv2(1) sbv3(1) sbv4(1)]; % stress due to train load 
BV2000  
 
[Acomp,Icomp,ycomp,W1,W2,W3,W4]=SectionalParameters(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc
,Ec,Es,0,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb);  
Mlocosup=0; 
sbvlocosup=[Mlocosup/W1 Mlocosup/W2 Mlocosup/W3 -Mlocosup/W4]; 
 
% Stresses at the upper edge of the concrete slab 
ssup(1)=fbv2000*(sbv2000sup(1)+sbvlocosup(1)); 
% Stresses at the lower edge of the concrete slab 
ssup(2)=fbv2000*(sbv2000sup(2)+sbvlocosup(2)); 
% Stresses at the upper edge of the steel beam 
ssup(3)=fbv2000*(sbv2000sup(3)+sbvlocosup(3)); 
% Stresses at the lower edge of the steel beam 
ssup(4)=fbv2000*(sbv2000sup(4)+sbvlocosup(4)); 
 

Temp 

%% Calculation of moment, shear force and stresses due to temperature 
%% change 
% function  
[Mtemp,Vtemp,stemp1,stemp2,stemp3,stemp4]=Temp(Dtemp,Es,Ec,phitemp,bc,hc,bu,tu,bl,t
l,tw,hw,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb) 
% Output: Mtemp: Vector of the moment distribution due to temperature change along 
%                  the bridge (mesured every meter) (Nm) 
%         Vtemp: Vector of the shear distribution due to temperature change along 
%                  the bridge (mesured every meter) (N) 
%         stemp1: Stress distrubution due to temperature change at the upper edge 
of the 
%                   concrete slab (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         stemp2: Stress distrubution due to temperature change at the lower edge 
of the 
%                   concrete slab (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         stemp3: Stress distrubution due to temperature change at the upper edge 
of the 
%                   steel beam (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
%         stemp4: Stress distrubution due to temperature change at the lower edge 
of the 
%                   steel beam (mesured every meter) (Pa) 
% Input: bu,tu: width and thickness of the upper flange (m) 
%        bl,tl: width and thickness of the lower flange (m) 
%        hw,tw: height and thickness of the web panel (m) 
%        bc,hc: width (half in the transverse direction) and height of the 
%        concrete flange (m) 
%        Es: Steel Young modulus (Pa) 
%        Ec: Concrete Young modulus (Pa) 
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%        Dtemp: Temperature change 
%        phitemp: Uneven Temperature Creep factor 
%        classcross: Classification of the steel cross-section 
%        classcross: Classification of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        classcross: Classification of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        fyu: tensile stress of the upper flange of the steel beam 
%        fyw: tensile stress of the web panel of the steel beam 
%        L: length of the span 
 
function 
[Mtemp,Vtemp,stemp1,stemp2,stemp3,stemp4]=Temp(Dtemp,Es,Ec,phitemp,bc,hc,bu,tu,bl,t
l,tw,hw,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb,L) 
 
[Acomp,Icomp,ycomp,W1,W2,W3,W4]=SectionalParameters(bl,tl,tw,hw,bu,tu,bc,hc,Ec,Es,p
hitemp,fyw,fyu,classcross,classflange,classweb); 
 
%% Fictive force due to temperature change 
F=Dtemp*Es*(bu*tu+bl*tl+hw*tw)*10^(-5); % at mid span 
Eceff=Ec/(1+phitemp); 
alpha=Es/Eceff; 
 
Mtemp=zeros(1,L+1); 
Vtemp=zeros(1,L+1); 
ys=(tl/2*bl*tl+(tl+hw/2)*hw*tw+(tl+hw+tu/2)*bu*tu)/(bl*tl+bu*tu+tw*hw); %Steel Beam 
Gravity Center from the bottom 
Mtemp(L/2+1)=F*(ycomp-ys); 
%% Stresses 
stemp1=zeros(1,L+1); 
stemp2=zeros(1,L+1); 
stemp3=zeros(1,L+1); 
stemp4=zeros(1,L+1); 
for i=1:L+1 
    stemp1(i)=(-F/(alpha*Acomp)-Mtemp(L/2+1)/(alpha*Icomp)*(tl+hw+tu+hc-
ycomp)+F/(bc*hc)); 
    stemp2(i)=(-F/(alpha*Acomp)-Mtemp(L/2+1)/(alpha*Icomp)*(tl+hw+tu-
ycomp)+F/(bc*hc)); 
    stemp3(i)=-(-F/Acomp-Mtemp(L/2+1)/Icomp*(tl+hw+tu-ycomp)); 
    stemp4(i)=-(-F/Acomp+Mtemp(L/2+1)/Icomp*ycomp); 
end 

 

VILoadFactors 

%% Stage VI Fatigue width Combination load factors 
% function [fsw,fballast,fshrink,fbv2000]=VIBLoadFactors(alternative) 
% Output: fsw: Self Weight factor 
%         fballast: Ballast factor 
%         fshrink: Shrinkage factor 
%         fbv2000: Train Load BV2000 factor 
% Input: alternative: set to 1 for the ballasted alternative, set to 0 for the 
%                     ballastless alternative 
 
function [fsw,fballast,fshrink,fbv2000]=VILoadFactors(alternative) 
fsw=0; 
if alternative==1 
    fballast=0; 
elseif alternative==0 
    fballast=0; 
end 
fshrink=0; 
fbv2000=0.8; 
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B  
 
Dynamic codes and results 

B.1 Input codes 

B.1.1 Evaluation of the mass 

%% Calculation of the linear mass and moment of inertia for the dynamic 
%% calculations, given the dimensions 
 
[bu,tu,hw,tw,bl,tl,bc,hc,fyu,fyl,fyw,gamma,Es,Ec,fcc,L,entr,ecs,Dtemp,phishrink,phi
sw,phitemp,qsteel,qconcrete,bballast,qballast,alternative]=InputData(); 
hballast=1; 
 
% Linear mass (kg/m) 
 
As=bu*tu+hw*tw+bl*tl;         %steel area (m^2) 
Vbracings= (2*0.11*3*2.5+5*0.11*(2*2.5+2*2.1))*0.15/42; %average volume of the 
bracings along the bridge, approximation from scandia design(m^3/m) 
Vrailfence=2*(1.25*0.06*0.06+(1-0.06)*0.06*0.06*3);   %railing fence volume for one 
meter long (approximation) (m^3/m) 
Ac=hc*bc;                     %concrete slab area (m^2) 
Aedge=2*0.45*0.4;              %edge beams area 
rsteel=7850;                  %steel density (kg/m^3) 
rconcrete=25000/9.81;         %concrete density (kg/m^3) 
Aballast=2*bballast*hballast; %ballast tranverse area (scandia design)(m^2) 
mballast=alternative*Aballast*20000/9.81; %mass of the ballast (kg/m) 
muic=2*60;                        %UIC 60 rail standard mass (kg/m) 
 
m=(2*As*1+Vbracings+Vrailfence)*rsteel+(2*Ac*1+Aedge*1)*rconcrete+mballast+muic; 
%mass of the bridge (kg/m) 
 
ys=(bl*tl*tl/2+hw*tw*(tl+hw/2)+bu*tu*(tl+hw+tu/2))/As; %center of gravity of the 
steel beam from the bottom 
alpha=Es/Ec; %Steel Modulus/Concrete Modulus Ratio 
yc=tl+hw+tu+hc/2; %Concrete slab Gravity Center from the bottom 
Is=bl*tl^3/12+bu*tu^3/12+tw*hw^3/12+bl*tl*(ys-tl/2)^2+tw*hw*(ys-
(tl+hw/2))^2+bu*tu*(tl+hw+tu/2-ys)^2; %Moment of Inertia of the steel beam 
Acomp=Ac/alpha+As; %Composite Area 
ycomp=(As*ys+yc*Ac/alpha)/Acomp; %Center of Gravity of the composite section from 
the bottom 
ac=yc-ycomp; 
as=ycomp-ys; 
Ic=bc*hc^3/12; %Moment of Inertia of the concrete slab 
Icomp=Is+As*as^2+Ic/alpha+Ac*ac^2/alpha; %Moment of inertia of the composite 
section (for half of the bridge) 

Appendix 
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B.1.2 Input code for SOLVIA03 

This code has been created by Andreas Andersson, M.Sc., Tec. Lic., Ph.D. Student at 
KTH. 

Some parts in the code are commented. It doesn’t mean that they are useless but sould 
be used for different analysis depending on what data is wanted. 

Pre-file 

*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
* The Banafjäl railway bridge (Botnia line) km 22+392                 * 
* - dynamic analysis of high-speed train models (HSLM)                * 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
* author:   Andreas Andersson                                         * 
* modified: 2010-03-12                                                * 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
 
* MAIN INPUT-FILE FOR ANALYSIS 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
HEADING 'The Banafjäl railway bridge' 
DATABASE CREATE 
 
* METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
READ LoadFunction.inp ECHO=Y 
MASTER IDOF=100011 NSTEP=$NSTEP DT=$DT 
 
* mode superposition 
ANALYSIS TYPE=DYNAMIC MASSMATRIX=CONSISTENT IMODS=MODE NMODES=$MODES 
FREQUENCIES SUBSPACE-ITERATION NEIG=$freq STOL=1E-9 
* modal damping 
MODALDAMPING INPUT=TABLE / 1 $XI TO $freq $XI 
 
* NODE DEFINITIONS 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
COORDINATES 
ENTRIES NODE   Y     Z 
         1    0.0   0.0 TO 
       $NN     $L   0.0 
 
* SUPERSTRUCTURE, COMPOSITE ACTION (2D BEAM MODEL) 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
MATERIAL 1 ELASTIC E=210E9 NU=0 DENSITY=7850 
EGROUP 1 BEAM MATERIAL=1 RESULTS=FORCES 
SECTION 1 GENERAL RINT=$I SINT=$I TINT=$I AREA=$A 
BEAMVECTOR / 1 -1 0 0 
GLINE 1 $NN -1 EL=$EL 
 
* BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
FIXBOUNDARIES DIR=123 / 1 
FIXBOUNDARIES DIR=13  / $NN 
 
* LOADING (SINGLE AXLE) 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
LOADS CONCENTRATED 
   1 3 -1 1 0 TO 
 $NN 3 -1 1 $TEND 
 
SOLVIA 
END 
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Pos-file 

*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
* The Banafjäl railway bridge (Botnia line) km 22+392                 * 
* - dynamic analysis of high-speed train models (HSLM)                * 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
* author:   Andreas Andersson                                         * 
* modified: 2010-05-30                                                * 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
 
* MAIN FILE FOR EXTRACTING DATA 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
DATABASE CREATE NHIST-PORTHOLE=YES 
 
 
* WRITE NODAL DATA TO FILE 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
*WRITE disp.txt  / NHIST 211 K=D D=3 SUBFR=12 OUT=ALL 
*WRITE acc.txt   / NHIST 211 K=A D=3 OUT=ALL 
 
*WRITE rot1.txt  / NHIST 1   K=D D=4 SUBFR=12 OUT=ALL 
*WRITE rot2.txt  / NHIST 421 K=D D=4 OUT=ALL / END WRITE 
 
READ WriteEnvelope.inp 
 
WRITE maxmin.txt 
NMAX whole K=ACC  D=3 TYPE=MAX / NMAX whole K=ACC  D=3 TYPE=MIN 
NMAX whole K=DISP D=3 TYPE=MAX / NMAX whole K=DISP D=3 TYPE=MIN 
NMAX whole K=DISP D=4 TYPE=MAX / NMAX whole K=DISP D=4 TYPE=MIN 
EMAX whole TYPE=MAX / EMAX whole TYPE=MIN 
 
* WRITE ELEMENT DATA TO FILE 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
*WRITE V_sup.txt / EHIST   1 1 K=FT SUBFR=12 OUT=ALL 
*WRITE M_mid.txt / EHIST 211 1 K=MS OUT=ALL 
 
* total load and reaction forces in the model 
SUMH K=LOAD D=3 SUBFR=12 
SUMH K=REAC D=3 
 
 
* WRITE NATURAL FREQUENCIES DATA TO FILE 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
SET RESPONSE=VIBRATION 
WRITE frequencies.txt / FREQUENCIES 
 
* WRITE MODE SHAPES TO FILE 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 
LINE FIND L 1 421 
WRITE modes.txt 
NLINE L K=D D=3 OUT=ALL TIME=1 
NLINE L K=D D=3 OUT=ALL TIME=2 
NLINE L K=D D=3 OUT=ALL TIME=3 
NLINE L K=D D=3 OUT=ALL TIME=4 
NLINE L K=D D=3 OUT=ALL TIME=5 
 
* plot mode shapes 
MESH TIME=1 
MESH TIME=2 
MESH TIME=3 
MESH TIME=4 
MESH TIME=5 
 
END 
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Input 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% The Banafjäl railway bridge (Botnia line) km 22+392 
% - dynamic analysis of high-speed train models (HSLM 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% author:   Andreas Andersson 
% modified: 2010-05-30 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%clear, clc, close all 
amax=[]; %maximum acceleration vector 
A=[]; %acceleration matrix 
namax=[]; %node with maximum acceleration vector 
dispmax=[]; %maximum displacement vector 
DISP=[]; %max displacement matrix 
rotmax=[]; %max rot 
%rot1max=[]; %max rot 
ROT=[]; %max rot matrix 
%rot2max=[]; %max rot2 
Vmax=[]; %max V_sup 
Vmin=[]; %max negative V_sup 
SHEARn=[]; %max negative shear force matrix 
SHEARp=[]; %max positive shear force matrix 
Mmax=[]; %max M_mid 
Mmin=[]; %max negative M_mid 
BENDn=[];%max negative bending moment matrix 
BENDp=[];%max positive bending moment matrix 
speed=140:1:160; 
tic; 
%% Input data 
for nr=4 
   typ=sprintf('HSLM-A%d',nr); 
%for fs=[10000,10730,11500] 
% train load 
for v=172.5;                                            % speed (km/h) 
%v=230; 
%cd dyn_test 
%delete *.txt            % delete old output data 
%   typ='HSLM-A4';                                      % train model 
 
% model properties 
L=42;                                                   % total bridge length (m) 
dL=1;                                                   % element length (m) 
m=15290;                                                % bridge mass (kg/m) 
I=0.62;                                                 % moment of inertia (m^4) 
 
% dynamic properties 
fs=200;                                                 % sampling frequency (Hz) 
cd dyn_test 
fclose all 
delete *.txt            % delete old output data 
t_free=1;                                               % time with free vibrations 
(s) 
Nmod=4;                                                 % no. of modes (if 
superposition) 
xi=0.5;                                                 % critical damping (%) 
 
 
%% Traffic load models (HSLM-A) 
F=[]; typ=[typ '      ']; 
if typ(1:6)=='HSLM-A' 
    j=str2double(typ(7:8));                           % load model no. (A1-A10) 
    N=[18:-1:13 13 12 11 11];                         % no. of intermediate wagons 
    D=[18:27];                                        % length of one wagon (m) 
    d=[2 3.5 2 3 2 2 2 2.5 2 2]; d0=3.525;            % axle distance in boogie (m) 
    P=[170 200 180 190 170 180 190 190 210 210]*1E3;  % axle load (N) 
    A01=[0 3 11 3; P(j)*ones(1,4)]';                  % railcar 
    A02=[0 d(j) D(j)-1.5*d(j)-0.5*d0; P(j)*ones(1,3)]';% first intermediate wagon 
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    A03=[0 D(j)-1.5*d(j)-0.5*d0 d(j); P(j)*ones(1,3)]';% last intermediate wagon 
    for i=1:N(j) 
        F=[F; [d(j) 0]; [0 D(j)-d(j); P(j) P(j)]'];   % remaining intermediate 
wagons 
    end 
    F=[A01; [d0 0]; A02; F; [d(j) 0]; A03; [d0 0]; A01];% compile the wagons 
end 
F(:,1)=cumsum(F(:,1));  F((F(:,2)==0),:)=[];            % compiled train set 
 
 
%% Create load-functions (for SOLVIA-analysis) 
DT=1/fs;                                                % time increment in 
analysis (s) 
x1=0; p1=0; L_train=F(end,1); TIME=[];                  % total length of the 
trainset (m) 
for i=1:length(F) 
    x1=[x1' F(i,1)-dL F(i,1) F(i,1)+dL]';             % increment length between 
axles (m) 
    p1=[p1' 0         F(i,2) 0        ]';           % axle load (N) 
end 
x1=x1(2:end)+dL; p1=p1(2:end);                          % remove irrelevant parts 
TIME(:,1)=x1/(v/3.6);                                   % corresponding time vector 
(s) 
TIME(:,2)=p1;                                           % axle load (N) 
TIME(end+1,:)=[1000 0];                                 % end time (s) 
test=find((TIME(2:end-1,1) - TIME(1:end-2,1)) / DT<=0); % test of no. of increments 
in TIME 
NSTEP=round(((L_train + L+1)/(v/3.6) + t_free)/DT);     % no. of increments 
TEND=L/(v/3.6);                                         % end time (s) 
 
 
%% Write time-functions and parameters to file (for SOLVIA-analysis) 
Nfreq=Nmod; if Nfreq<5; Nfreq=5; end 
fid=fopen('LoadFunction.inp','w'); typ(typ==' ')=[]; 
fprintf(fid,'*INPUT: train model %s with v=%d km/h and %0.3g percent damping 
\n',typ,v,xi); 
fprintf(fid,'PARAMETER $NSTEP=%d, $DT=%0.8g, $TEND=%0.8g, $MODES=%d, 
$freq=%d\n',NSTEP,DT,TEND,Nmod,Nfreq); 
fprintf(fid,'PARAMETER $XI=%0.8g, $A=%0.8g, $I=%0.8g\n',xi/100,m/7850,I); 
fprintf(fid,'PARAMETER $NN=%d, $L=%0.8g, $EL=%d\n',round(L/dL)+1,L,round(L/dL)); 
fprintf(fid,' \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'TIMEFUNCTION 1 \n'); 
for i=1:length(TIME)-1 
    fprintf(fid,' %0.8f    %d \n',TIME(i,1),TIME(i,2)); 
end 
fprintf(fid,' %d          %d \n',TIME(end,1),TIME(end,2)); 
fclose all; 
 
%% Create file to read envelope (node and element) for the whole model 
 
% NN=round(L/dL)+1;           % number of nodes 
%  
% x=0:dL:L;                   % length vector (for plotting) 
%  
% fid=fopen('WriteEnvelope.inp','w'); 
%  
%   
%  
% fprintf(fid,'WRITE AccEnvelope.txt \n'); 
%  
% for i=1:NN; fprintf(fid,'NMAX ZONE=n%d K=ACC D=3 TYPE=MAX / NMAX ZONE=n%d K=ACC 
D=3 TYPE=MIN \n',i,i); end 
%  
%   
%  
% fprintf(fid,'WRITE DispEnvelope.txt \n'); 
%  
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% for i=1:NN; fprintf(fid,'NMAX ZONE=n%d K=DISP D=3 TYPE=MAX / NMAX ZONE=n%d K=DISP 
D=3 TYPE=MIN \n',i,i); end 
%  
%   
%  
% fprintf(fid,'WRITE MomentShearEnvelope.txt \n'); 
%  
% for i=1:NN-1; fprintf(fid,'EMAX ZONE=e%d TYPE=MAX / EMAX ZONE=e%d TYPE=MIN 
\n',i,i); end 
%  
% fprintf(fid,'END WRITE'); 
%  
% fclose all; 
 
%% Execute SOLVIA-analysis with current parameters 
dos('PATH=H:\SOLVIA03\BIN;%PATH%') 
dos('system dyn')                                       % execute dynamic FE-
analysis (SOLVIA) 
dos('run_dyn') 
 
% Read data from SOLVIA-analysis 
% c=Solvia2double('disp.txt');  disp=c(:,2);              % vertical midspan 
displacement (m) 
% c=Solvia2double('acc.txt');   acc=c(:,2);            % vertikal midspan 
acceleration (m) 
% c=Solvia2double('rot1.txt');  rot1=c(:,2);              % support rotation (rad) 
% c=Solvia2double('rot2.txt');  rot2=c(:,2);              % support rotation (rad) 
% c=Solvia2double('V_sup.txt'); Vsup=c(:,2);              % Shear force at support 
(N) 
% c=Solvia2double('M_mid.txt'); Mmid=c(:,2);              % Bending moment at 
midspan (Nm) 
 
%acc=Solviamax('acc.txt'); 
%disp=Solviamax('disp.txt'); 
%% Read envelope-data from SOLVIA-analysis 
 
% C=textscan(fopen('AccEnvelope.txt'),'%s%s%s%s'); 
%  
% C=str2double(C{1,1}); Amax=C(12:24:end); Amin=C(24:24:end); 
%  
%   
%  
% C=textscan(fopen('DispEnvelope.txt'),'%s%s%s%s'); 
%  
% C=str2double(C{1,1}); dmax=C(12:24:end); dmin=C(24:24:end); 
%  
%   
%  
% C=textscan(fopen('MomentShearEnvelope.txt'),'%s%s%s%s%s%s'); 
%  
% C=str2double(C{1,1}); 
%  
% Vmax=C(13:38:end); Vmin=C(32:38:end); 
%  
% Mmax=C(17:38:end); Mmin=C(36:38:end); 
%  
% fclose all; 
 
%% Read max values 
 
C=textscan(fopen('maxmin.txt'),'%s%s'); C1=str2double(C{1,1}); 
C2=str2double(C{1,2}); 
if ~isempty(C1) 
  acc=[C1(18) C1(37)]; 
   if abs(C1(18))>=abs(C1(37)) 
       n=C2(18); %node with maximum acceleration 
   else 
       n=C2(37); 
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   end 
   disp=[C1(56) C1(75)]; 
   rot1=[C1(94) C1(113)]; 
   Vsup=[C1(149) C1(204)]; 
   Mmid=[C1(161) C1(216)]; 
else 
   acc=[0 0]; 
   n=0; 
   disp=[0 0]; 
   rot1=[0 0]; 
   Vsup=[0 0]; 
   Mmid=[0 0]; 
end 
 
% rot1=Solviamax('rot1.txt'); 
% rot2=Solviamax('rot2.txt'); 
% Vsup=Solviamax('V_sup.txt'); 
% Mmid=Solviamax('M_mid.txt'); 
 
amax=[amax;max(abs(acc))]; %maximum acceleration vector 
%namax=[namax;n]; %node with maximum acceleration vector 
dispmax=[dispmax;max(abs(disp))]; %maximum displacement vector 
rotmax=[rotmax;max(abs(rot1))]; %max rot1 
%rot2max=[rot2max;max(abs(rot2))]; %max rot2 
Vmax=[Vmax;max(Vsup)]; %max V_sup 
Vmin=[Vmin;min(Vsup)]; %max V_sup 
Mmax=[Mmax;max(Mmid)]; %max M_mid 
Mmin=[Mmin;min(Mmid)]; %max M_mid 
 
 
 
cd .. 
end 
A=[A amax]; 
DISP=[DISP dispmax]; 
ROT=[ROT rotmax]; 
SHEARp=[SHEARp Vmax]; 
BENDp=[BENDp Mmax]; 
SHEARn=[SHEARn Vmin]; 
BENDn=[BENDn Mmin]; 
amax=[]; 
dispmax=[]; 
rotmax=[]; 
Vmax=[]; 
Mmax=[]; 
Vmin=[]; 
Mmin=[]; 
save InputLoad 
%end 
end 
toc; 
 
%% Plot results 
% t=0:1/fs:length(disp)/fs; t=t(1:end-1); 
% figure(1)  % nodal data 
% subplot(3,1,1), plot(t,disp*1e3), ylabel('disp. [mm]'), title(sprintf('%s at v = 
%d km/h',typ,v)) 
% subplot(3,1,2), plot(t,acc), ylabel('acc. [m/s^2]') 
% subplot(3,1,3), plot(t,[rot1 rot2]*1E3), ylabel('rot. [rad x 10^-^3]'), 
xlabel('time [s]') 
%  
% figure(2)  % section forces 
% subplot(2,1,1), plot(t(1:end-1),Vsup/1E6), ylabel('V [MN]'), title(sprintf('%s at 
v = %d km/h',typ,v)) 
% subplot(2,1,2), plot(t(1:end-1),Mmid/1E6), ylabel('M [MNm]'), xlabel('time [s]') 
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B.2 Additional results 

B.2.1 Convergence study 
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Figure B.1  Train HSLM-A1, second peak of resonance, maximum acceleration 
convergence study for different sample frequencies 
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Figure B.2  Train HSLM-A1, second resonance peak, maxima accelerations (top of the 
resonance peak) for different sampling frequencies 
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Figure B.3  Train HSLM-A7, second resonance peak, maxima accelerations (top of the 
resonance peak) for different sampling frequencies 
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Figure B.4  Train HSLM-A1, first peak of resonance, maximum displacement 
convergence study for different sample frequencies 
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Figure B.5  Train HSLM-A1, first resonance peak, maxima accelerations (top of the 
resonance peak) for different sampling frequencies 
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Figure B.6  Train HSLM-A1, first peak of resonance, maximum displacement 
convergence study for different sample frequencies 
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Figure B.7  Train HSLM-A7, first peak of resonance, maximum displacement convergence 
study for different sample frequencies 
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Element length 
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Figure B.8  Train HSLM-A1, first peak of resonance, maximum acceleration 
convergence study for different element lengths 
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Figure B.9  Train HSLM-A1, first resonance peak, maxima accelerations (top of the 
resonance peak) for different element lengths 
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Figure B.10  Train HSLM-A4, first resonance peak, maxima accelerations (top of the 
resonance peak) for different element lengths 
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Figure B.11  Train HSLM-A7, first resonance peak, maxima accelerations (top of the 
resonance peak) for different element lengths 
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Figure B.12  Train HSLM-A1, first peak of resonance, maximum displacement 
convergence study for different element lengths 
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Figure B.13  Train HSLM-A1, first resonance peak, maxima accelerations (top of the 
resonance peak) for different element lengths 
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Figure B.14 Train HSLM-A4, first resonance peak, maxima accelerations (top of the 
resonance peak) for different element lengths 
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Figure B.15  Train HSLM-A7, first resonance peak, maxima accelerations (top of the 
resonance peak) for different element lengths 
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B.2.2 Real design 
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Figure B.16  Time history displacement response, HSLM-A4, speed 172.5 km/h, at midspan 
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Figure B.17 Time history rotation response, HSLM-A4, speed 172.5 km/h, over support 
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Figure B.18 Time history bending moment response, HSLM-A4, speed 172.5 km/h, at midspan 
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Figure B.19 Time history shear force response, HSLM-A4, speed 172.5 km/h, over support 
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B.2.3 Ballasted design from the static calculations 
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Figure B.20 Maxima vertical accelerations, around the first peaks of resonance of all 10 
HSLM-trains, ballasted track design 
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Figure B.21  Ratio Bridge length over Maximum Displacement, around the first peaks of 
resonance of all HSLM-trains, ballasted track design 
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Figure B.22  Maxima end rotations, around the first peaks of resonance of all HSLM-trains, 
ballasted track design 
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B.2.4 Real design with the ballast removed 
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Figure B.23  Maxima vertical accelerations, around the first peaks of resonance of all 10 
HSLM-trains, real design without ballast 
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Figure B.24  Ratio Bridge length over Maximum Displacement, around the first peaks of 
resonance of all HSLM-trains, real design without ballast 
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Figure B.25  Maxima end rotations, around the first peaks of resonance of all HSLM-
trains, real design without ballast 
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B.2.5 Ballastless design from the static calculations 
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Figure B.26  Maxima vertical accelerations, around the first peaks of resonance of all 10 
HSLM-trains, ballastless track design 
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Figure B.27  Ratio Bridge length over Maximum Displacement, around the first peaks of 
resonance of all HSLM-trains, ballastless track design 
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Figure B.28 Maxima end rotations, around the first peaks of resonance of all HSLM-
trains, ballastless track design 
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